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To me the contribution of Jagannath Cult to the whole world is incomparable. Under Shree
Jagannath’s all receptive roof, all doctrines even the most divergent one finds a resting

place. Orissa, the State that provides the backdrop of 2000 years of India’s rich heritage, art,
culture and architecture is also a gifted beauty of nature. While retaining its pristine glory, present
day Orissa has become a multi-dimensional, multi-coloured, vibrant and advanced State keeping
in tandem and also going ahead with the vision of a prosperous State.

The spectacular chariot festival is an annual ritual held at famous Jagannath Temple in
Puri. Also known as Car Festival, it is celebrated in the Ashadha Month of the Hindu calendar
and in the honour of Lord Jagannath who is believed to be an incarnation of Vishnu. One of the
many legends goes that Indradyumna, the king of Avanti went to Puri to have darshan of Vishnu,
but he found the God had disappeared. The sage Narada assured Indradyumna that Vishnu
would appear before him in the temple in the form of three wooden images. When a big tree,
radiant with light, was seen floating in the sea; Narada told him to make three idols out of it and
place them on the Altar. Indradyumna got Viswakarma, the architect of Gods to build a magnificent
temple to house the idols and Vishnu Himself appeared in the guise of carpenter to make idols on
the condition that, he was to left undisturbed until he finished the work. Unable to restrain his
curiosity Indradyumna went to see Vishnu at work at which the latter abandoned his work
leaving the images unfinished. But a divine voice told Indradyumna to install Them in the temple.
The three images represent the Lord Jagannath, His elder brother Balabhadra and their sister
Subhadra. On the day of festival, the deities are taken out in procession in three ornate chariots
to their aunt’s house for a nine-day sojourn. The ropes of the chariots are pulled by millions of
devotees. In earlier times the devotees would occasionally throw themselves in front of the

Editor’s Note



chariots of Lord Jagannath, for it was believed that, to be crushed to death under its wheels was
passport to heaven.

The Jagannath culture has immense contribution to the society at large. Although many
have tried to confine Lord Jagannath to Sanatan Dharma only still people of Orissa have kept
our individuality and identity basing on the cult of Lord Jagannath. The Jagannath Culture,
therefore, assimilates the essence of all religions that is why it is magnanimous. On the basis of
the cult, Jayadev created Geeta Govinda which has brought about tremendous change. As
Jagannath Himself is a God carved out of wood it also signifies the importance of trees and its
essence is reflected. In the premises of Lord Jagannath temple “Shree Krushna’s Nabagunjar
Besha” signifies love and respect for all living beings. Going beyond caste, creed and religion the
deprived are as closer to Lord Jagannath as the rich and famous which is reflected during the
Car Festival. Beyond all these the Jagannath Cult has scientific significance as well.

The Orissan Society, is therefore, a reflection of Jagannath Chetana. While Jagannath
Chetana propagates protection of environment and wild-life in Orissa, the Government headed
by Shri Naveen Patnaik gives importance to environment and wildlife as well. As Jagannath
Chetana propagates communal harmony, the Government today in Orissa abhors communal
violence. To build a new, vibrant and prosperous  Orissa, our Government is also giving thrust to
Tourism centered around Lord Jagannath. I believe by the blessings of Lord Jagannath, this
Government will be able to place Orissa as the most successful State in the country.

I dedicate this Editorial to His Almighty and thank the members of Orissa Review team
for their excellent co-operation without which this publication would not have been possible.
I would also like to thank the Minister, I & P.R, the Principal Secretary and  Director, I & P.R.
as also the entire official machinery of the Department for having provided an enabling environment.
Last but not the least, I would like to thank the Director, Orissa Government Press and its team
for being constantly able to bring out such a wonderful publication.

Jay Jagannath.
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KADACHIT KALINDITATA BIPIN - SANGEETI KABARO
MUDAVIRI - NARI - BADANA KAMALA SWADA - MADHUPAH
RAMA - SHAMBHU - BRAHMASURAPATI GANESHARCHITAPADO
JAGANNATHAH SWAMI NAYANA PATHA GAMI BHABATU ME. (1)

BHUJE SABYE VENUNG SHIRASI SIKHI PUCHHANG KATITATE
DUKULANG NETRANTE SAHACHARA KATAKHYANG - BIDADHATE
SADA SHRIMAD BRUNDABANA BASATI LILA - PARICHAYO
JAGANNATHAH SWAMI NAYANA PATHA GAMI BHABATU ME. (2)

MAHAMBODHESTIRE KANAKARUCHIRE NILASIKHARE
BASAN PRASADENTE SAHAJA BALABHABRENA BALINA
SUBHADRA MADHYASTA SAKALA SURASEBA BASARODE
JAGANNATHAH SWAMI NAYANA PATHA GAMI BHABATU ME. (3)

KRUPAPARABARAH SAJALA JALADA SRENI RUCHIRO
RAMA BANI RAMAH SPURADAMALA PADMA KHYAN MUKHOUH
SURENDREI RAIRARADHYAH SHRUTI GANASIKHA GITA CHARITO
JAGANNATHAH SWAMI NAYANA PATHA GAMI BHABATU ME. (4)

RATHARUDHO GACHHAN PATHIMILITA BHUDEBPATALEIH
STUTI PRADURBHABAM PRATIPADA MUPAKARNYA SADAYAH
DAYA SINDHUR BANDHUH SAKALA JAGATAM SINDHUSUTAYAH
JAGANNATHAH SWAMI NAYANA PATHA GAMI BHABATU ME. (5)

PARABRAHMA PIDAH KUBALAYA DALOTPHULLANAYANO
NIBASI NILADRU NIHITA CHARANOANANTA SIRASI
RASANANDO RADHASARASAB PURALINGANASUKHO
JAGANNATHAH SWAMI NAYANA PATHA GAMI BHABATU ME. (6)

Shree  Shree
Jagannathastakam

Shri Shri  Shankaracharya
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NA BAIJATE RAJYAM NA CHA KANAKA MANIKYA BIVABAM
NA JACHEAHAM RAMYANG SAKALA JANA KAMYANG BARA BADHUM
SADA KALE KALE PRAMATHAPATINA GITA CHARITO
JAGANNATHAH SWAMI NAYANA PATHA GAMI BHABATU ME. (7)

HARA TWAM SANSARAM DRUTATARA MASARANG SURAPATE
HARATWANG PAPANAM BITATIMAPARANG JADAVAPATE
AHO DINANATHO NIHITA MACHALAM NISHATAPADAM
JAGANNATHA SWAMI NAYANA PATHA GAMI BHABATU ME. (8)

JAGANNATHASTAKAM PUNYANG JAHA PATHET PRAJATA SHUCHIH
SARBA PAPA BISUDHATMA BISHNULOKAM SAGACHHATI. (9)
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Jagannathastakam
Translated by Praharaja Satyanarayan Nanda

Once you appeared in the woods
On the banks of Kalindi

Dancing to the tune of the sweet concert
Seeking nectar from the lotus faces of cowherd women,
Your feet adored by Laxmi, Siva, Indra and Ganesh
O Lord, the Master of the Universe,
appear in my vision.

Holding a flute in your hand
Head bedecked with peacock tail
And the yellow silk in the waist
Glancing at your companions

All the time you bask in the glory
And perform leelas in Vrindavan,
O Lord, the Master of the Universe,
appear in my vision.

Close by the ocean on the shining blue mountain
Sharing the sanctum sanctorum
with the mighty Balabhadra
And Subhadra seated at the centre,
You offer chances to the deities

for paying obeisance,
O Lord, the Master of the Universe,
appear in my vision.

O ocean of compassion,

Whose form resembles a range of thick clouds,
Who treks his way with Laxmi and Saraswati
Whom Lord of the deities adore with
Vedic chanting, waving of flames and reading
His leelas in rhyme,

O Lord, the Master of the Universe,
appear in my vision.
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Ascending the chariot when you proceed
Monarchs throng on your pathway,
Hearing the burden of their hymn with compassion,

Ocean of grace, the friend of universe,
being merciful (to the ocean)
You have chosen your abode ashore,
Oh Lord, the Master of the Universe,
appear in my vision.

Holding fast to your all-pervading self
You who have lotus-petalled eyes, blissful,
Reside in Niladri with your feet
resting on Ananta naga,

Basking in blissful love you are in ecstacy
While embracing the elegant shape of Radhika,
Oh Lord, the Master of the Universe,
appear in my vision.

Neither do I crave for kingdom
Nor for gold, ruby and wealth
I do not pray for the most beautiful
woman coveted by all

Your leela is sung in every age
by Shiva Shankar,
Oh Lord, the Master of the Universe,
appear in my vision.

Lord of the deities, save me from
the clutches of this ephemeral world,
Oh Lord of Yadus, free me from the
unbearable burden of sins,

You are the Lord of the sufferers
Grant graciously the touch of your lotus feet,
Oh Lord, the Master of the Universe
appear in my vision.
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The ancient Temple of Lord Jagannath at Puri ever since its
inception has been an institution of unique importance in

which millions of Hindu Devotees have reposed their faith and
belief regarding it as the epitome of their tradition and culture.

The affairs of Shri Jagannath Temple at Puri were looked
after with great devotion and care by the successive Hindu ruling
dynasties of Odisha for whom Shri Jagannath Mahaprabhu had
come to be regarded as the family or the State deity. The famous
Ganga monarch Chodoganga, after constructing the present
edifice in the 12th Century A.D., conferred the old endowments
of Shri Jagannath, made new endowments and laid the
foundation of a sound administration for managing the affairs of
the temple. Madala Panji, the chronicle of Shri Jagannath
Temple, Puri eulogistically records the extensive endowments
in land and fabulous gifts of gold metal made by Anangabhima
Deva. He is also credited with organizing the Chhatisa Nijoga
or as many as thirty six genres of temple servitors and instituting
numerous Bhogas and Yatras (festivals). The Suryavamsi rulers who succeeded the Gangavamsis were
great devotees of Shri Jagannath and from some of their inscriptions in the Temple it is evident that they
not only enriched the coffers of the Temple by their numerous gifts, but also looked to the strict and
punctual performance of the rituals (nitis) of the deities.

Political power of Odisha fast declined from the time of Gajapati Prataprudra Deva and with
the death of Mukunda Deva, the last independent Hindu King or Orissa, in 1568 A.D., the governance
thereof passed into the hands of the Afghan powers of contemporary Bengal, for a time span.

The bigoted Afghan-General Kalapahad who has earned a great deal of notoriety in popular
tradition as a cruel iconoclast desecrated and plundered the temple of Jagannath in 1568 A.D. According
to Madalapanji Shri Jagannath had been removed from the temple and hidden, but Kalapahad found
out the deities and taken them away and consigned to flames on the banks of the Ganges.

A devotee namely Bisara Mohanty who had followed in disguise somehow succeeded in
recovering the Bramha from the charred remains and kept in custody of the Khandayat of Kujang.

Shri Jagannath Temple Management
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King Ramachandra Deva (I) of Bhoi dynasty had carved out a small Hindu kingdom on the ruins of the
vast Gajapati empire with its capital at Khurda. After stabilizing his powers and position in the new
kingdom, lost no time in retrieving back to Puri the Bramha from Kujang Garh and performed the
Nabakalebar ceremony of Jagannath. The deities were installed in the great temple at Puri in 1575 A.D.
King Ramachandra Deva not only re-installed Jagannath in the temple, but also re-established the
sanctity of Mahaprasad, the offering of which had been stopped for about a decade. For reviving the
worship of Jagannath at Puri after the temple was desecrated by Kalapahad, Raja Rama Chandra
Deva of Khurda was popularly called as ‘Abhinava Indradyumna’ or incarnation of Indradyumna. In
1590 A.D. Raja Mansingh, the great Mughal General, proclaimed Rama Chandra Deva as the Gajapati
ruler of Khurda, under the Mughal Emperor and also as the Superintendent of the Jagannath Temple.
The The Rajas of Khurda continued to be the hereditary superintendents. The temple affairs were
managed under their direct supervision till Odisha passed into the hands of the Marathas.

By the treaty concluded between Nawab Alivardi Khan of Bengal and Raghuji Bhonsla of
Nagpur in 1751 A.D., the province of Cuttack i.e., Orissa (Odisha) as far as the river Suvarnarekha
was ceded to the Marathas over which they became the de facto rulers. The Marathas kept the
management of Shri Jagannath Temple, Puri in their own hands and being Hindus encouraged the
worship of Jagannath. They got the ceremonies and festivals properly conducted, and made good of
the deficit between the receipt and the expenditure of the temple. The day to day affairs of the temple
were managed by the Parichhas, appointed by the Maratha Government. There were three types of
parichas, viz. Shewaji Ungits (3rd Parichha), Jagannath Rajguru (2nd Parichha) and morar Pandit
(Head Parichha), whose sole duty it was to take care of interior management of the temple and any
complaint against them were referred to Ekadee Pandit at Cuttack, who decided upon them finally. The
authority of the Rajas of Khurda was very limited in the temple during the time of the Maratha government
which assumed almost the entire control.

Gajapati Dibyasingh Deva-II was loyal to the Marathas. During his time, the Jagannatha temple
was again plastered. Jhulan Yatra was introduced in the temple. The Arun Pillar was brought from
Konark and installed infront of main entrance way of the Jagannath Temple.

The Marathas were defraying the expenses of the temple from the tax they collected from the
pilgrims. Besides, they also set apart some lands for the worship of Lord Jagannath in the Praganas of
Rahang, Sirai, Chabiskud and Lembai which they received from the Raja of Khurda in lieu of payment
for rendering military services. This endowment yielding a revenue of Rs.27,000/- was known as Satais
Hazari Mahal. But the discipline and the administration of the temple seem to have much deteriorated
during the Maratha rule.

With the British occupation of Odisha in 1803, the Management of the Jagannath Temple was
taken over by the East India Company. The Governor General, Lord Wellesley in his dispatches to Lt.
Col. Campbell, the Commander of the Southern Forces, had particularly stressed the need for respecting
the great sanctity attached to the temple of Jagannath at Puri. Before the British army marched into
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Odisha, Wellesley had instructed — “On your arrival at Juggernaut, You will employ every possible
precaution to preserve the respect due to the Pogoda and to the religious prejudices of the Brahmins
and the pilgrims. You shall furnish the Brahmins with such guards as shall afford perfect security to their
persons, rites and ceremonies and to the sanctity of the religious edifices, and you will strictly enjoin
those under your command to observe your orders on this important subject with the utmost degree of
accuracy and vigilance…”

For the better administration of the temple and the endowed properties, the Government of
Odisha as a preliminary step towards undertaking a comprehensive legislation passed the Puri-Shri
Jagannath Temple (Administration) Act, 1952 providing for the appointment of a Special Officer to
consolidate and prepare a Record of Rights and duties of Sebaks, Pujaris and such other persons
connected with the Seva, Puja and management of the temple and for the endowments of the temple. A
Special Officer of the rank of a District Judge was accordingly appointed who submitted his report on
the 15th March, 1954, that disclosed serious mismanagement of the affairs of the temple and in
consequence Shri Jagannath Temple Act, 1954 (Orissa) Act II of 1955was passed. The Act became
law in November, 1955. Raja Ramachandra Deva, the Superintendent of the Temple filed a writ petition
in the Orissa High Court challenging the validity of the Act. The High Court delivered judgment on
30.4.1957 dismissing the writ petition. The main grounds of challenge interalia are, that Jagannath
Temple is founded, owned and controlled by the Gajapati kings to whom the temples belongs secondly,
it is not necessary to prepare and promulgate a special Act, when a general Act was inforce. In the
mean time Birakrishore Deva became the Superintendent. The Act was brought into force on 27.10.1960
under Law Department Notification No. 6619 dt.24.10.1960 by constituting a statutory committee.
The Committee took over possession of the Temple and managed its Seva Puja and other affairs with
effect from the said date. Raja Birakishore Deva had preferred an appeal in the Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court passed an order granting an ad interim stay over the committee. Consequent upon
vacation of the order, the Committee again took over possession and management of the Temple on
17.12.1960.

The Temple Record of Rights was prepared in four volumes describing the rituals, duties &
responsibilities of as many as 119 categories of Sevaks and including individual Seva.

Sri Jagannath Temple Act, 1954 (Orissa Act 11 of 1955) forms the basis of the existing
administrative pattern of the temple and its endowments. Section 5 of the Act states that “the administration
and the governance of the Temple and its endowments shall vest in a committee called Shri Jagannath
Temple Managing Committee constituted as such by the State Government. It shall be a body corporate,
having perpetual, succession and a common seal, and by the said name sue and be sued. Section 6
provides for the constitution of the Committee with the Raja of Puri as the Chairman. No person who
does not profess the Hindu religion shall be eligible for membership. The Collector of the District of Puri
is an ex-officio member and was designated as the Vice-Chairman of the committee till Feb, 2005.
Sections 19 & 21 deal with the appointment, powers and functions of the Administrator (Now Chief
Administrator) of the Temple who shall be the Secretary of the Committee and its Chief Executive
Officer and shall be subjected to the control of the Committee, have powers to carry out the decisions
in accordance with the provisions of the Act. The Chief Administrator shall be responsible for the
custody of all records and properties of the Temple.
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After the introduction of Shri Jagannath Temple Amending Act, 2004 the Managing Committee
as well as administrative structure are upgraded with effect from Feb, 2005. Accordingly an I.A.S.
Officer in the rank of Revenue Divisional Commissioner have been appointed as the Chief Administrator
of the Temple in place of Administrator. Similarly the Committee constituted of the said Act consists 18
members (at present) and is composed as follows:

a. The Raja of Puri (Chairman)

b. An Officer not below the rank of Additional Chief Secretary (nominated by the State
Government)-working Chairman.

c. The Chief Administrator appointed under Sub-Section (1) of Section- 19 (Ex officio member,
who shall be the Secretary).

d. The Collector of the District of Puri (Ex-Officio Member)

e. The Commissioner of Endowments appointed under the Orissa Hindu Religions Endowments
Act, 1951 (Ex-officio member).

f. The Additional Secretary, Law Department, Government of Orissa – (Ex-officio Member).

g. The Superintendent of Police, Puri – (Ex-officio Member).

h. The Superintending Archaeologist – A.S.I., Bhubaneswar Circle – (Ex-officio Member).

i. One person nominated by the State Government from among the persons entitled to sit on the
Mukti Mandap – Member.

j. Five persons to be nominated by the State Government from among the Sevaks of the Temple
– Members.

k. One person nominated by the State Government representing the mathas and other institution
connected with Seva-Puja or nits of the Temple-Member.

l. Three persons (one of whom shall be Charted Accountant) from among the persons who do
not belong to any of the categories referred to in clauses (j) and (k) Members.

No person who does not profess the Hindu religion shall be eligible for membership. The
tenure of the said committee is 3 years as per the provisions of the Act.

During the period from 1960-2011 as many as 29 nos. of Administrators and 4 nos. of Chief
Administrators have headed the Temple Administration.

Source : Shree Jagannath Temple Administration, Puri
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Present day world is tormented by atomic
threat, terrorism, regional, disputes and the

complicated life style due to various factors. The
traditional society is disintegrated into nuclear
households. The joint family system has been
shattered due to industrialization and opening up
various avenues to earn livelihood. The agrarian
social pattern has assumed low priority with a
drastic change of social values.

In such a transitional phase, the mind of
every individual remains disturbed even amidst
plenty, glaring example is the inflow of foreigners
into India in search of mental place. The ISKCON
have become a world wide revolution. They
preach only devotion through prayer and
meditation to achieve peace in mind. Thus the
greatest and the only need of the world is peace
for survival.

Against such a social backdrop, it is to
be considered how world, community can achieve
peace. Is there any panacea ? The normal process
of every individual to surrender through meditation
to the creator ‘God’. God is a subjective concept.
It differs from individual to individual Rightly a
philosopher has said that if the triengles and circles
are given the power of thought, they will conceive
their gods as triangular and circular. The Hindu
Gods are multiple and divergent in nature. Some
stones, animals, flora and fauna are worshipped
as Gods for which some foreigners ridicule
Indians. The only fact remains that every human
being in general and Hindus in particular conceive
the existence of the Creator in whatever form. If

Sri Jagannath and World Peace

Sarat Chandra Mohapatra

such forms or metaphysical illustration are
combined together, a formless concept will
emerge and that concept confirms to the image
of Lord Jagannath. Guru Nanak, a Nirankari was
asked as to why he has come to see Lord
Jagannath. He replied that Lord Jagannath is
neither Sankar nor Nirankar i.e. having a form or
formless that is Kimakar.

Sri Jagannath culture constitutes an edictic
system which has assimilated and incorporated
in its fold the influences of many religious crreds
and sects and became a unique converging point
of divergent shades of Hindu religion. He is
regarded as the complete manifestation of the lord
Supreme, PARAM BRAHMA, Vishnu or
Narayan as contrasted with the other incarnations
of Vishnu or Narayan who were only partial
revelations of the God - head - Balabhadra,
Subhadra, Jagannath and Sudarsan installed in the
inner sanctuary of the great Shrine at Puri on a
raised platform called ‘Ratna Bedi’ do not
approximate to any anthromorphic gods and
goddesses of Hindu Pantheon.

The multifaceted culture of Lord
Jagannath with its intricate ritual system and
various aspects of the tradition have attracted
many Indian and foreign scholars. For the
foreigners, these are same bathing blocks,
nevertheless they have produced some
dependable works. In many ways such books
are comparably less erroneous than the books of
of Indian Languages. It was felt necessary that
some such misconceptions should be displaced
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with and newer dimensions to the existing mass
of knowledge should be added, for instance, after
deplastering of the Sri Jagannath Temple more
than 60 inscriptions have come up throwing light
on the history of temples and Odisha.

The process of gradual assimilation of
various cults and creeds into formation of Sri
Jagannath Culture need multi-disciplinary analysis
of socio religions aspects of such a comprehensive
culture. Besides the Hindus in general, the
Buddhists and Jainas have put forward strong
arguments to show the trinity to much to do with
their religious. Even the  word ‘Syncretism’ may
not even totally portray the nature of cultural
homogeneity that has been built at Puri. The unity
and assimilation of different cultural traits in
Jagannath culture should not be construed as a
kind of alliance for conversance. This is a different
phenomenon based on a particular type of socio-
religious traditions grown gradually.

Ratha Yatra, the famous festival of Lord
Jagannath has now become a global festival. In
about 97 countries of the world by 2003 the Car
festival is held. The original seat of Lord Jagannath,
Puri is looked all over the world as a model. It
attracts multitude of visitors from all over the world
transcendenting all berriers of caste, creed and
colour.

Mahaprasad or the holy food of Lord
Jagannath is a distinct  contribution for social
cohesion regardless to caste stigma of Hindu
society. Everybody participate in partaking
Mahaprasad. Even the Muslim devotees Santha
Kabir, Jaban Haridas and many others have
attached great sanctity to Mahaprasad  which is
otherwise called 'Annabrahma'. Through
Mahaprasad relationship is established with
different groups and individuals which is
considered more important than clan connections.

Non-Hindu devotees like Jesus Christ,
Romanian Prince known as Falahari Baba and
many other foreign devotees have reposed their

faith on Jagannath culture. Monotheists like
Sankaracharya, dualists like Ramanuja, Krishna
devotees like Madhava, Nimbarka, Ballavachari
and Sri Chaitanya have accepted Sri Jagannath
as Sri Krishna and established their monasteries
at Srikshetra, Puri to preach and propagate this
philosophy.

Existence of a number of Mathas and
Ashramas around the temple established by great
preachers of India suggest that Lord Jagannath
embraces all and rejects none. His comprehensive
culture points at unmistakably to the inference that
he is a humanized God representing the humanity
as a whole which can be told as the symbol of
Universal Humanity. The multidimensional culture
has maintained an unbroken continuity through
bright and dark days of history and retains an
identity, typical of its own without a parallel or a
rival. It did not die out like Nile valley or
Mesopotamia Civilization. It did not dim like that
of Greece or Rome, it did not remain confined
like the secluded Civilizations of Carthage,
Mexico or Peru. It radiated itself and enlightened
others through ages.

Every individual is a pleasure-seeking and
pain avoiding animal. Sankaracharya has
described Sri Jagannath as ‘Sahajananda
Rupadhruk’ meaning which gives easy pleasure
to everyone for which He has taken a shape. He
distributes pleasure in ‘Anandabazar’, The Holy
Trinity preaches human fraternity. Lord  Jagannath
Himself known as Purusottam emanates a
message to the world community to be good men.
Such message of Lord Jagannath should be
widely propagated to establish brotherliness in
present day torment ridden and fragmented world
community. It is the only panacea to establish
world peace.

Sarat Chandra Mohapatra, Sri Jagannath Research
Centre, Nirmalya Bhawan, Sarvodaya Nagar, Puri – 2.
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T he prime symbol of Odia
identity is Lord Jagannath. The early dawn

of each Odia breaks with the breathing of the
virgin air that emanates from the body
of Lord Jagannath. He is the
spiritual and material chief of
Odisha who is rightly called
as Bada Thakur (The
great God of Gods)
who resides inside the
Bada Deula (The
great temple) on the
Bada Danda (The
great path way)
situated on the shore of
the Mahodadhi (Great
sea) at Purastama (The
best of the cities). The
Jagannath cult is a synthetic
product of Jainism, Buddhism and
Brahmanism in which the essence of the three cults
were well assimilated after critical and analytical
explanatory operations. The theory of universal
brotherhood, peace, equality, liberty, fraternity,
toleration etc is the prime-trait of the Jagannath
cult that is disseminating the socio-cultural
movement since the days of its inceptions.

The avatarabad theory of the Hindu-
belief is well analyzed in the Jagannath cult proving
the fact that it led to the evolution of the cult of

socialism; God could manifest
Himself in every form, i.e.
from an insect to animal and
from animal to human form

of various types, i.e. as a
warrior, as a king, as a

farmer, as a social-
reformer and as a
militant- reformer.
Achyutananda Das
who claims himself as
a Sudra and one of
the great poet-

Philosophers of the
Panchasakhas rightly

mentions in his
“Sunyasamhita” ;

“Avatara dasa ehi daru rupa,
Ehi darurese lina.

Isvara sakshate lilara nimante,
Bije ratna simhasana”.

Translation: - “This wooden form is the
sum total of the ten incarnations. Once again all
the manifestations of ten incarnations were
assimilated in the wooden form. The Lord

Jagannath Cult - The Cult of Socialism
Dr. Binodini Das
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enthrones Himself on the golden throne (Ratna
Simhasana) for performing various roles.”

Further, another poet-philosopher of the
Panchasakha-cult, Balaram Das, is found to
extending supportive idea to Achyuatananda
Das’s ideology. He mentions in the ‘Vedanta
Sara Gupta Gita’;

“Sarvada Niladrire sthiti
Ethu sakale jata honti,
Samasta avataraman

Jata hoina pase puna.”

Translation:- The Lord (Jagannath)
resides in the Niladri. All are born from Him. Even
if all the incarnations are born from Him and
further, the incarnations are assimilated within Lord
Jagannath.”

To justify Lord Jagannath as the sum total
of all incarnations, Balaram Das warables over
his literary-exposition “Jagannath
Charitamruta.”;

“Sri Jagannath solakala,
Ethu kalae Nanda bala,

Kalake solakala hoi,
Gheni janmile Gope jai.”

Translation: - “Sri Jagannath is the
manifestation (sum total) of sixteen arts. One of
the manifestations of these arts is the son of Nanda,
i.e. Sri Krishna. The Lord was born at Gopa
making one of the arts into sixteen forms.

To identify Lord Jagannath as the sum
total of ten incarnations means an acceptance of
the theory of socialism, i.e. “all are equal before
the eyes of the God”; and He has not made
discrimination and distinction between man and
man; He is omniscient, omnipotent and
omnipresent. Lord Jagannath is the supreme

sovereign of the Odia nationality. Even if to the
end of the rule of the last independent Odia-Hindu
ruler, Makunda Deva, Lord Jagannath was
considered as the supreme ruler of Odisha and
all the ruler considered themselves as the
representatives of the Lord. Taking into account
from the visits of various sadhus and santhas to
Puri from different parts of India from ancient days
to mediaeval times, Lord Jagannath is presented
as the product of both advaitavada  (non-
dualism) and polytheism. Atibadi Jagannath Das
is also seen to support the theory of Advaitavada
of Sankaracharya by admitting the fact that Lord
Jagannath is the symbol of trinity of Godhood;
He evaluated Lord Balaram as Shiva, Subhadra
as Brahma and Jagannath as Vishnu. They are
not different from each other; They are part and
parcel to each other. They are a single spirit
representing three aspects of the great universe.
Describing Lord Jagannath as supreme-infinite
who made Himself to be emerged from an
absolute Zero (Sunya / great vaccum) to a form,
Balaram Das mentions in his ‘Brahmanda
Bhugola’;

“Se kale nathila samsara
Na thile chandra divakara”

Na thile divasa rajani,
Na thile bhubana medini”

x  x   x   x

Na thile Brahma , Vishnu, Siva,
Na thila Vedara prabhaba”

Se kale more suny-rupa
Emanta gala koti kalpa.”

Translation:- “In the primeval days, there
was no existence of the universe; So also, sun
and moon were not present; Day and night did
not occur. There was no concept of the world
(three worlds- Swarga, Martya and Patala) and
the earth.”The concept of Brahma, Vishnu and
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Siva was not present those days; The influence
of the Veda was also not felt; During those remote
days He (Lord Jagannath) bore out the shape of
an absolute zero / great vaccum and He stayed in
that form for indefinite crores and crores of years”.

An analytical approach made over the
literary-expositions of the Panchasakhas
presents to the fact of ingrained advaita
philosophy in existence with the Jagannath cult.
Rightly, they described Lord Jagannath as Alekha
(beyond description), Anama (without names),
Anadi Brahma (life without evolution),
Nirguna (without attributes), Niranjana (pure
water) and Nirakara (water shaped) etc. The
Panchasakhas were undoubtedly great
opponents of the existing caste-system and idol
worship, but they could hardly distinguish between
the sunya –alekha (absolute vaccum / zero which
is beyond description) and the wooden form of
Lord Jagannath. The Panchasakhas were the
great exponents of the re-energizing the socio
cultural movement or the sudra movement which
was already in a defunct state. They were the great
reformists in the sense that they infused and
inculcated the spirit of socio cultural equality
among the masses by stating an explanation that
when Lord Jagannath does not distinguish
between man and man, how could a humble man
do the same.

A number of folk lores and legendary
sayings relating to Lord Jagannath are found
attesting to the fact of socio cultural unity and
integrity of the Odia society where liberty, equality
and fraternity played a vital role. Let it be
considered that the struggle against the caste
system in Odisha was developed under the
leadership of Lord Jagannath. The classic
paradigm was the story of Dasia Bauri who was
born in a Scheduled Caste called bauri who
resided near Baligaon. He was a great devout of

Lord Jagannath who was not allowed to enter
inside the temple. Lord Jagannath was so pleased
with the absolute devotion of Dasia that he offered
two boons to him out of which one was that Lord
Jagannath would personally receive any kind
offerings made by Dasia Bauri. In one occasion,
Dasia Bauri gave a coconut of his tree to a Brahmin
of his village who made a pilgrimage to Puri
requesting him that after offering his personal
naivedyas, he must come down to the back side
of the Garuda Stambha where he would offer
the coconut to Lord Jagannath telling that it was
sent for Him by Dasia Bauri. Further he told him
that if it was not personally received by Lord
Jagannath, then it must be returned back to Dasia.
The Brahman followed accordingly what was told
by Dasia. To his surprise, the Brahmin found the
hands of Jagannath extended like the tusks of the
elephant towards him and the coconut was lifted
within no time. Another interesting incident
happened when Dasia Bauri personally proceeded
to Puri to offer sweet mangoes to Lord Jagannath.
He was obstructed by the Sevakas who insisted
upon him to hand over the mangoes to them. Dasia
Bauri’s polite refusal to the sevakas stating that
the mangoes would be directly received by the
Lord made them to be curious. The sincere
meditational devotion of Dasia Bauri made the
mangoes to be vanished within an wink of the
eyes and to the utmost surprise of the sevakas
the seed stones of the mangoes were found lying
on the ratna simhasana. This proves to the fact
that the god belongs to all in an equal manner.

Further, a group of persons of vested-
interests describe  Lord Jagannath as
‘Patitapaban’ which literally means who is the
uplifter or saviour of the Patitas, i.e. dalita or
down-troddens. Pandit Nilakantha Das, one of
the architects of the Satyavadi Vana Vidyalaya
severely ridiculed this idea of ‘Patitapaban’. He
claimed that no one is patit in front of Lord
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Jagannath. Since all are equal, the patitas (down
troddens) were created by the unruly social
behavior. Similarly, the account of Bhakta Salabeg
and Kabir proves to the fact that Jagannath culture
knows no racial, social and cultural discrimination.
It stands for socializing the Odia-society where
there is no place for discrimination between caste,
creed and religion. Probably the Sikhs langar cult
( inter dinning ) was borrowed from the ‘Anand-
Bazar cult’ of Lord Jagannath where people
irrespective of their social status could dine
together. Apart from it, people from Chhatisa
Pataka (36 patakas -castes and sub-castes ) are
employed to render their respective services to
the God.

Jagannath culture is marching lineally since
the days of it’s inception accommodating and
adopting the principal traits of other religious faiths
and beliefs. As a defacto ruler in Odia-state
polities, Lord Jagannath is told to manifest Himself
in different incarnations to awaken the socio-
cultural awareness among the masses. It is rightly
explained by Lord Sri Krishna in the Srimad
Bhagabvad Gita to Arjuna that;

“Yada yada hi dharmasya
Glanir  bhavati bharatah

Abhyuthanam adharmasya
Tadatman srijamahayam

Paritranya Sadhunam
Vinasaya cha duskrutam

Dharma samsthapanarthyam
Sambhami yuge yuge.”

An analytic approach over Balaram Das’s
“Laxmi Purana” testifies to a fact that Lord
Jagannath in the manifestation of goddess Laxmi
emerged to carry out the socio cultural movement
in the then society which was at its lowest ebb
exhausting all its potential and energetic spirit and
leading towards a rapid disintegration and decline.

In it’s attempt to re-energizing the defunct spirit
and to create consciousness among the subalterns
and to free the society from the gender-bias,
Balaram Das devoutly surrendered to goddess
Maha Laxmi for liberating the society from the
thralldom of social taboos, evils, orthodoxy,
conservatism, and above all, Brahmin dogmatism.
Goddess Maha Laxmi as a first lady of Odia
society seems to take leadership to regenerating
the idea of male-female equality and to revolting
against male chauvinism. It also tries to establish
a fact that a woman should carry out her struggle
against male chauvinism, so long her right to
equality is not perfectly ascertained. Further more,
in His Lila (acting) Lord Jagannath is found to
manifesting Himself in the form of Sriya
Chandaluni, a lady of an out caste who could never
make temple entry. But this Sriya Chandaluni was
a sincere devotee of Lord Jagannath and Mother
Laxmi. Her sincere and absolute devotion made
Goddess Maha Laxmi to remain present in her
thatched and dilapidated house in one fine morning
of Thursday day of the month of Margasira to
receive her worship and offering. This led to a
serious troublesome affair as it was seen by Lord
Balaram, the elder brother of Lord Jagannath, who
disapproved Laxmi’s presence in a Chandala’s
house. This led to the banishment of goddess
Laxmi from the Bada Deula who desperately left
the temple accusing Lord Jagannath for not
following the nuptial ideologies. The result is well
known to every body. As a self esteemed lady,
Mother Laxmi did not return back to his parental
house rather she opted to carry out the struggle
singlehandedly imparting a lesson to all Odia ladies
that ‘virtue, patience and wit-mind’ would
ultimately encrown a lady with absolute success .
In the voice of goddess Laxmi, Balaram Das
achieved his objective, making the temple entry
of the out castes and also promoting the
interdining culture inside the Anand Bazar with
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a hope that the idea would be diffused and
disseminated throughout the Odia –society. It
indicates to the fact that social distinction is man-
made. It is not made by any divine authority.

In Jagannath culture the sins and crimes
have no place. But, if a sinner would make proper
repentance for his acts done he would be
pardoned and would be allowed to join in the
mainstream of social life. Take for example
Balaram Das who ran out from a harlot’s house
listening to ding dung sound of the bells and
blowing of the pipes to accompany Lord
Jagannath during the car-festival, but his shabby
and awkward gait-up made the Daitapatis to
believe that without proper ablutions he was
riding up the car to make the whole process
unsacred. So he was forcibly thrust out of the car
who with a sorrowful mind went to the sea-shore
where he made three sand-chariots  installing the
three deities there and worshiping them. When
the car was not moving a single inch, then its cause
was sorted out. Lord Jagannath instructed to the
Maharaja that he must apologise to Balaram Das
who made him to sit inside the sand chariot of the
sea shore. Then the king came and politely
apologized Balaram Das who accompanied them
to Bada Deula and his request made the
Nandighosha Ratha to move on.

There are so much paradigmatic
references mentioning Jagannath cult as a moving
force diffusing the idea of socialism through out
Odisha. But it is regrettable that from a liberal
cult sprang up another cult liberalizing it to the
maximum extent. It was the Mahima cult. It was
told that Mahima Swami who was an ardent
worshipper of Lord Jagannath was ill treated by
the Puri pandas. The humility, the torture and the
insult that he experienced inside the Puri temple
made him to believe that if  “the Lord is an absolute
non-existence or a vacuum, so what is the need
of worshipping him in an idol-form following such

cumbersome, complicated rites and rituals. So he
felt that performance of complex rites and rituals
made certain people to monopolise the cult and
he revolted propagating the cult of the worship of
a single being who is ‘sunya’. If Mahima Swami
considered as the founder of the Mahima Dharma,
Bhima Bhoi is considered as the pioneering
authority to expound the ‘sunyavada’ theory.
Mahima dharma is found to borrow all the idea
and ideologies of the Jagannath cult except idol-
worship, rites and rituals and above all, with all
sorts of militant spirit discouraging the caste
system and promoting socio-economic equality
and pronunciating equality of man and woman.

Another frustrating incident that happened
few years back definitely contradicted the essence
of the Jagannath cult is the Keradagada dispute.
It was a well aware fact that some people who
were considered as low-borns were not allowed
temple entry inside the Keradagada. Their sincere
appeal to ascertain their claim as a true Hindu
devout was unheeded up. All the deities of Hindu-
belief are undoubtedly aryanised in course of
Aryan invasion. The autochthonous tribes of India
were animistic; they worshiped the trees, wood,
stone, animals etc giving them different names and
believing that each god had been assigned with
different activities. It was modified and amended
by the Aryans. Jagannath cult is a fusions of both
tribal and non-tribal cult; from tribal deity
Nilamadhaba to Lord Jagannath representing
monotheism and polytheism. So, as Jagannath cult
bears out socialism within its fold, it is a sincere
appeal to all Odia-people that they must
implement this idea in their socio-cultural behavior
for relieving the society from chaos and tension in
the one hand and on the other promoting Odia
nationalism for the healthy growth of Odia society.

Dr. Binodini Das,  Reader in History,  B.J.B Jr. College,
Bhubaneswar.
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Lord Jagannath is the supreme authority
who manifests the entire universe. “What

king can be named that could erect a temple
to such a God Purusottama, whose feet are
the three worlds, whose Navel is the entire
sky, whose ears as the cardinal points, whose
two eyes are sun and the moon, whose voice
heard heaven (above), we find here for the
first time in the epigraphical records, a
description of Purusottama. The Lord of the
three worlds, regarding His universal nature
or Visvarupa as depicted in the Bhagavat
Gita. Of course, we find before this in
literature a description of Jagannath as the
manifestation of the Buddha is found in the work,
Jnanasiddhi, of Indrabhuti, the king of Uddiyana,
who was the founder of the Vajrayana system of
Buddhism.

So this can be rightly said:

“Pranipatya Jagannatha
Sarvajina Varar citam
Sarva Buddha Mayam

Siddhivya Pinam Gaganopanam”

Jagannatha propitiated by Indrabhuti in
the beginning of his work can be identified with
Jagannath Puri, in Orissa, India for various
reasons. The culture of Lord Jagannath is co-

Theoritical Aspect Influencing Sphere of
Shree Jagannath Cult

Dillip Kumar Samantray

related with the Buddha culture. From the
religious point of view we find the equalism
characteristics like Caste, Creed, in Buddhist
Culture. Likewise the same similarity we find in
cult of Lord Jagannath. In the Rig. Veda, we find
a reference to Daru, That,

“Ado Yaddaru Plavate
Sindhoh para’'

This implies,

“There exists on sea-shore in the far off
place the image of deity of the name Purusottama
which is made of wood floating as it were in the
sea. Oye, by worshipping that wood indestructible
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attain the supreme place of the Vaisnavite”. This
can be interpreted in other ways, Daru (Wood)
as a boat for crossing the sea and going over to
the far off Island. This verse is in Atharva Veda
with a slight variation. This may lead some to
suppose that the worship of deity Purusottama
or Darubrahma might have been in vogue even in
the remote point, but the supposition on the basis
of this single verse of cryptic nature may not be
universally accepted, traditionally Brahma Purana
mentions, as when king lndradyumna arrived at
Purusottama Kshetra and made the three images
of Samkarsan (Balabhadra), Subhadra and
Jagannath which were installed in the shrine built
by him. It is important to note the Brahma Purana
for the first gives number of the deities and their
respective names. It also uses the term ‘Purusesa'
or ‘Purusottama’ to indicate Daru (wood) that
came floating on the sea and was dreamt by king
Indradyumna.

At the time of Varaha Incarnation of
Vishnu, Brahma enquired of Visnu, the means of
attainment for the final salvation of all beings. Visnu
replied, ‘He himself is being worshipped as
Nilamadhava in the blue mountain of the holli
Purusottama Pitha. The highest form of salvation
on earth is to be obtained by visit to this God.
But this frightened, the God of Death, because of
this apprehension that he would then lose his
position, Visnu declared that He would be invisible
after some days from that place.

Jagannath Dasa in his Daru Brahmagita
presents, the story of the construction of the
temple as well as the images with little variation.
According to him, the Pandavas desired to burn
the dead-body of Sri Krishna, after His death at
the hands of Jara Savara. Being advised by
Sahadeva, one of the brothers of Pandavas, they
decided to take dead-body of Sri Krishna to
Swargadwara, situated near the Nilagiri for funeral

purpose. They constructed sandal-wood cot,
placed Sri Krishna’s body on the same and
reached Nilagiri, then they brought sandalwood
from Nilasundar forest and set fire to it. But, the
corpse could not be consumed by flames except
the hands and feet, because He would have to
appear in the shape of Buddha in Nilachala, being
devoid of hands and feet. At this moment, a
heavenly voice was heard directing to throw the
partly burnt body of Sri Krishna into the sea. The
Pinda of Sri Krishna was seen by Vasu Sabar
for the first time, who kept it near the Banyan
tree, adjacent to the Rohini Kunda.

The three deities have different colours,
Devi Subhadra, the symbol of Prakriti or Sakti
has yellow colour. Prakriti is the source of all living
things and forms, which assumes various colours
as they grow and develop, but at the origin are
characterised by yellow colours. Balahbadra who
is the symbol of pure being or pure in determinate
spirit has white colours, who is at the same time
the synthesis and negation of all of spectral colours.
Lord Jagannath has dark colour. This darkness
seems to suggest the veil of mystery which
surrounds supreme lord. Black is no colour in
itself, nor it is a synthesis of colours. It is the
negation of all colours as well as colourlessness.

In Gita, clearly emphasised between
‘Ksara’ and ‘Aksara’ and present the Lord, who
is beyond both and the same time who
comprehends both of them in a new form, distinct
from the other two. The Supreme Lord, is
comprehensible (acintyes). Besides there is a
dualism and opposition between Ksara and
Aksara, but the absolute is not opposed to any.

“The Supreme Spirit has two states of
form, the one, the nature of the world (Prakriti),
and the other it’s transformation as appearance
(Vikriti), Prakriti is his invisible form. Vikriti is the
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aspect (aksara) in which He pervades the
universe. Worship and meditation can be
performed in relation to His aksara aspect only”.

Lord Jagannath is conceived in the same
way, He is other than pure purusa (Balabhadra)
and para prakriti (Subhadra) the Ksara and
Aksara.

He is neither Parinaminitya nor
Aparinaminitya. He is beyond both, that is, neither
opposed to any of them nor identical with any of
them nor both of them together. The Absolute is
incomprehensible. This incomprehensibility of the
supreme lord is also suggested by the dark colour.
“Krsnanca Varnam tamasajanatyaye. It means all
the colours culminate in the dark as it is all
pervading. The eyes of the Lord glisten with divine
grace (Krupa) and the supreme lord is connected
with world of things and beings by Bhakti or
Prema.

The Supreme Lord is not the totality of
the phenomenal selves. He transcends all of them,
although. He is the sustainer of all of them. The
Brahma Purana describes Purusottama as one,
whose principal characteristic is that. He is
conceivable only in the terms of contradictory
qualities or Dharmas. The universality of Jagannath
religion is most, prominently noticed in the
acceptance of “Mahaprasad” by members of all
castes and creed together by virtue of devotion.
Devotion (Bhakti) or absolute surrender
constitutes the most dominant role in the religious
tradition of Jagannath and before the Lord of the
universe all are deemed as equals and co-shares
of Mahaprasada. It seems to be a very strange
argument since sectarian. Hinduism, prevails in
some other parts of India, there could not evolve

a non-sectarian universalistic. Hindu religious
traditions is one of the most ancient seats of Hindu
religion and culture. ‘Jagannath religion is the result
of a process of evolution and many historical and
other forces might have contributed to the
evolution of the most universal form of religious
worship.

The Hindu religion, beginning from the
prehistoric age down to the present time,
accepted, integrated and synthesied all living
elements of the various sectarian religions of India.
This is “Jagannath Dharma” and this is “Sanatan
Dharma”, the faith which refuses to be eclipsed,
which rejuvenates, itself out the every stage,
absorbs, and integrates the basic tenents of all
historical religions.

The three deities, Jagannath, Balabhadra
and Subhadra represent the symbolic
characteristics such as Satva, Raja, Tama
respectively. The conception of Purusottama Lord
Jagannath or Daru Brahma which leads to
brotherly-hood, heavenly bliss and spiritual unitary
system and final salvation, as a result of which,
the entire human race will be success in each and
every sphere of life, unless and untill we ourselves
completely surrender towards Him with love and
affection in very simple clear heart.

All are equal in the eyes of Lord Jagannath
by whom we are all binding each other in
brotherly-tie, and ultimately the entire world will
be free from vio lence and there will only exist the
non-violence which leads the eternal peace.

Dillip Kumar Samantray, Advocate, Gangaram Nua Sahi,
Near Budhima Temple, Puri.
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The concept of Car festival and Lord
Jagannath is very much synonymous with

Orissan society and culture. It constitutes a very
important aspect of Hindu religious thought,
customs and beliefs. No doubt, it had its origin in
the soil of Orissa but at present different parts of
the globe have come under its charismatic
influence.

The car festival needs no description as
it has mingled with our emotional as well as
sentimental thoughts so to say it has become the
blood of our being. Since time immemorial the
concept has spread its all-pervasive appeal over
innumerable hearts. The reference to car festival
is very much present in the ancient Hindu
scriptures like Narada Purana, Skanda Purana,
Padma Purana, Suta Samhita etc. Even the genesis
of the Lord has got much relation with Vedic rituals
and ceremonies. Thus, Lord Jagannath and his
car festival with deep historical pedigree have
permeated the socio-cultural altar of the society
with customary rites, traditional touch and spiritual
heritage.

The Lord of the universe has manifested
himself in different names. He is Keshab in
Mathura, Madhav in Prayag, Madhusudan in
Mandar, Padmanav in Anandaranya, Vishnu in
Vishnukanchi, Hari in Mayapur. But in the Eastern

Coast of India in Puri, He is Jagannath, the
overlord. The very name has its implication being
the Supreme Master, the Utterance of whom leads
to salvation of the soul or Moksha. The Car
Festival being the greatest festival of the Lord is
but another way to emancipate the human being
from material bondage. Rightly it has been
mentioned :

Socio-Cultural Significance of the Car Festival

Dr. Soma Chand
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Dole tu dolagovindam
Chape tu Madhusudanam

Rathe tu Bamanam drustva
Punarjanmam na vidyate.

(It means the soul attains eternal salvation if one
comes across the sight of Dolagovinda playing
holi, Madhusudan enjoying a boat-ride and
Jagannath moving in His Chariot.)

The Car Festival besides its deep religious
sanctity, spiritual appeal, aesthetic glamour has
deep-rooted influence in the socio-cultural trend
of Orissa. As a matter of fact, the festival
symbolises 'confluence of all religions', for the
presiding deity of the Car Festival, various
religious sects like the Saivas, the Shaktas, the
Vaishnavas, the Ganapatyas the tribals, the
Buddhists, the Jains and the Muslims alike are
none else but the sons and daughters of the same
Almighty who has manifested Himself in vary many
ways through vary many forms. Jagannath is the
unique example where the Lord comes out of the
sanctum sanctorium to meet his devotees
irrespective of caste, colour or creed distinctions.
He gives his benign presence to the assembled
by showering His blessings of peace, love and
harmony among all. This very magnanimity and
universalism of Lord Jagannath are the cardinal
significance of the Car Festival for common
ordinary human beings.

The festival has amply influenced our
socio-cultural heritage. As we know the specific
date of the festival is the second day of the bright
fortnight of the month of Ashada (around June
15th to July 15th). Indeed, it is regarded as a
very auspicious day with specific Puja and fasting.
The entire day is marked by devotional flavour of
worshipping the Lord, singing and listening to
Jagannath Janana, Bhajana and doing Samkirtan
etc. Even those who fail to attend the festival

observe it in their respective places of worship
even in their own spheres to the maximum limit.

The festival is a universal one. Here the
untouchables, the social outcastes, the
downtroddens mingle together with the so-called
upper castes at Badadanda. The system of
Chhera-Panhara done by the Gajapati kings of
Orissa reminds us of Rajadharma for the service
of god and man. Thus, the concept that king as
the first among the equals gets strengthened.

One of the most unique features of the
festival lies in the presence of brothers and sisters
in the car. The love and affection of the elders for
the younger sister is typically presented in the
festival setting aside the claim of wife and other
family members. Rightly it has been mentioned,
"of all Hindu shrines, the temple of Jagannath
(Lord of the  Universe) in Orissa is undoubtedly
the most famous. From very early times, we have
detailed descriptions of the temple, the vast
concourse of people who attend the annual festival
and the ponderous cars of Jagannath and His
brother and sister drawn by the pilgrims to his
country house."

The peculiarities of the three cars in other
ways represent the other aspects of human life
especially Sattva, Tama and Raja.

The car of Balabhadra popularly known
as Taladhvaja consists of fourteen wheels is
decorated with blue and red clothes, ploughs,
bunch of corn and Purna Kumbha (full pitcher).
The car represents creativity and agriculture that
are the root cause of human prosperity. It
symbolises the royal qualities of human life or
Rajabhava.

The twelve wheeled Darpadalana chariot
of sister Subhadra is marked by talabhava or
balanced qualities of human life. Hence darkish
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presentation. The twelve months are imaginatively
fixed with twelve wheels which help in carrying
the programme of creativity inaugurated by elder
brother Balabhadra.

The sixteen wheeled Nandighosh chariot
of Lord Jagannath is represented by Sattvabhava
or serene and holistic qualities covered with
yellow clothes. The Lord is the master of Sohala
kala or all sixteen qualities needed for human life
- hence sixteen wheels. Again the word
Nandighosh consisting of two syllables (Nandi +
ghosh) meaning happy journey in other words the
car festival stands for journey of happiness,
journey of devotion, journey of trances amidst
the all-pervading fervour of the Lord.

In addition, the car festival of the Lord
has manifested itself in the realm of architecture.
The concept of a chariot drawn by the horses
driven by the charioteers has been duely
represented at Konark. Here the entire structure
is conceived in the form of a chariot for the
worship of Sun god. In Hampi Vijaynagar we find
a similar Rath or chariot type structure with happy
reminiscences of Jagannath's car. Thus, the
popularity of the car festival especially among the
artisan class of the society has been indirectly
strengthened.

The car festival has its reflections in other
ways also. The observance of Rukuna Rath for
Lord Lingaraja in Bhubaneswar on the eighth day
of the bright fortnight of Chaitra, Vairabha Yatra
in the temples of Nepal, Matsyendra Yatra of the
Buddhists in the month of Chaitra are the brilliant
examples to be cited in the said context. Even the
ancient Chinese traveller Fa-hi-en has referred
to the car festival of the Buddhists in Khotan and
Central Asian territories. In Srilanka, the teeth of
Lord Buddha is put in a casket. It is placed in a
chariot which is pulled by the devotees. It is annual

phenomena of the Buddhists. All these
performances come under the cultural significance
of Jagannath's heritage.

The car festival has its tremendous impact
in enriching Oriya literature. Lord Jagannath and
Purushottam Kshetra being the pivot of Orissan
society and culture, prayers, hymns, devotional
songs, scriptures, mythologies, typical Orissan
dances have evolved centering round the Lord
and His abode through the ages. The poets,
writers, singers and dancers have made their
immortal contributions aiming at the significance
of car festival. Mention may be made of
Dinakrushna, Sadananda, Kavisurya Baladev
Rath, Gourcharan, Banka Das, Jadumani,
Hadidas, Abhimanyu Samanta Singhar, Jayadev,
Salbeg et.al. who through their emotional creations
have strengthened the lyrical tradition of Oriya
liteature.

The socio-cultural significance of the car
festival is vast and extensive which is difficult to
be adjusted in this small article. The festival is an
institution by itself. Its genesis, growth, spread,
implication and magnificence are but the
reflections of spiritual, metaplysical universal
catholicism of our socio-cultural heritage. The
various names of the festivals like Ghosha Yatra,
Srigundicha Yatra, Patitapabana Yatra, Adapa
Yatra, Dasavatara yatra are the other ways of
index of its multifarious significance.

Thus, the car festival needs no description.
Its impact on Oriya society and culture is simply
obvious. It is felt and realised in all courses of our
actions in various walks of life.

Dr. Soma  Chand, Lecturer, Department of History, R.D.
Women's College, Bhubaneswar.
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Jagannath is a highly humanized
deity. The gap between men and

Divine has been bridged in Jagannath
cult. Like daily happenings and day-
to-day activities of a common man He
brushes His teeth, takes bath, changes
His clothes, wears varieties of colorful
dresses, adorns in definite time
intervals, enjoys 56 varieties of food
items, goes to bed and takes rest after
light night meals. Different modus
operandi of human life have emerged
within His cult to give it a unique
statute. In such context the daily rituals
of Jagannath temple are discussed chronologically.

Dwarfita and Mangal Arati — The first ritual
of the day is ceremonial opening of the doors,
scheduled time for opening of the doors is 5 AM.
or before that. On some specific occasions, such
as - Aswina Ekadasi (next day after Dasahara)
to Kartik Purnima and from Dhanu Sankranti to
Makar Sankranti Dwarfita time is from 2 AM to
3 AM in the morning. For this simple opening of
the doors, presence of 5 Sevayats is necessary;
they are Bhitarchu Mahapatra; Pratihari; Muduli;
Akhanda Mekap and Palia Mekap. After scrutiny
of the seal on the padlock given in previous night;
Muduli opens the Jay-Vijay dwar. Thereafter
Kalahat or Chamu Dwar is opened. Pratihari

Daily Rituals of Sri Jagannath Temple

Padmanabha Mohapatra

utters the words Manima and Manima while the
doors are opened. After opening of all the doors
the inner part of the temple is purified in sacred
water.

The most important ritual in the early
morning is Mangal Arati. Morning Aratrikam of
Lord Jagannath is done by Bhitarchu Mahapatra.
In front of Balabhadra and Maa Subhadra it is
done by 2 Puspalakas. lnitially Camphor
Aratrikam is made in specially designed brass and
bronze-stands and it is known as Karpur Alati. A
lamp with twenty one weeks is lit thereafter,
followed by Pistak Alati. The ashes after Arati
are distributed as Prasad.
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12 Sevayats are involved for Aratrikam;
they are Bhitarachu Mahapatra; Pratihari; Muduli;
Akhanda Mekap; Palia Mekap; Khat-seja
Mekap; Palia Suarbadu; Khuntia; Garabadu;
Balitabala; Puspalak and one temple civilian
employee Mangala Arati can be seen by pilgrims;
just in front of the Bhitar Kath Argali; free of cost.

Mailam — change of dress —After Mangal
Arati the next ritual is Mailam or removal of the
dresses and floral decorations of the previous
evening. The scheduled time for Mailam is 6 AM
but it is generally done after completion of Mangal
Arati. The Sevayats involved for this purpose are
- 3 Puspalaks; Khuntia; Changada Mekap and
Dhoba (but he is a Brahmin).  All three Puspalaks
go up to the Ratna Simhasan; remove the
decorations; dresses and flowers of the deities
and dress them with Tadap and Uttariya. The
dresses removed are washed daily by a Sevayat
named Dhoba; but he is not Dhoha by caste.
Clothes utilised during Mailam are 4 Tadaps, one
for each deity; 2 Uttariyas, one for Jagannath and
the other one for Balahhadra. At the time of
Mailam flowers; Tulasi etc. are removed; those
are equally distributed between Khuntia and
Puspalak, for further distribution as Prasad to the
devotees.

Abakash —  Ahakash is the morning ablution of
the deities just like human beings, this includes
cleaning of the teeth; scrapping of the tongue of
the deities and thereafter giving them a pleasant
bath symbolically. The scheduled time for Abkash
is 6 AM to 6.30 AM. Abkasha puja is done by 3
Puspalaks below the Simhasan. Soft twig and
tongue-cleaner are shown to deities with
appropriate Mudras as if they do brush.
Thereafter, along with chanting of Vedic Suktas;
water mixed with camphor; Aamla; sandalpaste;
milk and curd are poured on the reflection of the
deities on bronze mirrors placed in front of them

and it is considered as if they take their bath. It is
actually a Mantra Snana. Then the Astrologer
(Khuri Nayak) explains about the Tithi and other
astrological details of the day. On the specific
occasion of birthday of any deity, Nakhyatra
Bandapana is also undertaken.

The Sevayats engaged for the purpose
are — Puspalak; Suar Badu; Pani-apat; Khatuli
Sebak; Darpania; Mukha Pakhal Padhiari;
Mukha Pakhal Pasupalak; Aanla Ghatuari;
Bhandar Mekap; Mahabhoi; and Temple
Astrologer. The materials required are — wooden
cot; purified water; Khatuli; soft twigs; tongue-
cleaners; three vessels; flower; tulasi; bronze
mirrors and water storage materials.

The bathing of Garuda in the Nata Mandap follows
that of the principal deities. Garuda Sevak brings
Chunera water and undertakes the bath of Sri
Garuda. The bath water of the deities and that of
Garuda is considered as Prasad and invariably
useful for the patients. During Abakash rites; public
are not allowed to enter into the sanctum, but they
can have a glimpse of the deities, standing just in
front of the Bhitara Kath Argali’. After Abakash
the deities are dressed with Baralagi Khanduas.
Then Akhand Mekap places perpetual lamp
(Akhanda Baitha) near the Simhasan, which
remains burning for whole day and night.

Sahana Mela — Public Darshan for one hour
normally the scheduled time is from 7AM to 8AM
but it varies at times depending on completion of
earlier programmes. The deities offer a clear
Darshan to their adoring devotees, but devotees
are not allowed to touch the deities. From Ekadasi
after Dasahara till Kartik Purnima, the timing of
Sahanmela is shifted to the evening i.e. after
completion of the Dwipahar Dhoop. The timing
for Sahanamela is subject to change, consequent
on change of specific programmes on important
functions on festive occasions.
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Beshalagi is taken up after public
Darshan. The deities are clad with different
apparels; ornaments and flowers etc. based on
availability of materials and flowers etc. Beshalagi
is done by the Puspalak Sevaks.

Rosh Homa; Surya Puja; Dwarpal and
Garuda Puja — The next ritual carried out is
Fire Sacrifice in the temple kitchen near the Kotha
Chuli before initiation of the cooking process for
the day. As per the record of rights it is the duty
of the Deula Purohit but this work is being
performed by the Pujapandas at present. Worship
of Sun God or Surya Puja is done just after
completion of Rosh Homa by the same sevayats
in Surya temple; situated  near the Muktimandap.
Dwarpal Puja is the offering of prayers and Bhog
to the celestial doorkeepers. Jay and Bijaya in
front of the Jay Bijaya door, performed by the
Palia Pujapanda. Garuda Puja i.e Puja of the
Charioteer follows, thereafter.

Gopal Ballav Bhoga Puja  — This is the
breakfast of the deities and the scheduled time is
9AM. This Bhoga is served in Anabasra Pindi
outside the sanctum. Puja is undertaken by the
Pujapandas in Panchopchar system. The items
offered are Paga Khai; coconut-sugar-plum;
sweet bananas; Khuarnanda curd: butter and small
coconut pieces etc. The Sevayats involved during
this puja are 3 Pujapandas: Sudu Suar;
Ballavjogania; Charcha Paika; Suarbadu;
Patribadu; Garabadu; Palia Mahasuar and
Pradhani. During Dhanu Masa, (which falls during
December and January) Ballav Bhoga and Pahili
Bhoga are taken up together. Similarly, on
Dolapurnima and Snanapurnami Ballav and Sakal
dhoop are taken up together.

Sakal Dhoopa — Regular morning food offering
is known as Sakal dhoop, its scheduled time is
10 AM and the place for the puja is Pokharia.

The system of Puja is Sodasa Upacara. 3
Pujapandas sit on the Ratna Simhasan to take up
the Puja; except for the period from Odhana Sasthi
to Basanta Panchami; during such period
Pujapandas sit below the Ratna Sirnhasan to take
up Puja.

The items offered are — Kanika; Tata
Khechudi; Lukhura Khechudi; Mendha mundia;
Bada kanti; Sana kanti; Mathpuli; Hansapuli; Pitha
puli; Chanda puli; Jhili; Enduri; Adapachidi; Saga
and Bhaja etc.

32 varieties of Sevavats such as
Suarbadu; Dhukudidwar Pratihari; Paniapat;
Pradhani Sevak; Pujapanda; Pratihari; Palia
Mahasuar; Pantibadu; Rosh Paika; Palia Patri;
Garahadu; Changada Mekap; Patribadu; Muduli;
Chandan Ghatuari; Parikha Badu; Palia Mekap;
Parikhya [Rajguru]; Palia Mahari; Palia Madeli;
Jhanjapitali; Hadapa Nayak; Bidiajogania; Bojhia;
Sudu Suar; Puran Panda; Gochikar; Dakhina
Dwar Padhiari; Dwari Nayak; Ghantua and
Bajantri; render their assistance during the Sakal
Dhoopa.

The materials required for preparation of
items due for offering are supplied by the Temple
Administration and some other Maths. The items
are prepared by Kothbhog Supakars; such
Prasads are required to be distributed to the
temple Sevayats; which is otherwise called as
‘Khei’; for the services rendered by them in the
temple.

Mailam — Bhogamandap - After the Sakal
Dhoop again mailam and change of dresses are
undertaken. Then the second round Dhoop of the
deities are arranged within the Bhogamandop
behind the Garud Stambha, its scheduled time is
11 AM. The materials used and the expenditure
incurred for this bhog is not met by the temple
administration. Prasad in huge quantities is offered
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in Bhogamandap to meet the requirements of the
pilgrims and the local people. Puja is done by
three Pujapandas under Panchopachar system.
There is no specification of items and no restriction
of quantities to be offered; Prasad is cooked by
Supakars based on the assessment of pilgrims
expected to visit on a particular day and
requisitions obtained from the public. Mahaprasad
out of Bhogamandap Puja are meant for public
sale only.  The Sevayats who assist in this Puja
are Palia Puspalak; Changada Mekap; Palia
Mekap; Bhogamandop Pratihari; Suar Badu;
Bhogamandap Dwar Pratihari; Suar; Mahasuar;
Mekap Khuntia; Patri Badu; Garabadu and
Charchabala.

Madhyahna Dhoop — This is the mid-day meal
of the deities and the scheduled time is 12.30 to
1 PM; the place for the Puja is Pokharia below
the Simhasan; the system of Puja is
Sodashopachar. 3 Pujapandas sit on the Ratna
Simhasan to take up the Puja; same Sevayats
engaged in Sakal Dhoop are also involved in this
Dhoop. Materials used for preparation of Prasad
are provided by temple administration.

Mainly the items offered are—arisha;
pitha puli; tipuri; mathpuli: kakara; chadheilada;
tata manohar; khairachula: marichaladu; pheni;
takua; gaja; biribadi; anna; mugadali; pitianna; oria;
marichapani; khiri; subashpakhal; sakara and pana
etc.

On completion of the bhog Arati is
performed.

Madhyahna Pahuda — After the Dhoop; the
prescribed item is Madhyahna Pahuda; rest for
sometime; but now a days either the deities do
not like to take rest or rest is not considered to
be provided; for their sound health. But as a
matter of procedure Pahuda is due after the mid-
day meal. However the system of Pahuda is —

that after Madhyahna Dhoop another Mailam and
change of dresses etc. are to be done by the
Puspalaks. Four beds i.e Ratna Palankas are to
be brought; arranged and kept below the
Simhasan by Khatseja Mekap. Badadwar
Padhiari invites the deities Manima Manima; please
come down from Ratna Simhasan and take rest
on ‘Ratna Palankas.’ Thereafter the Kalahat;
Beharan and Jay-Bijay doors remain closed. The
time for opening of the doors is 6 PM.

This Pahuda is being operated only for a
few days in the months of Kartika and Pausha
(Pahilibhoga period). The system is generally
being ignored due to delay in daily programme.

Sandhya  Arati — Evening Arati of Sri Jagannath
is done by Talachhu Mahapatra, Aratis of Sri
Balabhadra and Sri Subhadra is done by two
Puspalakas. Camphor Arati; 21 candles and
Sanjakali Arati is done by the Sevayats; standing
below the Simhasan in front of the deities. On the
days when Madhyahna Pahuda is arranged;
change of dresses and decorations are made after
evening Arati; the same procedure is followed on
all Ekadasi days; but when Pahuda is not
practicable; change of dresses etc. are made
before the evening Arati.

The Sevayats engaged are Bhitarchu
Mahapatra; Paliamekap; Akhandamekap;
Muduli; Khatsejmekap; Palia Pusupalak;
Garabadu; Talicha Mahapatra and Khuntia.

Sandhya Dhoop — This is the evening tiffin of
the deities and the scheduled time is 7 to 8 PM;
the place of Puja is Pokharia below the
Ratnasimhasan; the system is Sodasopachar and
the Prasad is arranged on behalf of the Temple
Administration. The Sevayats who are engaged
in Sakal and Madhyahna dhoop perform this
Dhoop also.
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The items offered to the deities are kaanla
puli; takua; mathpuli; bhog pitha; gotali; bada
kakara; sana kakara; luna khuruma; amalu; suar
pitha; rosh paika hiribuha; jhadeinada; subash
pakhal, sana and bada kadamba etc.

After this Dhoop Arati is done by three
Pujapandas in three silver pots; five varieties of
Aratis are made. This Arati is named as
Jayamangal Arati; Arati for the betterment of the
universe.

The next item is Sahan Mela; this Niti is
not being observed at present. The system is just
like the Sahanmela performed in morning time.

Mailam and Chandanalagi — After Sandhya
Dhoop the dresses of the deities are changed.
Before the colourful late night Badasimhar Vesha,
the deities are smeared with sandalpaste, mixed
with musk and camphor, this is known as
Chandanlagi, its scheduled time is 10 PM.

Sevayats involved in this programme are
Suar badu; Puspalak; Ghatuari; Muduli;
Paliamekap; Palia Padhiari; Garabadu;
Hadapnaik and Palia Khuntia.

Badasimhar Vesha and Badasimhar Dhoop
— Amongst all the daily rituals, the most attractive
is the Badasimhar Vesha. During this ritual
Chaturddhamurti look enchanting in their grand
make-up. Badasimhar Vesha is a colourful floral
decoration with special items like karapallab;
kundal; tadiga and chandrika etc. The deities are
clad with Barlagi Patas, traditional Orissan tie and
dye cloths (silk clothes) Jaydev’s Gitagovind
Slokas woven into them. This is the most beautiful
and smiling appearance of the deities; after which
they take slight light foods and go to their
respective beds.

Badasimhar Dhoop is the last Bhog of
the day and the scheduled time is 11.15 PM. Three
Pujapandas below the Ratna Simhasan offer the
Puja with Panchopachar. The items offered are
— Pure ghee in a silver container; Kadali Bada;
Khiri; Sakara; Pitha and Kanji. There is no
provision of Arati after this Bhog.

Khata Seja Lagi — This is going to bed and
other ancillaries; a symbolic routine ritual; the
scheduled time is 11.45 PM or thereafter. The
Sayana Thakur; a joint image of Laxmi and
Narayan with eight hands and made of gold; is
shifted from Bhandar Griha and placed by the
side of Sri Jagannath. Green coconut and Bidia
betel are offered to the deities; camphor Arati is
made by the Puspalakas just below the
Ratnasimhasan and Devdasi sings devotional
songs near the Kalahat door within the
Jagamohan.

In the meantime three small bejewelled
beds (Ratna Palankas) are placed in front of the
deities below the Simhasan. Sayana Thakur is
further shifted from Ratnavedi to Jay-Bijay door
and placed on a big Dambaru. Green coconut
and Bidia betel are again offered and Puspanjali
is offered by Palia khuntia. Sayana Thakur is then
taken back to Ratna Palanka of Lord Jagannath;
kept there for a while in a symbolic sleeping
position and finally removed into Bhandar Griha.

Thereafter the temple is totally vacated;
all the doors are closed and sealed.

Padmanabha Mohapatra, Shree Mandira Purohit,
Pratihari Lane, Matimandap Sahi, Puri.
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As early as 13th century AD the
scions of Ganga dynasty were
calling themselves as son of the
trinity - Lord Purusottama,
Lord Rudra and Devi Durga.
This fact has been testified in
some inscriptions of King
Ananga Bhima Deva during his
sixth regal year in 1216 AD.
The “Putra” concept gave rise
to the designation, “routa” of
Purusottam Jagannath.

The “Surya Vamsis”
who succeeded Ganga dynasty
also not only expressed
allegiance to Purusottama-
Jagannath but also value added
to the temple and dawned the awakening of
people on Shri Jagannath.

Hence, the ruler of Puri, the Gajapati is
traditionally entwined with the rituals of Shri
Jagannath, the deity and the epitome of this lasting
culture.

The role of Gajapati Maharaja of Puri in
proliferation of awareness of Shri Jagannath
Culture throughout India, has been significant from
the time of yore. He has also got some constructive
role in masonry, maintenance and conservation

The Traditional Role of Gajapati Maharaja
in  Shri Jagannath Temple

Bhaskar Mishra

of the Temple and in all the
important ritualistic festivals
including the “Nava Kalebar”
wherein the wooden body-
divine is renewed. Down from
Ganga dynasty till the present
regime of Bhoi kings all the
ruling Gajapati Maharajas have
propitiated Shri Jagannath
Mahaprabhu as the principal
deity.

Therefore the Gajapati
Maharaja, Puri has always,
commanded the respect of the
three crore-strong populace of
Orissa. Although many
Gajapatis have functioned from

different places like Jajpur, Cuttack and Khurda
besides, Puri, the ancestors of Sri Ramachandra
Deva the founder of the extant “Bhoi” dynasty
have been swearing in as the Gajapati Maharaja
of Puri till date. The dynastic genealogy of “Bhoi
Vansha” dynasty from the 16th century onwards
is given below:

1 Ramchandra Dev.(Abhinab
Indradyumna) 1568-1600

2 Gajapati Purusottam Deva 1600-1621

3 Gajapati Narasingha Deva 1621-1647
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4 Gajapati Balabhadra Deva 1647-1657

5 Gajapati Mukunda Deva-1st 1657-1689

6 Gajapati Divyasingha Deva-1st1689-1716

7 Gajapati Harekrushna Deva 1716-1720

8 Gajapati Gopinath Deva 1720-1727

9 Gajapati Ramchandra Deva 1727-1736

10 Birakeshari Deva 1st

(Bhagirathi Deva) 1736-1793

11 Gajapati Divyasingha
Deva-2nd 1793-1798

12 Gajapati Mukunda
Deva – 2nd 1798-1817

13 Gajapati Ramchandra
Deva –3rd 1817-1854

14 Gajapati Birakeshori
Deva-2nd 1854-1859

15 Gajapati Divyasingha
Deva-3rd 1859-1882

16 Gajapati Mukunda
Deva-3rd 1882-14.2.1926

17 Gajapati Ramchandra
Deva- 4th 14.2.1926-15.11.1956

18 Gajapati Birakishore
Deva- 3rd 15.11.1956 – 8.7.1970

19 Gajapati Divyasingha
Deva- 4th 8.7.1970- Continuing

Since the last 2 centuries Gajapati
Maharaja is staying at Puri town and thereby is
popularly known as Puri Gajapati. Although with
the advent of democracy in India, royal
administration has lost its glory the Gajapati
Maharaja of Puri still holds his dynastic

importance as the principal servitor of Shri
Jagannath and is being held as a symbolic
personality of the Orissan culture. He is
worshipped as the Vishnu incarnate and the
numero uno servitor of Shri Jagannath.

Till today, whenever he is addressed
ceremonially, elongated chanting goes as : -

“Shree Shree Shree Veerashree Gajapati
Goudeswar Nabakotikarnatatkala
Kalabaragesvara Viradhiviravar Bhuta Vairaba
Sadhu Sasnotirna Routraja Atula Balaparakrama
Sahasra Bahu Kshetriyakula Dhumaketu
Maharaja Adhiraja Divyasingha Deva.”

On 8th July-1970 the present Gajapati
Maharaja, at the tender age of 16 was sworn in
as Divyasingha Deva. His childhood name was
“Bada Jenamani Kamarnava Deva” and he took
the oath of royalty on the lap of Buxi. His father
who had preceded him Birakeshori Deva had also
his childhood name “Jenamani Nilakantha”.

On 3-12-1978, Gajapati Divya Singha
Deb married Vinita, middle daughter of Lt. Cornel
Ananta Singh Charak of Jammu. As per tradition
the name of the queen became Lilabati
Patamahadei after marriage.

In cyclic order the names of Gajapati
Maharaja appear generation wise as
1. Divyasingha Deva, 2. Mukunda Deva,
3. Ramchandra Deva and 4. Birakeshari Deva
and the names of queens appear as 1.Leelavati
Patamahadei, 2.Padmabati Patamahadei,
3. Chandramani Patamahadei, 4. Suryamani
Patamahadei.

The chronological naming of the kings
and the queens have been in currency since last
three hundred years of the 450 years’ rule of the
Bhoi Dynasty.

As per the ROR of the Temple, Gajapati
Maharaja is the principal and foremost servitor
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of Shri Jagannath and this service is the hereditary
service of the royal dynasty.

The Gajapati scavenges the chariots to
consecrate them for the Car Festival of Shri
Jagannath (and also on the Return Car Festival)
with the assistance and direction of Rajaguru (the
royal priest). On the day of Car Festival he offers
worship inside the Raja Nahar (the palace) to
Kanak Durga and dones his sacred thread.

On this occasion and on receipt of
invitation, wherein the highest official of the Temple
Administration is involved, The Gajapati clad in
traditional attire like white tunic, turban,
“Kaustuva” necklace, accompanied by Temple
Commander and the security employees and
wielding sword, comes out of the Palace. The
palanquin named as “Mehena” or “Tamjana” is
made of wood, ivory and silver carries the
Gajapati from the Palace to the chariots. This royal
procession is led by Behera Khuntia Sevak
holding a cane, accompanied with a trumpet

blower and drum-beater. While the Gajapati is
carried through the crowd,  he is hailed with “
Hari Bola” and ululation, as like as God.

The Gajapati offers “Arati” before the
Lord with golden receptacle and scavenges the
platform of the chariot with a golden broom and
consecrates the chariots by sprinkling
sandalwood water. As per the ROR, in absence
of the Gajapati, only “Mudi Rasta” servitor
manages this ritual.

Barring the Car Festival and the Return
Car Festival the Gajapati may also perform
“Chherapanhara”, on the festive day of Dola
Purnima and Chandan Yatra. The present Gajapati
Maharaja Divyasingha Deva has a consistent
record of participating in Snana Purnima for many
years.

Apart from the above, the Gajapati has
the privilege of performing service during several
“Besha” decorations of the deities. During such
occasion, the royal head moves in the “ Tama
jana” which is kept at the Lions’ Gate promenade
and servitors like Karana, Parichha and others
accompany and follow him. On the occasion of
the Queen’s visit the palanquin enters the inner
Bedha of the Temple and being parked at the
Banyan Tree and the Temple precinct is evacuated
of all other visitors. Only the “Mudi Ratha” Sevak
accompanies the queen and the King, This is
popularly known as “Gahana Bije”. On the last
8th April-07 this occasion was solemnized after a
long gap of forty years, wherein Gajapati
Divyasingha Deva and his consort Lilabati
Patamahadei visited the Temple alongwith other
members of royal family and offered prayers.
Since the queen is treated as the goddess “Laxmi
Mata” who is not supposed to directly face the
Lord Balabhadra (husband’s elder brother) as a
token of respect, the deity of Balabhadra was
put under cloth partition.
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There are other ritualistic connections of
Gajapati Maharaja in the festivals such as
Saradiya Durgapuja, Banayaga, Laxminarayan
Bheta (Bahuda Yatra), Champak Dwadasi and
Pousa Purnima.

The second day of the bright fortnight of
the month of “Bhadra” is celebrated as “Sunia”
which symbolizes the beginning of a New Year as
per the “Odiya” tradition. Some opine that since
this is the birthday of the mythical king
“Indradyumna” all the kings celebrate this day as
the day of reckoning the New Year and for
beginning the collection of revenue. It is reiterated
here that all the almanacs published from Orissa
and the palm-leaf horoscopes of the newborns
carry the name and the reigning year of Gajapati
Maharaja.

As a source of receipt from the Temple,
daily offered items like Mangal Alati, tender
coconut, consecrated “Abakash Jala”, floral
offerings are sent to the palace. On the day of
birth anniversary of the King, the Queen and other
royal members, special Mahaprasad is provided
to the palace besides daily Mahaprasad.

The rule of primogeniture is in currency
in the royal dynasty where the eldest son inherits.
No female member of the royal family can succeed
to the throne of Gajapati. As per the tradition the
seat of Gajapati is never vacant and after the
successor succeeds by “Abhisek” (coronation)
then only the ritual for the death is observed.
Hence it is called-

“King is dead- Long live the King”

As of the present Gajapati Maharaja Sri
Dibyasingh Dev 4th is on the higher side of fifty
and very fare and also well-known for his amiable
civility and is the cynosure of 3 crore-strong
Orissan people.

He is a strict vegetarian and a complete
devout of Lord Shri Jagannath. He has been

involved exponentially in the spread of Shri
Jagannath Culture both nationally and in
international sphere. During the last 37 years of
his incumbency he has inaugurated and put-up
foundation stones of hundreds of Shri Jagannath
Temples in Orissa and elsewhere in India.

His studentship continued through Prince
College in Raipur (MP).  He completed
graduation from St. Stephens College with
honours in History; Bachelor in Law from Delhi
University and Master Degree in Law from
Northwestern University, Chicago (U.S.A). He
had pursued legal practice for a very short period
at the Indian Supreme Court but forgone the legal
practice in favour of the service of the Lord.

As the hereditary Chief of the royal family,
he acts as the Chairman of the Shri Jagannath
Temple Managing Committee. He is very punctual
in attending to rites of the temple during the festive
occasions like Pusyabhiseka, Snan Yatra, Rath
Yatra, Bahuda Yatra and many special events.
Presently he leads a team of scholars under the
aegis of Temple Administration in the title of “Shri
Jagannath Tatwa, Gabeshana O’ Prasar
Upasamiti” for the spread of Shri Jagannath
consciousness.
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The Bhagabat Mahapuran or sacred super-
legend observes elaborately the status of the

soul thus:

In every being resides God
In the form of soul

Equal to everybody,
But the stupid doesn’t know

Under the spell of attachment.

In the Bhagabad Gita God says to His
most beloved and faithful disciple Arjun that He
dwells in heart of every being to keep machine-
like-body running but his illusive power revolves
them around their actions.

Our body is covered with skin, the mind
is oblivious with the cloud of Maya or cosmic-
illusion. Ordinary man considers the physical
body, made of five elements, as supreme.
Therefore the body deeply indulges in the pursuit
of pleasure. For him the ultimate joy lies in material
happiness, fallacious though. Here the spirituality
is sidelined or ignored as unworthy. Spirituality,
knowledge, wisdom differentiate a man from
beast. Septicism on godly powers leads to various
woes like violence, intolerance, disquietude and
unrest. Where is happiness without peace ? The
holy Gita asks here happiness lies in total surrender
on to Him. Epicureans practice bizarre and

ludicrous lifestyle. The Jagannath cult is a much
superior epistemology. It is a search, a conclusive
hunt for spiritual happiness, freedom from worries
and desire, but not the relinquishment of Karma
or work. The Gita doesn’t recommend cessation
of work. Here work means noble deeds.

God is the greatest invention of man who
is never seen like air or breeze; the very spirit
which keeps us alive is called Atma or soul. Life
itself is God’s miracle, magical exposition. He is
the hub of material and spiritual worlds. In the
Bhagavad Gita God says that at the end of every
cyclic Yuga or period all things (and beings) take
refuge in Him and at the beginning of a new cyclic
period in the cosmology those re-emerge at His
will. That is the real nature of things, subject to
change at His behest, imperceptible for mortal
man. The saint, Sadhu, hermit, ascetic, pious man
and woman are well aware of such Maya. Their
love of god, devotion, spiritual wisdom keep them
away from material longings. They are a satisfied
lot, feel plenty in poverty. That’s why they
resolutely devote their whole life in worship and
prayer for the good of mankind. This unselfish
service brings peace and harmony, in order that
our beloved earth would be a better place to live
in. On the other hand the human race would
survive unharmed as long as the earth, moon and

God of the Soul
Parikhit Mishra
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sun survive and that is what the Jagannath
philosophy essentially wills.

Great Sanskrit Poet Jayadev wrote
Gitagovinda extolling the platonic Lila or play of
Sriradha and Srikrishna. Its wonderful
composition, unparalleled rhythm, sweetness of
lyrics arouse bond between man and god.

In a verse Jayadev was portraying the
intrinsic feeling of Lord Krishna seeking
desperately the union with Sriradha. Jayadev
stumbled, couldn’t complete a particular line. He
had a big question before him. Should the Lord
demean Himself urging Sriradha to place her soft
feet on His head. Jayadev was in great dilemma.
Upset he prayed the Lord and left for mid-day
bath keeping the palm-leaf book with unfinished
line open. On his return, to his surprise, he found
the vacuum was filled. That was the work of god,
a miracle. Tear of joy welled up in Jayadev’s eyes
as a mark of gratitude towards Lord Jagannath.
Jayadev’s wife Padmavati sang Gitagovinda and
performed Mahari dance in the temple before
Lord Jagannath, Goddess Subhadra and Lord
Balabhadra adoring Ratnasinghasan or bejewelled
podium in sanctum sanctorum. The enlightened
couple, Jayadev and Padmavati, spent their lives
in the sacred services of God.

Lord Jagannath is the ninth incarnation of
Vishnu. He is the Saviour, deliverer of sinners,
fallen, heathen and tainted. His next one would
be the Kalki Avatar. He would take up arms to
kill the butchers, killers, infidels, terrorists, fanatics,
riding black and white horses with His elder
brother wielding six-yard swords. He would
protect the righteous, saints, sages, pious, and
peace and order would prevail on earth. This
prediction was made by saint Achyuta.

To the faithful Lord Jagannath is the
creator, sustainer and destroyer of the universe
that include time, space, matter and energy. He is
not merely an idol of sacrosanct Neem log but
the supreme power with Brahma(n) inside Him,
the neucleus. On Ratna Vedi or bejewelled
platform He is flanked by younger sister Subhadra,
elder brother Balabhadra in the right and His
weapon Sudarshan in the left. Each yields divine
power but Lord Jagannath tops all. That’s why
all attention is fixated in Him.

Hindu pantheism consists of multiple
gods, its number is whopping 330 million. All
lesser gods survive under the protection of the
trinity: Brahma, Vishnu and Maheswar against the
onslaught of demons. Each one of them has
specific role or power. Hinduism is a highly
democratic religion as the adherent is free to
choose to worship and appease one or more gods
in whatever manner he wishes. Lord Jagannath,
Lord Balabhadra and Maa Subhadra make a
single entity, seen singularly. In later religious
development, in Christian belief Father, Son and
Holy Spirit was regarded as a single God.
Philosopher, theologian, scholar Shankaracharya
was a congenital Shaivaite. He founded four Hindu
monasteries, one of them at Puri. He was also
exponent of Advaita philosophy. An orthodox
Hindu he reposed faith in Lord Jagannath, wrote
hymns in His praise for granting His revelation
before his eyes. Shaiva, Sakta, Ganapatya, Jaina
philosophies and rituals were converged in the
worship of Lord Jagannath. Saints, monks,
holyman, poets, philosophers of different sects,
beliefs and hues visited Puri and paid their
obeisance to the Lord through ages. They were
enlightened lot like Nimbark, Ramanuja,
Madhavachaya, Ganapati Bhatt, Kabir and
Nanak and Srichaitanya of “Harekrushna Hare
Rama” fame who settled at Puri till the end of his
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life. To him the Lord was both SriRama and
SriKrishna, one and the same.

In Hindu belief in SatyaYuga God took
the form Lord of Nrusingha the lionheaded, In
Treta incarnated as Shrirama, in Dwapara born
as Srikrishna, but in Kali revealed himself as
Darubrahma Sri Jagannath or Purusottam. He
descends for a cause and departs after it is
achieved. “His appearance or disappearance is
not known to lesser gods, how the mortal man
would come to know it ? “is asked by learned
believers. William Cowper (1731-1800)
Corroborates it this way, “God moves in a
mysterious way/His wonders to perform to the
faithful.” Lord Jagannath is the living God, the
redeemer in and after life.

Rath Yatra or the Car Festival of the Lord
is distinctive in itself, The Lord comes out of His
inner house in the temple through the 22  steps.
The hereditary servitors bring him well protected
with precious clothes swinging and waying amid
rhythmic beating of cymbals and blowing of horns.
Three majestically decorated chariots called
Nandighos or Garudadhwaja, Taladhwaj or
Haladhwaj, Debadalan or Darpadalan or
Padmadhwaj take position side by side before
the lion entrance of Srimandir.

Lord Balabhadra, Maa Subhadra and
lastly Lord Jagannath are installed in their
respective chariot fronting a million or more strong
faithful. The spectacular journey of the chariots
pulled by the devotees begins after the ceremonial
sweeping of the floor of the chariots is conducted
by the Gajapati Maharaja of Puri. He is the first
servant of the Lord and cleaning the chariots is
not treated as mean business, but the religious
duty of the highest order. The king worships,
prays, bows before the deities on the chariots
before he returns to the royal palace.

Thus the colourful journey up to the
Gundicha Temple, 3km off begins. The chariots
hurtle through Badadanda, they push the dense
crowd of devotees who keep singing, dancing and
playing music. The frenzy goes on and on as if it
would never stop. Here God and man become a
single entity. It carries a finer meaning: Human
body is a chariot, in it resides god or soul, and
cognitive power is the charioteer. To our belief
the Lord ruled before the creation of the universe
or big bang and would continue to rule after total
annihilation or big crunch. His power is
incomprehensible to man and science. On the
chariot, out on the open, wheels moving on
Badadanda, the Lord with outstretched unfinished
hands calls out in silence, ‘Come on, feel my
splendour, touch me, smell my pleasing aroma,
hug me. I will grant you the boon.” Yes, He, only
He, is the fountain-head of love, compassion,
kindness, generosity, equanimity, tolerance and
all the good words in the human lexicon.

Epilogue: The earth cries out for help against
onslaught, exploitation and greed of man. The
Jagannath consciousness alone can save it and
the mankind from mass suicide. The Patitapaban
Bana flapping eternally atop the Neelachakra
gloriously proclaims this message.
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Sri Sudarshan belongs to the pantheon of
“Chaturdhha Murti” in the cult of Lord

Jagannath.  Brahma Purana and Skanda Purana
are eloquent on the worship of Sri
Sudarshan as the divine weapon of Lord
Jagannath. In the Grand Temple at Puri,
Sri Sudarshan is seated on the left side
of the Lord.  As described in Skanda
Puran, Sri Sudarshan is the embodiment
of a unique divine luminescence.  His
image resembles the form of a short post
made of wood.  In the physical form,
his colour is lilac red.  In the theory of
idols, he is the explicit expression of the
Linga and he has descended on earth
to favour devotees with divine bliss  as
per the Saivite belief.

How did Sri Sudarshan emerge
in the cosmic creation ?  Again, what is
the background of his emergence in the
pole-like form in the Grand Temple, Puri
? There are different spiritual expositions
on this score.

Chakraraj Sudarshan, as per
Matsya Puruna, was created out of the
cosmic sparkle of the sun-god.  This
was fostered under a special circumstance as per
the divine wish of Lord Narayan/Vishnu.

Chakraraj Sudarshan
Durga Madhab Dash

Once the Sun-god prayed to Sriman
Narayan imploring, “Hey Prabhu, the redresser
of the cries of the distressed, if thyself is really

kind to me, then be pleased to reduce
my excruciating luminescence which
is unbearable not only to me but also
to all the creatures of the universe.”
Lord Narayan was moved by the
Sun’s fervent prayer.  Pleased with
his humble prayer, the Lord reduced
the unendurable effulgence of the Sun-
god and created with the estranged
divine glow, three weapons-namely
a disc for himself, a trident for Lord
Siva and above all, the most powerful
thunder for Lord Indra.  This is how
the disc of Sri Sudarshan was created
for Lord Narayan.

Brahma Purana has a different
story in this regard.  The story runs
as follows:

Once, the gods of the kingdom
of heaven, upset by the constant
battle calls of demons, met Lord
Narayan in the Milk-Ocean where
the Lord was deeply immersed in

divine slumber.  They prayed to the Lord with
profound devotion to save them from the atrocities
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of the demons.  When the Lord woke up, the
gods made a very humble appeal stating, “Hey,
Prabhu, the protector of the helpless and the
vulnerable, thou art the Lord of the universe.  We
know well that thyself is aware of our tormenting
concern.  We are very often troubled by the
demons.  We therefore pray for Thy intervention
in our case to humble the demons with Thy
uncommon prowess”.  The all-merciful Lord was
immensely pleased.  He immediately consoled the
gods, saying, “Oh, the gods of heaven, you are
blessed with myriad divine powers.  Your
powerful weapons conjointly used in a composite
form can annihilate the demons from earth.  What
I suggest in this connection is that all of you should
together part with some portions of your divine
power and create a composite divine weapon
which would be not only very powerful but also
far-reaching in its magnitude.  We may use this
weapon to humble down the wicked demons in a
ruthless way”.  Hearing the kind words of the
Lord, the gods were greatly pleased.  They
immediately parted with portions of their divine
power with the help of which the Lord created
Chakraraj Sudarshan.  However, the Lord
preserved it under his possession.  He wielded it
only when it was necessary to annihilate the evil.

In Srimad Bhagabatam, Sri Sudarshan is
described as the king of all stars.  He is present in
the all-pervading space.  He represents the moon;
he is water and air in the universe.  In the same
way, he is the earth and the sky.  Sri Sudarshan is
also described as Jagnya.  He exists as soul in all
living beings.  He represents the supreme
luminescence of the Supreme Purusha as
described in the Vedas.

In Premabhakti Brahma Gita of
Yossabanta Das, he is portrayed as great void
representing the divine effulgence of Brahma.  He
is devoid of feet, head, nose and ear. Yet he is all

vibrant in the cosmic creation.  According to
Balaram Das, Sri Sudarshan is the divine form of
Atharba Veda while Sri Balaram is described as
the representative of Sama Veda, Ma Subhadra
as the representative of Rig Veda and Lord
Jagannath as the divine form of Jajur Veda.  Sri
Sudarshan is embracive of all weapons like
Conch, Disc, Pasa, Ankusa, Shula, Bajra, etc.
In his divine appearance, he has eight hands and
three eyes.  He is in the form of wild and
tumultuous fire.  He is the avenger of all enemies
and all evil forces.   He is the symbol of
immaculate divine force with the soaring effulgence
of the great Lord.  In that way, Sri Sudarshan is a
very sturdy weapon of Lord Narayan.  In the
books of idols, Sri Sudarshan is christened in the
holy name of Chakraraj, the king of all weapons
in the cosmic creation.  There is a unique anecdote
in scriptures about his remarkable services to the
Lord and his matchless love for the devotees of
Sriman Narayan.

Once upon a time, there was a good and
pious king.  His name was Ambarisha.  He was a
good devotee of Lord Vishnu.  He considered
his daily services as humble offerings to Lord
Vishnu.  On one occasion, he made up his mind
to observe a spiritual austerity by an institution of
special worship of Lord Vishnu on the 12th day
of every lunar month for a period of one year for
his spiritual uplift.  He and his wife performed the
ritual together with utmost devotion.  When the
completion of one year duration arrived, he
celebrated the concluding ritual in pomp and
ceremony.  Just on that day, Maharshi Durbasa
came to his palace with his followers.  The pious
king and his wife offered their hospitality to the
great saint and invited him and his followers to
the afternoon meal on the occasion of their
concluding ritual.  The saint with his followers went
to Jamuna River for ablution.  While taking bath,
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he remained immersed in the thought of the Lord
and skipped the launch time which caused a great
hardship to the king.  The king was supposed to
conclude his ritual in time or else it would act
against him in a reverse way.  He consulted his
Brahmins.  They advised him to conclude the ritual
in proper time by breaking his fasting by taking at
least water as he was to wait for the arrival of
Marharshi Durbasa.  He followed the instructions
of his Brahmins.

Maharsi Durbasa with his followers
returned to the palace of Ambarisha after bath at
a very late hour of the day.  On arrival, when he
came to know what the king had done by then,
he got very wild and by creating a demon called
Krutya, he ordered him to destroy the pious king
in anger.  The king was unperturbed at the
impending danger and he prayed to Sri Sudarshan
for help.  King Ambarisha was not at fault under
any circumstance.  Sri Sudarshan instantly
appeared at the palace to save the king from the
impending catastrophe.  At first, he killed the
demon and then he followed the Maharsi to
equally punish him for his audacious curse.
Durbasha ran from pillar to post for help.  Even
the Lords, Brahma, Vishnu and Siva could not
save him from the danger.  Vishnu at last advised
the Maharshi to approach king Ambarisha for
necessary help because it was Ambarisha who
alone could save him from the wrath of Sri
Sudarshan.  At last the saint approached the king
for help.  Ambarisha, by offering the fruits of all
his past religious achievements, prayed to Sri
Sudarshan to calm down and save the life of the
Maharshi.  Sri Sudarshan, was immensely pleased
with the King’s humble submission. At  last Sri
Sudarshan saved the life of Durbasha. So it is
said that Sri Sudarshan is kind to the devotees of
the Lord to this extent.  One can get his help when
one is in danger and prays to him for his blessings.

In Kaliyuga, Sri Sudarshan, converse to
his disc like divine appearance, is portrayed in a
pole-like form and seated on the divine throne in
the Grand Temple, Puri on the left side of Lord
Jagannath.  There is a spiritual reason for this
happening which may be described through a
popular spiritual exposition as given below.

In Dwapara Yuga, there was, on one
occasion, a spiritual happening in a wintry night.
The two chief queens of Lord Krishna, namely
Rukmini and Satyabhama were sitting on a swing
in the royal garden of their palace in Dwarika and
discussing about Rasalila which the Lord could
not forget despite the entire regal splendour.  It is
described in the Bhagabat that Rasalila is a unique
form of cosmic game of the Lord with the Gopies
of Brundaban.  As described in other scriptures,
Radha was the chief maiden of the Gopies.  The
Lord was unable to forget Radha from the core
of his heart.  In her painful separation, Krishna, it
is said, was succumbed to a state of stupor on
more than one occasion and called out Radha’s
name off and on even while he was fast asleep in
night.  Rukmini and Satyabhama wanted to know
the past days of the Lord in Brundaban.
Satyabhama in particular was resentful as the Lord
loved the Gopies more than anybody else in his
life.  The Lord always eulogized the excellence of
their devotion.  This was intolerable even to his
other chief queens.  Rukmini was restless too.
But she was not exposed like Satyabhama and
the other queens.

That evening, Rukmini suggested to
Satyabhama that they should go to their mother-
in-law, Rohini and hear the various aspects of
Rasalila.  All agreed to her suggestion.  The eight
queens went to Rohini’s apartment and told her
about the purpose of their coming.  Rohini was
very happy to see the chief queens in her
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apartment.  She became happier still when she
heard from them that they were interested to hear
Rasalila from her.  (In other scriptures, it is said
that Brunda of Gopapur, an ardent devotee of
the Lord, was selected to explain the Rasa to the
eight queens. However, we would hold on to
Rohini for our purpose here).  All sat together in
perfect silence before Rohini.  Subhadra, Rohini’s
daughter was present in her mother’s apartment.
She was asked to keep watch over the place and
not to allow anybody inside-even Sri Krishna and
Sri Balaram, during the divine discussion.
Everything was arranged in proper order and Rasa
was narrated to the queens in all sweetness and
with utmost devotion.  Satyabhama who was
initially averse to Gopies could not believe her
ears as she heard the lovely episodes about the
Cosmic Lila between the Lord and the Gopies.
Things took a different turn when Sri Balaram and
Srikrishna arrived on the spot.  While they were
trying to enter the apartment of Rohini, Subhadra
obstructed their way.  She explained to them the
reason of the obstruction. Sri Krishna was
however very happy at heart.  As Sri Balaram
and Sri Krishna were standing at the entrance,
splinters of the lovely discussion wafted on in to
their ears.  The expositions on Rasa were very
sweet.  The two Lords were simply benumbed
after hearing the sweet Rasa.  Their sense organs
finally began to melt. Sri Sudarshan was
succumbed to a similar situation. Subhadra too
was not free from the divine stupor.  All the Lords
and Ma Subhadra hearing Rasa were reduced to
deformed appearances.  By then, the feet and
the front portions of their hands had got dissolved.
Sri Sudarshan was converted to a short pole- like
form.  Just then, Maharshi Narad descended on
that place.  He could not believe his eyes when
he witnessed the deformed appearances of his
Lords and their sister Subhadra and divine
messenger, Sri Sudarshan. Swayed in divined

love, Narad said, “ Prabhu, all that has happened
here today is fostered by Thy immaculate wish.
This happening has a divine purpose.  All thy
divine forms would appear in Kaliyug for the
worship of your devotees.”  It is thus believed
that in the context of this situation, the images of
the Jagannath Pantheon have appeared on the
divine altar of the Grand Temple in deformed
appearances conforming to both Dwaita and
Adwaita philosophy which is the essence of the
Jagannath Cult.  This is how Sri Sudarshan is in
the pole-like form in Kaliyuga.

The story further goes on to say that when
Sri Sudarshan was formed in to a vertical
appearance and placed by the side of the Lord,
he developed a strange feeling of unusual
greatness.  He thought within that, because of his
invincible power, he was shifted from the right
hand of the Lord and given an independent place
on the divine throne of the pantheon of Chaturdha
Murti.  In that way, the Lord’s blessing was a big
religious achievement for him.  The Lord got the
scent of his egoistic feeling and wished to teach
him a lesson in the appropriate time.

Once when the opportune time arrived,
he called Sri Sudarshan to his side and said, “
Sudarshan,  I need the presence of Hanuman at
my place immediately.  So go to his place and
inform him to appear before me immediately.”  At
this, Sri Sudarshan felt very small. He never
thought that he would one day be enagaged by
the Lord to the extent of a silly messenger.  Finding
no way out to escape from the menial assignment,
he proceeded to Hanuman’s place while carrying
out the Lord’s mandate. Sri Hanuman took
reverential note of the divine mandate and
informed Sri Sudarshan that he would reach the
Lord’s abode in a short-while from then.  That
actually happened.  Sri Hanuman reached the
temple of the Lord instantly.  But to his surprise,
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he found that, his way at the main entrance of the
temple had been blocked by Sri Sudarshan in his
actual appearance.  Sri Hanuman could smell the
disaster lying ahead. A fierce dual followed
between Sri Hanuman and Sri Sudarshan.  At last
Sri Sudarshan was relegated to a pitiful situation
of crushing defeat in the hands of Sri Hanuman.
That was also the divine wish of the Lord. The
aura of Sri Sudarshan had faded by then.  He
was trembling in the dazzling divine resplendence
of Sri Hanuman.  Sri Hanuman carried Chakraraj
to Lord’s citadel in his hands and set him free by
rolling him on the ground at the instance of the
Lord.  Sri Sudarshan could now come to know
the divine greatness of Sri Hanuman.  He could
also feel Sri Hanuman’s close proximity to the
Lord.  He apologized for his mistake.  The Lord
pardoned  his behavioural aberration and allowed
him his original place on the divine throne.
Nonetheless, the defeat of Chakraraj was a great
snub to his invincible supremacy.  It rebuffed his
glory as the divine messenger of the Lord.  He
looked morose in his usual behaviour.  The Lord
could know his feelings well.  To replenish his
lost glory, he bestowed on him a more illustrious
and honoured place by elevating his place to the
pinnacle of the Grand Temple. The Nilachakra
that we see today at the spire of the Temple is the
graceful reward of the Lord to Sri Sudarshan.
He was established at the pinnacle in Chakra-
like form as the avenger of all sins and all evils.
Since then, the devotees have a belief that before
entering Puri, if one pays one’s obeisance to
Nilachakra with devotion, one will have one’s sins
washed followed by the bestowal of divine glory.

As per Markandeya Purana, Sri
Sudarshan is worshipped as the divine symbol of
Sun-god in the Grand Temple.  Vaishnavites have
a belief that Chakraraj is the divine prowess of
Lord Jagannath.  Saivites believe that Chakraraj
is the Linga Purusha.  He is the divine symbol of

Lord Siva.  Devotees in general have a religious
faith that since Chakraraj is the accompanying
spiritual force of Lord Jagannath, the latter is
imbued with the spiritual power of Lord Siva and
in that way, He is the most powerful Lord in the
cosmic creation.  Sri Sudarshan goes in the front
of Lord Jagannath in all His spiritual journeys.  On
the occasion of the Car Festival, he goes first in
Pahandi and is then seated in Debadalana Chariot
of goddess Subhadra ahead of all other images.
As per another view in scriptures, the wood-god
of Adivasis (meaning Chakraraj Sudarshan) is the
foremost deity of the Jagannath Pantheon.  In one
sense, he is the path finder.  Sri Sudarshan is the
cosmic caretaker of Sri Balabhadra, Ma Subhadra
and Sri Jagannath. In all public functions, he is
idolised first. Vaishnavites worship the disc-form
of Sri Sudarshan. They carry his mark on their
bodies as a mark of profound faith in his supreme
divine prowess. In the usual spiritual order, Sri
Sudarshan is illustrious in myriad ways.

On three different occasions every year,
Sri Sudarshan moves out in slow procession
outside the Grand Temple.  These rituals take
place on Sraban or Jhulan Purnima, Radhastami
and Kumar Purnima in pomp and ceremony.

Sraban Purnima generally falls in July-
August every year.  This auspicious day is
observed as the birth day of Lord Balabhadra.
This is observed in the presence of Chakraraj
Sudarshan near Markandeya Tank not very far
from the Grand Temple. After the afternoon
offering , Sri Sudarshan is carried from the divine
altar to Jagamohan. He is then seated in a
palanquin at this place.  Next he is worshipped in
a definite ritualistic order.  The servitors place
garlands of flower on his crest and adorn him with
ceremonial robes and ornaments.  He is then
carried to the Jhulan Mandap nearby in the same
Palanquin.  Here again other rituals are observed
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in the usual way with the blowing of trumpet and
other musical instruments of the temple.  Sri
Sudarshan next moves around the temple under
the ceremonial canopy and at last he is carried in
a slow procession to Makandeya Tank.  Next
follows the birth-day celebration of Lord Balaram.
Sri Balaram’s form is created out of the sticky
soil supplied by the temple potter.  The servitor
thereafter infuses life into the earthen image of Sri
Balaram through religious incantations.  The
celebration is next performed in a ritualistic order
with offerings in the presence of Sri Sudarshan.
Thus goes the religious celebration.  After
completion of the ritual, the earthen image is
immersed in water.  Thereafter, Sri Sudarshan
returns to the Grand Temple after visiting the
Ashrams of saints, Pandu, Angira and Bhrugu on
the way.

Another function of Sri Sudarshan is held
on the Radhastami day i.e. on the 8th day of the
bright fortnight of Bhadrab month every year.
Generally this auspicious day falls in the period
between August and September as per the English
Calender.  The function goes on in a regular order
every year.  After offering of evening divine light
(Sandhya Alati) on the Radhastami day, Sri
Sudarshan is specially worshipped at his place
on the divine altar for this ritual.  After observance
of all other ritualistic formalities, Chakraraj moves
on to Jagamohan and is seated in a special
palanquin. From there he is carried in the same
palanquin to Jhulan Mandap like the Gamha
Purnami function.  From there, he moves around
the temple once and then proceeds to Jameswar
Temple, Via- a definite route outside in slow
procession.  His palanquin is next placed near
the bull image of the temple.  This is a ritual where
the main servitor of Jameswar Temple would read
out to the image of Sri Sudarshan the detailed
accounts of the Grand Temple pertaining to the

previous year.   As per the customary belief among
the devotees, Jameswar is the chief accountant
of Lord Jagannath.  He keeps the accounts of the
temple and reads them out before Sri Sudarshan,
the representative of Lord Jagannath on
Radhastami day.  Sri Sudarshan, for this purpose,
is known as Panji Suna (listener of detailed
accounts) Sudarshan.  Sri Sudarshan thereafter
returns to the Grand Temple in his route which is
well defined and meticulously followed.

The third annual function of Sri Sudarshan
is observed on Kumar Purnami day i.e. on the
auspicious full-moon-day of Aswin month which
falls sometime during September-October as per
the English Calender.  In the usual ritualistic order,
Sri Sudarshan, on this day too, moves along in a
slow procession to Angira Ashram in Dolamandap
Street Via-Chotoraya Purahat (Palace gate) and
Uttar Patna (Marichakote by-lane) .  Sri
Sudarshan is received here with a mass ovation
followed by different offerings.  Next, he moves
along and appears in Sri Sudarashan Mahala
(Harachandi Street)  Jameswar Pandu Ashram,
Bhrugu Ashram ( Bali Street) and then he
proceeds to the Western Gate of the Grand
Temple Via-Uaasa Danda and  Gandagaura
Chhak.  After performace of usual rituals, he at
last proceeds to the sanctum sanctorum via-
Jagamohan.

There is a significance of these divine
journeys.  The area of his journey was once the
area of SriKshetra Puri.  Today, with the increase
of population, the area of the pilgrim centre has
definitely increased.  But Sudarshan’s area of
journey still remains the same as before.

There is a place called Chakratirtha at
Puri.  Here there is a temple of Sri Sudarshan.
His disc-form is worshipped here before the
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images of Lord Balabhadra, Maa Subhadra and
Lord Jagannath sitting on the divine altar.
Chakratirtha is a pilgrim centre. It is as famous as
the other pilgrim centers like Kasi, Narmada,
Badrinath etc.

There is a beautiful spiritual illustration in
Skanda Purana which describes that Chakratirtha
was created by Lord Narayan/Vishnu against the
following spiritual background.

Once there was a battle between the
demons and Lord Narayan on behalf of gods of
heaven.  The demons were wiped out by Lord
Narayan with the help of Sri Sudarshan.  As a
result of this, Sri Sudarshan was smeared with
blood-stains of the demons. To wash Sri
Sudarshan of the dirty-stains, the Lord created a
sacred pool.  This was known as Chakratirtha.
He created this sacred poll in the presence of the
presiding deities of 10 million pilgrim centres.
Chakratirtha is thus visited by all pilgrims who
visit the Grand Temple, at Puri.

There is a temple known as
Chakranarayan Temple in the flower garden
situated on the side of the western gate of the

Grand Temple.  Here there is a beautiful image of
Sri Sudarshan Mahapravu made of black granite
stone. It contains in the middle the inscription of
an eight-armed Narayan image seated in lotus
pose.  On the right side of this image, there is a
tiny mark of Sri Sudarshan in disc-like form.  On
its left side, there is a small mark of Linga. Sri
Sudarshan in this spiritual pose depicts his overall
cosmic existence both in the Vaishnavite and the
Saivite forms.

Sri Sudarshan like Sri Jagannath is a
mysterious deity.  He is the symbol of all cults
and all spiritual faiths.  He is the composite
expression of both Purusha and Prakriti in actual
divine dispensation.  When he is seated by the
side of Ma Subhadra in Debadalan Chariot on
the occasion of Car Festival, he is expressive of
the Adya Sakti of Lord Jagannath.  On all other
occasions, he is adored as the resplendent Brahma
Purusha in the Pole-like form known to the
devotees as Chakraraj Sudarshan.

Durga Madhab Dash, House No-138, Ananta Vihar,
Ph-II, Pokhariput, Bhubaneswar.

Jagannath Temple, Paradeep
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The name of Jagannath tallies with His
primordial religio-philosophical concept.

Philosophically conceived, He is the ultimate
Reality-the cause, the substance, and the effect
of all things and beings, the subject of all actions
and thought. Jagannath is the Supreme Being
solicited by us as Lord and the Dear within and
without. In form He is worshipped as the Supreme
Divine, our near and dear Lord, in His grand
temple at Puri, the city of Lord. His ineffable name
Jagannath, unlike that of other premier Deities,
Badrinath, Balaji, Venketeswar, Veetalnath,
Ramanath and Dwarakanath etc. is all assuring
universal and highly connotative. The cult of
Jagannath is the rendezvous of religion with
philosophy. Of the four Dhams, the last one Puri
is the most popular for its presiding Deity is
acknowledged as complete Godhead (Purna
Brahma) transcending sectarian consideration1.

Rig Veda - Taittiriya Sruti,2 Atharva Veda
and Utkal Khanda of Skanda Purana explain
about “Apurusa Daru”, Uttarakhanda of
Ramayan mentions the worship of Lord
Purushottama.3 The Santi Parva of Mahabharat
also describes the same thing. 4 Vishnu Puran, 5

Matsya Puran,6 Skanda Purana, Agni Puran,
Padma Puran, Kalika Purana, Tantra Yamala,
Rudra Yamala, Kapila Samhita etc, mention
variously about Odra /Puri /Nilagiri / Purushottama

The Evolution of Sri
Jagannath Cult

Dr. Janmejay Choudhury

Kshetra/ Nilachala Kshetra/ Jagannath Kshetra/
Daru Brahma/ Indradyumna etc. In the Kailan
copper plate of Sridharana Rata, the chief of
Samanta, which has been dated to the second
half of the seventh century A.D., there is a
reference to Bhagvan Purushottama Jagannath,
as the Creator, Preserver and the Destroyer of
the world. In the Neulpur Plate dated 790 A.D.
of Subhakara Deva-1(780-800A.D.) of
Bhaumakar Dynasty, lands were donated to two
hundred brahmins, all of whom are named in the
record. In this list there are four persons bearing
the name of Purushottama, three persons bearing
the name of Balabhadra, and one person of the
name of Haladhara, which suggest that
Purushottama and Balabhadra were popular
deities of the region by this period. The Copper
plate grant discovered in the village of  Maihar in
Satna District of Madya Pradesh, and which has
been dated to the middle of the 10th century A.D,
mentions Purushottama. The invocation to the
Kalidindi grant dated 1031 A.D of the Eastern
Chalukya king Rajaraja 1, who ascended the
throne in 1022 A.D, speaks about Purusottam of
Sri Dhama. Similarly, the Pujari Palli inscription
and the Boram Deo Temple inscription (1033
A.D) of one Gopal Deva of the Naga family and
the Nagpur stone inscription of 1104 A.D. of the
ruler of  Malwa mention Purushottama/
Purushottama Kshetra7.
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Indrabhuti, the king of Uddiyana in the
7th-8th century and the founder of Vajrayana,
begins his “magnum opus” “Jnanasidhi” by offering
obeisance to Jagannath (Pranipata Jagannatham).
Trikhandasetha, a 9th century lexican by
Purushottama Deva has listed Jagannath in the
category of name of Vishnu. Another 9th century
drama, Anargha Raghaba by Murari Mishra is
said to have been staged in the yatra of
Purushottama of Sri Jagannatha.8 The Sanskrit
drama Prabodhachandrodaya written by Krushna
Mishra, the court poet of Chandalla king
Kirtivarman (1041-70A.D) mentions the
Devayatana of the God Purusottama.9

Anangabhima deva III (1211-38A.D) and his son
Narasingh Deva (1238-64A.D) regarded
themselves as the Raut and the son of
Purushottama. Sri Jagannath was regarded as the
Gajapati of the empire of Utkal. Kapilendra Deva
(1435-68A.D) described himself as the Sevaka
or servant of Sri Jagannath. Sri Jagannath is the
focal point of the cultural synthesis that is Orissa.
Here, at the shrine of Sri Jagannath, various
religious cults, creeds and strands-Saivism,
Saktism, Vaishnaivsm, Buddhism, Jainism,
Tantricism, Surya-cult, Ganapati-cult etc. were
welded into an organic entity called the Jagannath
Dharma. Scholars like Cunningham, Wilson,
Fergusson, Louis Rozvit, N.N Bose, R.L. Mitra,
H.K. Mahatab etc. have discerned Buddhistic
influence on the cult of Sri Jagannath. The Oriya
Mahabharat of Sarala Dasa, Garuda Gita and
Sunya Samhita of Achyutananda, Sashisena
Kabya of Pratap Ray, Deulatola of Nilambara
Das and Gupta Geeta of Ananta Narayan Das
describe Jagannath as Buddha or Baudha.
Scholars like Binayak Mishra, Kedar Nath
Mohapatra, Nilakantha Das etc have traced Jain
influence on Jagannath cult. Yet others scholars
like Peterson, M.Ganguly, S.N.Das, Sadasiva
Mishra, P.Mukharjee etc. have upheld Jagannath
to be a Bramhinical deity.

Sri Jagannath and Sri Krishna have been
held to be one and the same. Brahma Purana,
Skanda Purana, the Copper Plate inscription
dated 1198 A.D of Rajaraja Deva, the stone
inscription dated 1278A.D of Chandrika Devi,
daughter of Anagabhimadeva10, Sri Krishna
Lilamrita of poet Nityananda, Musali Parva of
Sarala’s Mahabhaarat, Jagannath Charitamrita of
Dibakar Das, Sunya Samhita of Achyutananda,
Gopakeli and Parimal Kabya of Narasingh Sena,
Rumkini Bibaha Kabya of Kartika Das, Rahasya
Manjari Kabya of Deba Dullabha Das—a
succession of inscriptions, Puranic and literary
works have proclaimed Sri Jagannath and Sri
Krishna to be one. Again, Jagannath Charitamrita
of Dibakar Das, Vedantasara Gupta Geeta of
Balaram Das11 , Namaratna Geeta and
Rasokollala of Dinakrushna Das, Solachaupadi
of Jagannath Das, Premabhakti Geeta of
Yasobanta Das, Sunya Samhita of Achyutananda
Das have described Sri Jagannath as the prime
cause or source of all incarnation means Abatari
not Abatara. The Trinity- Jagannath, Balabhadra
and Subhadra have been variously conceived of
as being the symbols of various “Principles”. Some
hold that they represent Vishnu, Siva and Durga;
that is Vaishanavism, Saivism and Saktism. Others
hold that they are Vishnu, Siva and Brahma, that
is, they symbolise the creative, destructive and
preserving principles. Some have said that they
represent the principles Kling, Hling and Sling;
others have held that they represent the principles
Kling, Sling, and Hling respectively. Some
scholars have propounded the view that they
represent respectively the cultures of the Aryans,
Jainism or Dravidas and Savaras. Balaram Das
portrayed them as Rama, Laxman and Sita.  Other
scholars have said that they represent the Buddhist
Triratna; Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. The Sun
worshippers treat Jagannath as the Sun, Ganapati
worshippers treat Him as the Ganapati and so
on.12
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Mayan civilisation flourished before 500
B.C.13. The tradition of making gods out of wood
by God carvers, closeted in a room seem to be a
general feature of ancient civilisations. It may be
reasonable to assume that on the evolutionary
ladder of a society, such traditions appear as a
part of a natural growth process in certain
particular stages of evolution of that society. On
this basis, the tradition, culminating in the
incomplete images of Jagannath Trinity, can be
held to be remote antiquity and of possessing a
historic perspect. The evolution of Jagannath-
trinity apper to be unsatisfactory and insufficient.
Here, it may be in order to ask whether this
process of evolution of Trinity can be looked upon
as a part of the natural outcome of the process of
Daru-worship in the context of the particular stage
of evolution of the society in which it appeared.

Jagannath is the self-manifested Lord of
the masses. The legends about His origin from a
log of wood come ashore floating and carved by
none but Himself as carpenter, or His appearance
as pacified Nrusimha over the sacrificial fire to
king Indradyumna are admittedly myths. In the
post - Vedic era, this holy land that has come to
be known as Orissa was being inhabited by both
the Austric population popularly known as Savara
and the Arya people of diverse faiths, Jainism,
Buddhism and Hinduism including its several
component sects. All of them had had their
Adorables for community worship in form of log
(Daru), Pole (Yupa), Pillar (Stambha), Altar
(Stupa) and so on. Meanwhile the Agamas came
forward recommending worship of images
(Archhabigraha) with rituals like Prana-pratistha,
Nyasa and Uppacharas. The tidal waves of
Bhagabat religion founded by Vasudeva Krishna
in the north-east of the Vedic mainland began
gradually to sweep the coastland of Orissa. What
with the benign influence of the aforesaid

circumstances and what with the awakening of
unifying spirit of devotion for a single personal
God, the time must have been ripe for a religious
synthesis. That universally accepted single deity
was the Lord of the laity, Jagannath. The cult of
Jagannath is a natural outcome of the religious
aspiration of the people intent upon devotion-
based worship of a single personal God (Aikantika
Bhakti). This must have happened in the post-
Vedic period when the common men ceased to
take interest in Brahminical polytheism demanding
ritualistic sacrifices (Karma/Yajna) in honour of
unseen Gods as well as Upanisadic monotheism
requiring realisation (jnana) of the imponderable
self. The Upanishads term Him as Brahma, the
eternal entity without any before or after, both in
formless and formed aspects. Religiously viewed,
He is the Supreme Divine, also Sat-chit-ananda.
pervading the Universe and transcending it
simultaneously.  In His iconic manifestation He is
invested with a gracious personality possessed
of lordly Attributes- knowledge, power, majesty,
strength, energy and self-sufficiency, to quote the
classic six-Sadguna people with insight envisage
Him as Lokayata Brahma. To the devout He is
God in person invoked in a variety of terms ranging
from your Majesty (Manima) down to the
commonest terms, even by name14.

Jagannath, has two very characteristic
names, Purushottama and Jagannath; the former
may be from the knowledgeable inception till the
13th century, the latter overshadowing the former
since then. The universally accepted name
Jagannath was the name of the family deity of the
Ganga kings and has been a name of
Purushottama according to Saradatilaka. But
more than these incidental reasons are three other,
scriptural, historical and popular.

Scripturally, He is the supreme God
(sarvadevamaya devah), the Incarnator of
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incarnations. Historically, king Anaghabhima III
in 1230 A.D declared Him as Lord of the
Universe and Emperor of Purushottama
Samrajya, reducing the sovereign to the position
of His deputy (Rauta).

In the course of history the image
formation of the Lord has changed from a single
figure to four, or rather Seven (Saptavarrana). The
initial single figure changed to a two with the
addition of Laxmi under the Agamic model by
about the 6th century A.D. Next, the
transformation into Trinity was as much a political
consideration as a religious necessity. Chodagang
Deva used to worship the Trinity in Nrusimha
temple. The Triad was extended to Tetrad  in the
11th  century when the Pancharatra system of
Vyuha worship was reinforced under the influence
of Ramanuja. The 4th constituent now added, Sri
Sudarshana symbolizes the active power ( kriya
sakti) of Jagannath, while serving as a complement
to the Lord’s volitional power(ichha sakti)
representrd by Subhadra. The Tetrad form has
been still further extended to Septad by the
addition of three more figures-Madhava, the
representative of Lord Jagannath for going out
on all festivals except Rathayatra, Bhudevi and
Sridevi, two forms of Laxmi presiding over land
and wealth respectively.

Lord Jagannath is a total symbol of
Orissa’s identity- social, cultural, religious and
spiritual. He is the source of our beliefs, social
norms and relationships, cultural excellence and
value systems. But the cult of Jagannath is an
integrated whole. It has absorbed the Narayan
cult of Bhagabata religion, Madhava cult of
Orissa, the atheist cult of Buddhism and Gopinath

Cult of Vaishnavism in course of time. Jagannath
is primarily the Lord of devotion. Jagannath is the
Deity most widely studied, intensively researched
and extensively written about. His worship as an
institution has spread far and wide in the country
and to several parts of the Universe.
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Lord Jagannath is Known as a Legendary
God. The very genesis of the deity is based

on various legends. Since then a lot of legends
are found in different scriptures in Odia language.
Again a lot of legends yet to find their places in
scriptures but alive in the form of story telling from
generation to generation. The present presentation
of the legend
is a finest
example of
transformation
of an ordinary
fisherman to a
high degree of
s p i r i t u a l
personality.
This was
possible with
s h e e r
concentration
in meditation,
s e l f -
confidence and self –reliance. I offen compare
this personality with the saint, Dasyu Ratnakar,
but fall back in view of the excellency in literary
achievement by the latter. But then it is also a
unique case where Lord Jagnnath left the great
and majestic  temple shrine and luxury of Chapana
Bhog (variety of food items) in order to enjoy
whatever  food cooked and offered by a dedicated

The Legend of  Raghua, the Fisherman and
Sri Jagannath

                                                  Pramod Chandra Pattanayak

devotee with utmost  love and devotion at his
poor thatched house. I personally feel it as a rare
achievement so far as spirituality is concerned.

The Bhagabat; after being written in Odia
Language by Atibadi Jagannath Dash,  the eminent
poet and a great devotee of Lord Jagannath of

yester years,
geared up a
c u l t u r a l
r e v o l u t i o n
w h i c h
influenced  life
of  the Odia
society in
every nooks
and corners
of the state.
Almost all the
villages then
had a
B h a g a b a t
Tungi, suitably

situated for the convenience of the village folk.
Every evening a literate man used to read this
sacred book aloud in the dim light of a Dipa (An
earthen ware then used in every household for
the purpose of light in the night by means of a
cotton wick immersed in oil, namely Polang oil)
and the villagers, mostly agro based class, were
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sitting  around him to listen for their enlightenment
(not for entertainment). The language of the
Bhagabat though explicitly written and lucid, for
better understanding of the illiterate village folks,
the reader used to explain, stanza by stanza,
whenever and what ever possible on his part.

Pipili, a village situated on the side of N.H.
203 in between Bhubaneswar and Puri, is now
very famous for its appliqué works. The old name
of Pipili was Pipirali. In those days Pipirali had
also a Bhagabat Tungi. Every evening a villager
named Dhukudi Nana used to read Bhagabat and
the village folk used to listen him around. Raghu
alias Raghua a fisherman of that village was a
regular listener amongst others. The day probably
arrived on the life of Raghua for a show down of
his achievement of enlightenment. He was as usual,
very very attentive that day when Dhukudi Nana
recited a stanza from Bhagbat, “Manushya  dehe
Dibya gyana, Dekhi santosh Bhagabana”, and
explained in simple but rustic vocabulary that God
was pleased to see the wisdom  of human being,
a race of his own creation. Somehow,   this
explanation appealed to the inner most self of
Raghua and he recited the stranza to himself again
and again, while returning   to his home. Then
suddenly he was struck with a question to himself,
what wisdom I have! why should God be satisfied
to see me ? As such, being borne in a fisherman
family, traditionally my profession is to kill fish
every day in order to maintain my family and
myself.  This question made him restless and
Raghua did not get sleep the entire night.  The
cawing of the crow alarmed him of ushering in
the rise of Sun in the eastern horizon. He got up
from the bed and sat on his outer veranda in a
remorseful mood. His mother was astonished to
see him at this hour of the day as this was time for
her son to be away to the riverside for netting.
She anticipated something wrong with her son to

see him remorse.  As usual the inquisitive mother
wanted to know if her son was sound physically
and if so, why he had not gone for fishing along
with other fishermen.  Raghua replied that he
would not go for fishing any more which is a sinful
work. The mother was taken aback on hearing
the reply of his only son, the bread earner. Yet
she tried to persuade her son by telling that it has
been their family profession traditionally
transferred to him by his fore fathers and he has
been doing it to maintain his family. As such it
was not a sinful act on his part. Further, he has
been feeding so many persons on his earning. But
Raghua did not buzz an inch, with the argument
that God would be displeased if he would kill the
fish. The mother, thus apprehending a worst future
of her life, argued sternly that she gave birth and
took pain to rear him only to die   wretchedly out
of starvation at this  fag end of her life.

This discussion between the mother and
son was overheard by the wife of Raghua. She
lost trust on her husband so far as her maintenance
was concerned. So she prepared herself to go
away to her parents house. This embarrassed
Raghua. Out of disgust he got up and had his net
to set out for fishing, telling to himself, that he would
go on accumulating sins   on him by killing of fish
in order to feed the family.

                  Raghua, while going to the riverside
for fishing, was praying Lord Jagannath  that let
no fish be entangled  in his net. On arrival at the
riverside he found his co -fishermen were as busy
as a bee. Then he put his net disinterestedly in the
river came back to sit on the river bank. He sat
there the entire day. The red sun was sinking down
in the western sky slowly but steadily. At this
moment Raghua found a big fish being entangled
in his net was trying to escape. This made him
puzzled as to should he catch the fish or allow it
to escape. If the fish is not caught his family would
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starve and if the fish is caught he would displease
the God and accumulate more sin. Finally he
decided to allow the fish to escape into the deep
water of the river. Confirming to his decision he
rushed to save the fish from his net. But, as ill
luck would have it, the fish succumbed being
suffocated while Raghua was trying to release it
from the net. It seemed to Raghua that the fish
was calling desperately “save Narayan” “save
Narayan”. Raghua left the fish in the river. But the
fish, instead of swimming away into the deep water
of the river, floated. Raghua was shocked and
cried  like a child and prayed  Lord Jagannath for
the life of the fish. But nothing happened. Out of
despair he took a drastic decision that he would
not return to his house until the fish is alive. He
immediately took the fish to a nearby forest where
there was a fountain. Raghua dug a small pool
and filled it with clear and cool water of the fountain
and left the fish in the pool to see whether clear
water would help the fish to revive, but in vain.
Losing all hopes of revival of the fish, Raghua sat
for meditation praying Lord Jagannath and
continued for two days uninterrupted, without
food and water. The family members of Raghua
were worried as Raghua did not return to house.
So they wanted the help of other fishermen to
find him out. Some of the fishermen came to the
riverside in search of Raghua but found only his
net. They called his name loudly but could not get
any response. Raghua was then in deep meditation
in the calm and serene spot of the jungle.

Raghua continued his meditation for the
third day too, as still as a stone. At this stage of
his meditation a Brahmin appeared before him
and informed that his family members were
searching for him anxiously hither and thither. As
such he should immediately go home to relieve
the old mother and young wife from their distress.
But Raghua was unperturbed in his state of

meditation. This Brahmin was none other than the
Lord Jagannath. Now the Lord attempted to
convince Raghua that it would go against the law
of nature to get back the life to a dead one and
was beyond anybody’s capability to do so.
Further, this was not the way to get blessings of
God. Now Raghua opened his eyes and
respectfully requested the Brahmin “Sir, please
live me alone and mind your business”  and closed
his eyes again for meditation. The Lord tested
the determination and now was convinced that
nothing could abstain Raghua from his state of
meditation.  Then there was no other go for the
Lord than to bless Raghua with his wish. So the
disguised Lord shouted “look, the fish is not dead.
It is as sound as any thing”. Raghua was thrilled
hearing this voice. He opened his eyes and found
that the fish was actually playing in the cool, clear
but scanty   water of the pool. But he was taken
aback not to find the Brahmin who was then
vanished. Now Raghua realised that the Lord
came in the guise of a Brahmin and then cried
loudly childlike, for not able to pay due respect.
Lord Jagannath now appeared before Raghua.
Raghua this time did not lose time and prostrated
at the feet  of the Lord at once  while tears  of joy
rolled down  over his cheeks  being overwhelmed
with happiness. He wanted to be excused for
killing of fish for last several years and sought the
blessings so that he could maintain the family
without his family profession. Last, but not the
least, his prayer was to grant him darshan as and
when he would long for it. The Lord vanished in
the thin air telling “TATHASTU” meaning Ok.

Raghua had the rare achievement of
getting life to the dead one. He carried the fish
carefully and let it go into the deep water of the
river. Then he returned to his home joyfully singing
songs in praise of his Lord all the way. His mother
and wife were very happy to see him after three
days of absconding. Some villagers were also
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happy to see him. Raghua did not go for fishing
from that day.

He moved in the villages singing
devotional songs in praise of his Lord. Villagers
loved to listen his devotional songs and offered
alms with pleasure. He used to come back to his
house with whatever little or more, thus received,
for the just maintenance of his family.

He derived eternal pleasure leading his
spiritual life. He also derived pleasure in sharing
his meal to entertain stray and needy guests. Since
then Raghua was known as Bhakta Raghu. But a
few villagers, especially the younger generation,
did not appreciate the life style of Raghua who
did not do his professional work and getting alms
by singing. One day he faced an open challenge
on this score. But Bhakta Raghu did not mind to
argue. So an arrogant youth struck him hard with
a barbed stick on his head. As a result there was
bleeding, oozing from the wound, and it was very
painful too. But undaunted he continued on his
daily job of singing the devotional songs and
returned to his home as usual. The boy who struck
him, fell down then and there and became
unconscious.    On getting this shocking news of
their son, the parents rushed to the spot.  They
were appraised all about the incident by other
boys of the village. The boy was lifted by the
parents, to Bhakta Raghu’s house and requested
him to do the needful. But a few villagers blamed
Bhakta Raghu for the misery of the boy and
started abusing him.

Bhakta Raghu on looking to the condition
of the boy immediately closed his eyes and started
praying Lord Jagrannath for the welfare of the
boy. Time passed on. There was no change in the
condition of the boy. The villagers lost trust on
Bhakta Raghu and took it to be a gone case. At
such a critical juncture the father of the boy

shouted” Raghu, see my son is moving his hands
and legs. He has recovered”. All the people
present there were surprised to see that the boy,
to whom they considered as a gone case only a
little while ago, had come to sense. Bhakta Raghu
on hearing the halloo of the people opened the
eyes and saw the boy had actually come to
sense.He patted him and requested with folded
hands to the parents to proceed immediately to
Purusottam (Puri) for a darshan of Sri Jagannath
and to express their gratitude as the life of the
boy had been granted by the Lord only. He had
no role on this regard. Bhakta Raghu also
prostrated before the people present at the spot
and requested that he does not harm any body.
Even he had given up killing of fish although it
was his family profession. As such he may not be
ill-treated.

The people present over their shouted in
a chorus “Jai Bhakta Raghu, you are indeed a
great devotee of Sri Jagannath and enlightened
with high spiritual achievement. As such you
deserve absolute respect of one and all”.

The news of the boy and Bhakta Raghu
spread like wild fire to villages far and wide. A
gentleman from a far away village heard this news
and came to him. He offered Raghua deities of
Jagannath, Balabhadra and Subhadra to worship.
Bhakta Raghu was very happy to accept the offer
and enshrined the trinity in a room of his small
house. Everyday he offered his diet, whatever was
available but cooking carefully and devotionally.
He used to distribute the Prasad  to others  before
he took his own meal. Thus he became famous
as Raghu Baba.

Lord Jagannath is known for His love for
the devotees. The Lord was too much pleased
with the devotion of Raghu Baba. Everyday during
offerings of his food to the trinity, Sri Jagannath
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along with the brother Balabhadra and sister
Subhadra used to leave the temple to enjoy the
food offered by Raghu Baba at his house. As such
the Pandas (Sevaks) who used to offer Anna and
other varieties of items for the dieties by chanting
specific Mantras could not feel the presence of
the Trinity. This state of affairs continued next day
and on. The matter was informed to Gajapati,
the king and the prime Sevaka of Lord Jagannath.
The Gajapati immediately appeared before the
deities and fell at the feet of the Trinity begging
apology if any thing wrong done knowingly or
unknowingly by him of by any other Sevakas. The
Sevaks also prostrated before the Trinity. Time
passed  on. Sun set in. The personal securities of
the king engaged at four gates of the temple were
anxious to know the reason of the unusual delay
of the Gajapati inside the temple. Suddenly
Gajapati heard a voice from Gambhira “king why
are you torturing yourself without food or drink ?
Probably you have mistaken our absence in the
temple to be our anger. But that is not the fact.
We are too much pleased with the devotional
offerings of our devotee, Raghu Baba of Pipirali
village. If you are actually interested for our return
to the temple then bring my dear devotee from
the village and place him near the banyan tree.”

The king, Gajapati immediately got up
from his state of prostration  and informed the
Sevaks about whereabout of the Lord Jagannath
along with the brother and sister. Next day, early
in the morning, Gajapati along with his retinue
accompanied by some Sevaks set out on the
entourage to Pipirali village.

The villagers were surprised to see
Gajapati in their village and followed the party.
They were perplexed when Gajapati got down
from his horse at the door of Raghu Baba.
Gajapati entered into the house of Raghu Baba
leaving others outside. While entering, Gajapati

got the usual aroma and flavour of the temple
during the process of offering of Anna etc.  Raghu
Baba was deeply involved in the proceedings of
offerings of the food which  was prepared
carefully and devotionally. Gajapati did not disturb
a bit and stood still behind him. At the end of this
proceeding Raghu Baba knelt down before the
dieties and then stood up to see Gajapati behind
him. But he had never seen Gajapati before. As
such became inquisitive to know the identity. A
sudden thrill engulfed him and he started
stammering  when Gajapati gave his identity.
Immediately Raghu Baba was going to fall flat at
the feet of Gajapati. But Gajapati did not allow
him to do so and embraced him with soothing
words that there was nothing to fear. Gajapati
brought him  outside, hand in hand. By then the
crowd swelled up outside getting the news of
arrival of the Gajapati at the house of Raghu Baba.
The crowd could not believe to see Gajapati hand
in hand with Raghu Baba. Gajapati pronounced
before the crowd, “Raghu Baba is not an ordinary
person but a great devotee of Lord Jagannath
and highly spiritual. By order of Sri Jagannath I
have come to welcome him to Sri khetra (Puri)
along with his family members so that he would
be privileged to have Darshan of the Lord
everyday. The maintenance of the entire family
would be my responsibility”. On hearing the
pronouncement of Gajapati the crowd shouted
in chorus “Jai Jagannath” “Jai Gajapati”, Jai Raghu
Baba”.  Raghu Baba was dressed with gorgeous
Pata and an ornamental headgear and was taken
to Puri where he was given a warm reception.

Pramod Chandra Pattanayak, Plot No.678, Laxmisagar,
Bhubaneswar.
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Dynamics of social changes find expression,
besides other channels, through religious institution
as religious beliefs and dictums cover the major
part of our community life.

Language and literature are the vehicles
and mirrors of those
changes. Hence, language
and religious institutions,
both of which contain values
for changing social systems,
have inseparable link. India
possesses many languages
and literatures, but Indian
literature is one, though
written in many languages.

Indian literature
consisting of its Vedas,
Upanishads, Ramayan,
Mahabharat in ancient
period has always
demonstrated that, “It
should eventually be
possible to achieve a
society for mankind
generally in which the higher standard of living
of the most scientifically advanced and
theoretically guided western notions is
combined with the compassion, the universal

Lord Shree Jagannath - a Great Assimilator of
Tantric Impressions  for Human Civilization

Rajendra Kumar Mohanty

sensitivity to the beautiful and  abiding
equanimity and the calm joy of the spirit which
characterise the sages and many of the
humblest people in the Orient.”

Indian literature possesses what is best
in the world of human
knowledge and wisdom. A
close relationship between
religion and culture is
undeniable. Religion is
ultimately a code of ethics
based on spiritualism.
Religious beliefs, ideas and
concepts are, in reality,
projections of human value
systems. Religious life is an
expression of the collective
values and life of a social
group (Emile Durkhem
observed). Shri Jagannath
Dharma or Shri Jagannath
Cult and its offsoot
Jagannath culture propagate
some specific human values.

What is generally called the Jagannath cult
is not in the narrow and limited sense of a school
of thought or a system of rituals or liturgies. It has
never been sought to be codified as a cognitive
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or philosophical structure. If it has a looseness of
organization as a system of philosophy, if its
liturgical or religious concepts have not been seen
against the backdrop of any particular Hindu sect
or sects to assess its deviations and differences
from them, it is because, like Hinduism it is more
of a cultural matrix than a systematic school of
philosophy or religion.

It is in this sense that Jagannath cult is not
a religion or philosophy but is a broad mythology
of culture. The mythic process is a learning device
in which the unintelligible and the random are
reduced to an intelligible pattern, howsoever
complex.

If it is a system of rituals, then it is based
on rituals as anti structures—a syndrome of
symbols that   embraces almost the entire gamut
of human emotions and endeavours.

Jagannath culture which started with the
worship of Lord Shri Jagannath is the oldest living
culture of the world. This has a unique human -
value- system which needs to be highlighted.

Shri Jagannath culture believes in
universality and not in sectarianism. Shri Jagannath
is the God of the masses and hence Shri Jagannath
culture has been a mass culture. People of diverse
faiths have worshipped Lord Shri Jagannath. He
has been worshipped by the primitive tribals,
Dravidians, Aryans, Hindus, Jains, Buddhists,
Sikhs, Shaktas, Shaivites, Ganapatas and
Vaisnavites.

Jagannath Culture has been an elastic
culture. Apart from influencing other cultures, it
has incorporated into its fold the cultures of various
faiths. Shri Jagannath is the Saura’s, wooden
Deity without sense organs. Again, He is the
Dravidian Deity with sense organs. He is the
Purusottama of the Vedas and Darubrahma of the
Brahmins. His image smacks of the influence of

Sauras. His rituals remind us of Dravidian customs
and His festivals are of Puranic origin. Of his
Mantras (incantations) OUM is Vedic and Hrim,
Slim, Klim are Tantric. His Kaibalya is of Jain
origin and Nirmalya is of Shaiva origin. A close
observation of His worship, attire, food, rites and
rituals make us conclude that Shri Jagannath
culture has assimilated features from other
cultures. It is devoid of, and free from all types of
regional narrowness. The essence of all great
religious scriptures can be perceived in Shri
Jagannath culture. By its wonderful power of
assimilation, it has effected a synthesis of all the
important cultures of the world. It has adapted
itself to the varying environments by effecting
changes in its outer form, but its essence remains
unchanged.

Tolerance is an outstanding human value
propagated by Shri Jagannath culture. It tolerates
all races, religions, customs, and cultures. This
tradition of tolerance is not an attitude of
indifference towards others. This is a fundamental
postulate of Jagannath culture that every way of
life has its own contribution to human welfare. It
is this positive approach to other groups and
communities- this eschewal of doctrine that one’s
way is absolutely right which gives to Jagannath
culture of toleration its special significance.

It has respect for the faiths and beliefs of
others and a generous charity of understanding
the approaches of other people to the problems
of life. It stands for religious tolerance, co-
existence of all religious communal harmony and
international integration. Hence Shri Jagannath is
worshipped by all irrespective of caste, creed,
colour and community. Shri Jagannath culture aims
at bringing the entire human community of the
world into the ambit of one family.

The messages of unity, equality, peaceful
-coexistence and fraternity are nowhere so
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obvious as in Jagannath culture. Shri Jagannath
Cult is said to be a splendid synthesis of Hinduism,
Buddhism, Jainism and Tantric rites.

Shri Jagannath is not just a deity, He is an
unique institution. Here primitive cults merge with
different Indian religious denominations, i.e.
Jainism, Buddhism, Saivism Tantricism,
Vaishnavism etc. It is a towering spirit of synthesis
- an amalgam of effects of imposed cults and
cultures. It has become a symbol that accepts and
embraces and assimilates everything and yet
maintains its own character.

The gap between man and Divine has
been bridged in Jagannath culture. Shri Jagannath
is a highly humanized Deity. He brushes his teeth,
takes bath, changes His clothes, wears different
robes and gold ornaments studded with precious
stones to suit different festive occasions and
seasons, enjoys fifty six varieties of food (bhoga)
and thirty six kinds of services “Khatani niyoga"
and retires to bed in night. Social functions, like
Deepavali, Payashraddha and Holi are held inside
the Shri Jagannath Temple. In Summer, the Lord
takes cool bath in water mixed with sandalwood
paste. During ‘Nabakalebara’, He leaves his old
body and assumes a new one. His old body is
cremated (by way of laying in ditches dug for the
purposes) in “Koili Baikuntha”. Here, the
conception of God is human and majestic.

Shri Jagannath culture does not admit of
any distinction with regard to caste, creed, colour
and sex. Here the Brahmin Pandit Jagannath Dash
could become the disciple of the non-Brahmin
devotee. Balaram Das, Achyutananda,  Kayastha
by caste could become the friend of Chaitanya a
Brahmin. It has allowed inter-caste marriage even
in the hoary past. The marriage of the Brahmin
Vidyapati and Lalitha, the Saura girl (Indigenous
Tribal girl) bears testimony to this fact. The
descendants of this couple are called ‘Daitas’ and

they have got the monopoly to serve the Deities
during ‘Anabasara’ every year.

The Car Festival perhaps symbolises this
liminal phase of the ritual system in which all
powerful Gajapati Kings sweep the areas and
space around pedestal (where upon Lords sit) of
all three chariots before the swirling multitude and
the Lord of the Universe leaves the Brahmin
Servitors dominated cloistered seclusion of
sanctum sanctorium, the litanies of the nearly
secret forms of a aristocratic worship, to sit on
the wooden chariot in full view of the humble and
the lowly and listen to their heartfelt but strange
orchestra of private prayers and supplications.

The achievement of a degree of
statuslessness by abolishing in one sweep of a
symbolism all the multiple personal, group and
class identity is, perhaps, the most significant
aspect of Shri Jagannath Culture. It is based on a
concept of submissiveness and silence that lifts
grace to the levels of a mutual contract between
the God-head and the individual.

Shri Jagannath culture aims at the
upliftment of the poor, the fallen and the
downtrodden. Its Lord Shri Jagannath is called
‘Patitapabana’, the saviour of the fallen. Leaving
behind His golden throne in ‘Bada Deula’ (His
abode called Shri Jagannath Temple), He comes
into ‘Badadanda’ (i.e, Grand Road connecting
Shrimandira and Gundicha Temple (temporary
abode during Car Festival). He comes into Grand
Road twice in a year during car festival and
Bathing Ceremony in order to be in the midst of
His devotees. This is a rare thing which is unique
to this culture. In other cultures, devotees go to
the temple or Shrine of the Lord to offer their
prayers. But here, the ever compassionate Lord
comes out twice a year to help His devotees and
to be with them. Anybody can draw the ropes of
his chariots and can take ‘Mahaprasad’, the
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cooked food cooked in the sacred kitchen of Shri
Jagannath inside the inner circle of the Great
Temple which has been offered to Him.

Humbleness is a cardinal human value in
Shri Jagannath culture. Superiority complex and
class-consciounsness have no place here. This
culture ordains that no work is high or low. Here,
the Gajapati king sweeps the chariots of the
Deities. No doubt, this is a symbolic act. This act
signifies that in Shri Jagannath Culture, there is
no distinction between the powerful Sovereign
King and the lowest of the low. Here, Shri
Jagannath Himself imparts the lesson of
humbleness. During the ‘Pahandi’ (i.e, when the
Deities are coming down the twenty two steps of
the temple one after another to sit in chariots) the
Lord ungrudgingly tolerates the kicks and
fisticuffs, slaps and derogatory comments of His
Servitors. He behaves like a commoner, pledges
his golden ring and quenches His thirst by taking
curd from a milk-maid. He protests against the
pride and arrongance of the Brahmin servitors /
priests by accepting a coconut from the hand of
an untouchable, namely Dasia Bauri. He does not
distinguish between the Gajapati king, His first
Servitor among the rest of the Servitors and a
‘Daitapati’ (a non Brahmin, but very close Servitor
of the Deity) or between a Brahmin Servitor and
an untouchable devotee.

Naturally enough Orissa’s glorious
Gajapati Kings treated their sprawling empire as
no more than a Trust from Him, to be looked
after in correct conscience, themselves being only
its humble care-takers. When they returned
victorious from military expeditions which were
almost day to day affairs in those spacious times,
they surrendered all their precious spoils to Him
as rightly His. And to the innumerable feudal chiefs
of the Empire, there was no greater moral curbs
to any kind of treasonable thought or behaviour

against the Temporal Power, i.e, Central Power
than the fear of dire divine retribution from the
Omnipotent Lord of the Universe, i.e, Shri
Jagannath.

If the Lord spiritual thus helped and co-
operated with Orissa’s Lord Temporal in the
down-to-earth daily matters of administration, he
was never any distance away also from Orissa’s
frequent military expedition to neighboring land.
If the Oriyas won glorious military triumphs over
all their national enemies for over, twenty centuries
continuously, king of the-then Orissa and Chiefs
of military staff were wise enough not to arrogate
all that glory entirely to their brawn, arms, courage
or their skills in combat deployments, but
attributed all that to the graces flowing out of Shri
Jagannath’s Lotus Feet.

The legend so widespread in Orissa and
immortalised in painting, sculpture and poetry of
Shri Jagannath and His elder brother Shri
Balabhadra, riding on black and white horses,
ahead of king Purusottam’s Oriya army, marching
to wreck vengeance on the impudent Prince of
Kanchi, is nothing but only the symbolic
mystification of this universal feeling of the Oriya
people that the great Lord Shri Jagannath was an
active participant in all their national as well as
personal affairs and that whatever prosperity that
fell to them either as a nation or as individuals,
was surely, merely His grace.

Shri Jagannath, among all the Gods and
Goddess of the Hindu Pantheon, is the God of
Democracy, par excellence. He alone, unlike all
other divine celebrities of this great sub continent,
was born out of the spiritual aspiration of the
common man.  He came to Orissa’s illiterate and
unsophisticated Sabara tribals (Indigenous people
residing in Orissa from hoary past as original
inhabitants) in the dim past, when perhaps even
the earliest chants of the great Rig Veda were not
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heard or known. He appeared also, on the same
place of existence as that of His devotees, gladly
accepting an open air habitat under a forest tree,
along with crude food of His simple worshippers,
He has kept up, through centuries, that kinship
with the common folk in the midst of royal luxuries
that were showered on Him later on, demanding,
through the annual Car Festival, close association
of the descendants of most pre-historical Sabaras
devotees of His and remaining content with
uncooked food such as the latter offered Him in
His forest hideout on a green look hillock on the
bank of the river Mahanadi (Green look hillock
is the present site of Shri Jagannath Temple which
is in much higher height in comparison to
peripheral sites, and the river Mahanadi in hoary
past was flowing around this hillock and falling in
lake Chilka, as geographical study by Tolemi has
established) Lord Shri Jagannath stands as a
spectacular symbol of National Integration, the
free India’s most burning problem. Blue stone that
the Sabaras had picked-up is supposed to be the
fossilised un-burnt heart of Shrikrushna, thrown
into waves of the western sea coast that had flown
all along the Indian-sea board, to rest at last, on
Odishan soil.

In the above interesting myth, we clearly
see an attempt at a spiritual link up of the entire
Indian subcontinent from sea (western coast) to
sea (eastern coast). If Shri Jagannath is Shrikrishna
as well as Shri Ram, He also is the Buddha, as
the Ninth Avtar (incarnation) of Shri Vishnu.

In His daily worship, the blue-blooded
Brahmin Servitor daily rubs his fair shoulders with
the transformed, but still dark-skinned aboriginals
(i.e, Daitas, Suddha Suara, etc.) thus putting into
daily practice , the most vital line of king Ashoka
in his famous Kalinga edicts- “saba manisa me
puja”- all human beings are like my own dear
children.

Shri Jagannath Culture always takes a
positive view of life. It does not admit of the
pessimistic thoughts of grief, suffering and death.
It recommends staunch faith in the Divine. It
teaches man to strive for the perfection of his soul
by the sacrifice of His self. Material pursuits find
no place in this culture. Here, a devotee does not
ask for anything  material. He prays for Divine
love and grace.

Shri Jagannath is the ocean of Mercy. By
his Divine benediction He can liberate us and take
us out of our mortal existence to the Divine abode.
Unflinching faith in the Lord will kill all mundane
desires and elevate the human soul. Shri Jagannath
culture teaches us that faith in the Lord and selfless
service in the world will bring  redemption to
mankind.

Shri Jagannath culture has effected unity
in diversity and integrated human society with the
help of human values that we have seen earlier as
discussed in preceding paragraphs. This culture
could come through many ups and downs.
Surviving many onslaughts, it has consolidated its
position and proved itself to be an effective and
ideal culture.

Human values such as tolerance, fellow
feeling, unity, equality, fraternity, modesty and self
sacrifice contained in Shri Jagannath Culture have
sustained and will continue to sustain human
civilization in our planet.

Thus National Integration has been a
reality in practice for centuries with Shri Jagannath
though it might be much talked of now at Guahati
or Shri Nagar or at Chennai or at Delhi with
hypocritical loudness.

Rituals are as old as human civilization.
When man made the first query about himself, he
found to his utmost  surprise that he was an
admixture of some thing awful, ferocious and
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something benign and serene. The life force in him
incited him to believe in a superior force behind
the vast universe. This thought ultimately
culminated, in “Pinda - Brahmanda” theory of
the Tantras and a unification of the supreme self
and the individual self in the thought - “Yatha dehe,
tatha Deve” (i.e   whatever is in body is there in
Deity)- forming the basis of the psychology of all
worships. According to ‘Pinda- Brahmanda’
theory, human body is a microcosm of the Universe
or Brahmanda’. The “Visvasa ra Tantra’ says,
‘Whatever is here (in this body) is also there (i.e,
in the Universe). The five elements constituting
the body are in no way different from the cosmic
elements, i.e,. “Pancha Mahabhutas”, constituting
the Universe. The body has a mind and the spirit
and universal body has also a cosmic mind ritam
comprising of three tendencies Ichha, Jnyana and
Kriya, at the root of all evoluation and the Supreme
Spirit, the Super Consciousness pervading the
entire Universe. According to Hindu scriptures,
the individual self may be able to realise the
Supreme Spirit provided the enveloping mind and
body are removed from it giving it a separate and
finishing dimension otherwise, called  “Avidya”.
This Avidya also has its source in the Supreme
Self as there cannot be anything in the Pinda which
is not there in the Supreme Self or Brahma, is
may or a finitising factor in the supreme
consciousness which appears in the primordial
cause of all ‘Prapancha’, the world or the
Universe. Similarly mind in the individual body is
the cause of all fetters of the Soul in its realization
of the Brahman. The fetters are to be removed.
And what is this way ?

Man has pondered over it through all ages
since the dawn of civilization and the Indian
thinkers have shown that the path to know
Brahman is to be Brahman. How ? The Lord is
pure, infinite spirit, in this aspect to the relative
world as its Creator, Maintainer and Destroyer.

Man is the selfsame spirit and in one aspect is
immutable and in another is finitised by Mind and
Matter.  Mind, though an unconscious force,
appears to be conscious as described by
Vedantists, because it is the vehicle of Spirit which
is consciousness itself. Once mind is detached
from this body and finitising matter, it is merged in
spirit and spiritualised as an iron rod becomes
red-hot fire in a blacksmith’s furnace. Hence, for
the realization of the Supreme Spirit, mind has a
very  vital role to play. When the individual self
wants to concentrate on this Supreme Self, a mind-
ray projected from the mind which goes forth to
the object of worship, be it an image, or an idol,
or a yantra, or a mere idea and takes its form,
and returns and models the mind itself into the
form of the object. Thus, by constant and
complete attention on the form of the Lord without
distraction, the mind transformed into the shape
of the object in the form of the Lord. Thus, mind
acquires the qualities of the Lord by such
concentration being shaped into this image of the
Lord.

This is the basis of all worships, a method
adopted by all devotees of the world whatever
may be their caste, creed or birth, to realize God.
And because mind and body have a common
origin, the one as subject can know the other as
object. Cognition is then recognition. The same
power which has the capacity to veil itself can
unveil itself to the seeker or the worshipper. How
is that worship or Upasana to be made? Its first
design is to secure that the mind shall have a good
object as the symbol of God before it for
concentration. In case of Upasana of Lord  Shri
Jagannath, object of Upasana or worship is Lord
Jagannath Himself. Taking into cognition of facts
prevailing in Pre-Vedic and pre - Mahabharat in
Udra Rajya or the modern day Orissa, it is the
Lady deity which predominates into the worship
of Lord Jagannath into a particular mode which
is known as Dakshina Kalika.
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The mode of worship or Upasana of Shri
Jagannath is unique and different from that of other
Hindu Temples in North or South India. His Puja
or worship has been well developed and
systematised in a well designed process by
coordinating the basics of Vedic, Tantric,
Vaishnavite, Puranic streams.

Hindu scriptures prescribe three main
streams for Puja of Hindu Deities, i.e, Nigam ,
Agam and Lokachara. Nigam is pure Vedic
system. Agam  is pure Tantric system and
Lokachara is combination of both Nigam and
Agam and some locally adjusted system prevalent
for many years.

Nigam system is guided by Karmakanda
which concentrates mainly on “Japa”, “Jaaga” and
“Yagyan” (fire sacrifice), where as Agam system
is very much elaborate and contains innumerable,
but prescribed (as in Tantric Literatures) systems
of Puja. Agam means it is that which has come
out of the mouth of Shiva, that which has entered
into the mouth of Mahamaya Uma and that which
is the opinion of  Vishnu. Tantric system is a means
for overall development of human beings and
human society. Tantra aims to transform every
action in life into a ritual, so that the individual
performs every action and thought with a feeling
of worship and awareness. The action of bathing,
dressing, sitting for worship, offering various
symbolic sacrifices, sexual relations, stages of
development from conception in the womb, to
birth and marriage etc. are transformed into
worship. Tantric system has seven number of
“Acharas” (mythology of Upasana), out of which
“Dakhinachara” as well as “Kulachara” are most
suitable for Vaishnavite Tantric Upasana.

In Tantric Upasana, Yantra and Mantra
play major roles. “Yantra” is the body of the Deity.
Puja of a Deity is required to be taken up on a
Yantra, so Yantra is definitely very important

“Sarbeshameb Devanam Yantrapuja
Prasasashyate” (“Gautami Tantra”) without a
Yantra, Puja cannot be undertaken. If the
“Yantra” is not known, then eight-petalled lotus
is to be undertaken  accordingly.

“Mantra” is the soul of the Deity on a
“Yantra” (“Mantra yate guptam Paribhasa te iti
Mantrah”). Mantra is secret, to be learnt from a
perfect “Guru” (Master). The sound of the
Mantras being chanted combined with the power
of the resolve made by the person performing the
Puja, reaches the divine power that converts the
chants into the desired blessings.

Mantras in a gross level are special sound
patterns. On a deeper sense, they are much more.
Mantras are most important and considered as
the essence of the practical Tantra. Mantras and
Yantra (i.e., Mandals) are utilised in conjunction
with each other to form a powerful combination.
A Mandala, a Yantra or a Devata is the form of
consciousness. The Mandalas, or Yantras or
Devatas are the manifested form, configuration
of  “Shakti”, while, the “Mantra” which is also
“Shakti”, is the link between consciousness and
form. This system applies to everything in the
world around us. The visible form is the
expression, while the Mantra is the vehicle of
expression. Mantra is the direct link with the
beyond.

Taking into cognition of all the historical,
archaeological and Puranic facts into
consideration which are available at least from
first century AD, it can safely be stated that Shri
Jagannath Upasana is nothing but a ‘Tantric
Upasana’ of Vajrayana Period (Tantric Buddhist
rituals which originated from Orissa during 3rd /
4th century and went on spreading to India. Tibet
and beyond through the Guru Padmasambhaba
who happened to be the son of King ascertic
Indrabhuti, King of the then Sambalaka  (modern
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day  Sambalpur) which is  amply proved from
the seats of the idols which are Yantras of various
type. Lord Shri Jagannath sits on Kali Yantra,
Balabhadra on Tara-yantra, Subhadra on
Bhubaneswari - Yantra and the Mantras adopted
for their worship should also be studied. Though
these Mantras have been widely corrupted by
subsequent additions and interpolations, the basic
Vija Mantras appear to be Tantric and not Vedic.
The Lord Shri Jagannath is worshipped by the
following Mantra. “Klim Krishnaya, Govindaya
Gopijana Vallabhaya Svaha”. It is undoubtedly a
fact that except the primary vija Mantra ‘Klim’,
the other portion of the Mantra is a Chaitanitic
addition whose creed overwhelmed the then
Oriya religious thoughts and culture due to royal
patronage at the time of Gajapati king Pratap
Rudra Dev and naturally the seat of Oriya Culture,
i.e, Shri Jagannath of Puri adopted the religion of
the king with consequential changes.

What is this ‘Klim’ which is the Vija
Mantra for worship of Lord Shri Jagannath?
Actually, Klim is the Vija Mantra of Sakta Tantrik
Deity Kali and very often Lord Shri Jagannath
has been described as ‘Dakshina Kalika’ (in
‘Mahanirvana Tantra’).

Influence of  Tantric way of Puja in case
of Lord Shri Jagannath can be well observed from
various Nyasas such as “Sadanga-Nyasa”,
“Keshavadi Nyasa”, “Shrikanthadi Nyasa”,
“Kala-Nyasa”, “Matruka-Nyasa”, “Sodha-
Nyasa” and “Mahasodha Nyasa” which are
attributed in daily mode of worship of Lord Shri
Jagannath.

Moreover, “Panchasakhas” (five friends),
i.e., Balaram Das, Ananta Das, Yasobanta Das,
Achyutananda Das and Jagannath Das are all
Vaishnavites and their presiding Deity is Shri
Jagannath of Puri, Purusottam Khetra. But they
are all devotees of Lord Shri Jagannath in a Tantric

mode (i.e., Kaula- charies). We find mention of
Yantra, Mantra and Tantra in their literatures.
According to them, Lord Shri Jagannath is both
“Saguna Brahma” and “Nirguna Brahma”. Yantra,
Mantra, Tantra are nothing but “Saguna Sadhana”.
According to them, one can realise Shri Jagannath
in his own body  by both Saguna Sadhana and
Nirguna Sadhana which is famous as “Pinda -
Brahmanda Tatwa or Theory” which has been
delineated in earlier paragraphs.

Besides, the following daily rituals would
show that the articles offered to the Lord are
symbols of five M’s of the Tantra Dakshinachara
worship. In the morning, cocoanut water is offered
to Lord Shri Jagannath and Madan Mohana
(moveable representative Deity of Shri Jagannath)
in a Kansya-Patra, i.e bell metal pot or water with
Jaiphala thrashing in an earthen pot as a symbol
of wine. This is also offered during day’s offering
of Panktibhoga. Similarly offering of black gram
(biri) cakes admixtured with Hengu is made as a
symbol of flesh offering. Offering of various green
Sakas (lettuce) with ginger (ada) and ‘hengu’ are
made as a symbol of fish. Offering of various
cereals are made as symbol of Mudra. At times,
Mudra is identified with various gestures of hand
while offerings are made to the Deity. The last
Tantric symbol of worship is Maithuna or
copulation. This may appear odd but, it was
symbolically represented by Mahari or Devadasi
dances (till 1956) in the Shri Jagannath Temple at
the time of sleep of the Lord at night. These dances
were offered to the Lord by an unmarried girl in a
semiclad body in a trance position. The system is
no more prevalent, as no unmarried girl is
available who would remain unmarried for whole
life in order to perform Devadasi Nrutya before
Lord Shri Jagannath alone. Even Lords are
dressed like women by wearing Saries with veils
head dresses of women and nose-rings at the time
of worship.
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These methods of worship verily show
that the Lord Shri Jagannath and the attendant
Deities Shri Balabhadra and Shri Shubhadra are
being worshipped in the Tantric way although time
has admixtured it with Vedic Homa and Achamana
and offering of Arghya, Puspa and Chandana and
other cosmetics and local adaptations of various
offering unprecedented in Vedas, Tantras and
Puranas. But, invariably a question may arise as
to why such offering are made symbolically and
not in actuality.

The Tantras have explained it very
elaborately. Worship (i.e, Upasana) may be
‘Tamasika’ ‘Rajasika’ or ‘Sattvika’ in accordance
with the competence of the worshippers who may
be divided into three classes as ‘Pasus’, ‘Viras’
and ‘Divyas’. The Pasus belong to the lower order
of worhippers who are restrained from use of
‘Panchamakara Puja’ altogether. In other words,
persons “Dakshinachara’ are ‘Pasus’ who can
worship the Deities only with ordinary Upacharas
but ‘Viras’ can worship the Lord with all five M’s
of Madya (wine), Matsya(fish),  Mamsa (Meat)
and Mudra (cereals or articulations) and Maithuna
(copulation). The individual Tantra Sadhakas
could worship their ‘Istadevata’ with all these left
ways of Sadhana. But such things were natuarally
repulsive from social point of view and any Temple
worship being social or community worship, all
the base methods which are responsible for a
human fall were transmitted to the outer Temple
as a form of art or Temple decoration but kept as
symbols in the Tantric worship suitable for Divyas
or Kaulas. This also explains as to why there are
large number of erotic pictures in the outer
precincts of the Hindu Temple.

In order to become a Kaula or Divya
worshipper, a Sadhaka has to win over all the
base qualities in human nature and regard them
as mere objects of enjoyment (Bhukti) which

when sublimated gives Mukti (liberation) because
the reality of the world is grounded in the Absolute.
The body with all its base and finer qualities seems
self same Absolute. The creative function
(maithuna) being natural is not in itself culpable.
There is no real antimony between Spirit and
Nature which is an instrument for this realization
of the spirit. The method borrows that of Yoga
not to frustrate but to regulate enjoyment.

The worship of Lord Shri Jagannath is
such Divya form of worship made not by Stotriya
Brahmins, nor by Tantric Viras, but Kaulas adept
in the Vedas, the Tantras and the Puranas. The
Brahmins of Orissa were all Kaulas and each had
got a Kula-Devata long before ‘Radhakrishna’
worship stepped into this area by Chaitanites.

In “Peetha Nirnaya”, “Mastya Purana” and
“Kalika Purana”, Shri Purusottam Puri Kshetra
has been  described as “Shaktapeetha” and its
Presiding Deity Shri Jagannath along with the lady
Deity Mahamaya Vimla of Shri Purusottam Puri
have been described as Bhairaba and Bhairabi.
This has been specifically described in the
Thirteenth Shloka of “Mahapitha Nirupanam” that
this Shakti is Mahamaya Vimla and Bhairaba is
Shri Jagannath. “Mastya Purana” is said to be
written before 3rd. Century. Similarly “Kalika
Purana” which is written before 950 AD
categorically says “Uddiyan Peetha” is oldest
Shakta and Tantra Peetha where Sadhakas were
to do Tantra Sadhana. Similarly in “Bishnu
Purana” which is settled to have been before 4th
century categorically mentions Udra Peetha or
Uddiyana Peetha which existed near Eastern
Orissa at place called Puri. Similarly in “Bruhannila
Tantra” it is clearly mentioned that Puri Purusottam
Kshetra is famous for its “Nila Parbat Tantric
Peetha”. Similarly in “Gyanarnaba Tantra” we see
that Puri Purusottam Kshetra has been described
as Shri Kshetra Mahalaxmi Peetha and
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Khetreshwari is Maa Vimala and its very existence
is due to this being oldest “Uddiyana Tantra
Peetha”. Similarly we see in “Peetha Nirnaya” that
Shri Jagannath and Mahamaya Vimala have been
described as Bhairab and Bhairabi. Similarly in a
manuscript in the tittle ‘Bimala Saparyaa”
preseved in State Museum, Bhubaneswar
scripted in 9th century, Mahamaya Vimla is the
presiding lady Deity of Uddiyan Tantra Peetha
and left Pada of “Sati” has fallen  and hence it is
famous as “Sati Pada Peetha” and presiding Deity
is Shri Jagannath.

Thus, it can safely be conjectured that
Puri Purusottam Kshetra is primarily a Sakta
Tantra Peetha and its presiding lady Deity is
Mahamaya Vimala and Presiding Deity is Shri
Jagannath.

On the basis of archaeological evidence,
the concept of Sakti can be traced to Indus Valley
Civilization, i.e, it is pre-Vedic. The Streak of
Saktism can be found in all religions or religious
denominations of India. It had its place in Orissa
also, and its hold on the population continues to
the present day. Practically all the religions or
religious denominations that came to Orissa had
to come to terms with Saktism as female deities
of the Sakti Cult are worshipped even now in the
society. Royal patronage has been there from 8th
to 11th century in Orissa.

Goddess Vimala holds a very important
position in Shri Jagannath Temple Puri. She is
addressed as Peetheswari i.e., Goddess of the
land (Pitha). Puri or Purusottama Kshetra has a
great antiquarian value in art, architecture,
literature, religion and tradition. For centuries, it
has been the principal religious centre of the
Hindus; one among the four Dhams of Hinduism
alongwith Dwarika, Badrinath and Rameswaram.
This holy city has been variously referred to in
ancient Sanskrit texts and Puranas as Nilachala,

Niladri, Nilagiri Purusottama Kshetra, Srikshetra.
and Sankhakshetra. Even in Rig Veda, Yogitantra
and Kalika Purana, Puri is referred as
Purusottama. We find syncretisms of different
cults; such as Vaishnavism, Buddhism, Jainism,
Saivism, Saktism etc. in Jagannath Cult. In the
daily rituals and practices of  the Jagannath temple,
Jaina, Vaishnavite, Buddhist, Saivite, Tantrik
influences are found.

Faminine Sakti commands as much
respect as does Vishnu or Siva. Saktism is a
popular religious cult of kings and people of
Orissa from very ancient time to the modern age.
In Sakti literature, Orissa is well known as
Odrapitha. The city of Viraja (i.e, the present day
District Headquarters Town Jajpur), Ekamra (i.e,
the present day old Bhubaneswar part of Capital
city of Orissa) and Puri (Holy city as well as Dist.
Town of Puri Dist.) were notably early Sakta Pitha
in Orissa as attested from various literary,
archaeological as well as folk traditions. Although
Purusottama Kshetra came to be recognised as
a great centre of Vaisnavism, particularly during
the reign of Imperial Gangas, it was also a centre
of Saktism of India as attested from literature,
tradition and archaeological remains.

In the tantric lore, Lord Jagannath is
considered to be a Bhairava and Vimala is
worshipped as Mahadevi. In Devi Bhagavata,
Vimala is considered to be a Kshetra Sakti.
Matsya Purana refers to Purusottama Kshetra as
a Sakta Pitha, with its presiding goddess Vimala.
Vamana Purana refers to Purusottama alongwith
Viraja as a sacred pilgrimage centre.  Tantric
literature “Rudra Yamala” composed in 950 A.D.
glorifies Jagannatha as adorning the Mahapitha;
Kalika Purana refers to Odrapitha as a famous
Saktipitha which was the celebrated seat of
goddess Katyayani and God Jagannath. Tantra
Yamala, another Tantric work refers to Jagannath
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as the presiding deity of Purusottama Kshetra in
Utkala. The list of 108 Pithas is found in the
“Pranatosini Tantra”. In the Puranic list of 108
names of the Mother Goddess in Namastottara
Sata, we come accross the expression. ‘Vimala
Purusottam”. In the list of Mahapithas and
Upapithas given by  the author of Siva Charita
also we come across Nila Parvata or Nilachala,
an Upapitha where Vimala is the presiding Devi
and Jagannath is Bhairava.  Thus many Tantric
Texts, recognise Puri as Pada Pitha where the
foot portion of the Sati fell at Purusottama Kshetra
as per the “Dakshyajna” episode.

If we take into account the recent
discovery of the stone images of Jagannath,
Balabhadra and Subhadra alongwith Daksina
Kalika dated to  9th century A.D. by scholar
Sansanka Sekhar Panda at Tetelkhunti in the
district of Balangir (Orissa), it allures us to
conclude that in these forms the Jagannath Triad
were worshipped in the upper Mahanadi valley
in the 9th century A.D. In the “Mahanirvana
Tantra”, Jagannath has been identified with
Dakshina Kalika (Tara Saksyat Sulapani
Subhadra Bhubaneswari / Niladroutu Jagannatha
Saksyat Daksina Kalika).

The worship of holy trinity in Shree
Jagannath Temple, represents the inter relation
between Vaishnavism and Saktism. Devi
Subhadra enshrined between  Lord Jagannath and
Balabhadra is no other than Ekanamsa, one of
the manifestation of Durga or Katyayani. In
“Brahma Purana”, Ekanamsa is identified with
Katyayani. In “Purusottama Mahatmya” of
“Skanda Purana”, Subhadra has been identitified
as the Sakti of Vishnu, Krishna as well as sister
of Krishna. It is interesting to note here that
Ambika, an aspect of Durga appears first as
Rudra’s sister and then as consort. So there is
some similarity between the cult of Durga and the

cult of Subhadra. Devi Subhadra has been
regarded as Parasakti, Yogamaya, Kampilya
Vasini, Ekanamsa, Bhubaneswari, Mahalakshmi
and also in many other forms of the supreme power
of the world. She is worshipped in Bhubaneswari
Mantra (Hrim) which implies that she is the Sakti
of Lord Jagannath. Learned Scholars B.C.
Pradhan and Herman Kulke hold the view that
the iconography of Subhadra resembles that of
the iconography of the Goddess Khambesvari.
So Subhadra existed in the Jagannath triad atleast
during the Somavamsi period. She was a Sakta
deity and was adored as Katyayani, Durga and
Bhadrakali. The Sakta element in Subhadra is well
indicated even today.

The Parsva Devatas in Subhadra’s chariot
are Durga and Chamunda. She is also worshipped
daily in Bhubaneswari Mantra. Thus it seems that
the central placement of Subhadra in the Jagannath
trinity is an indication of pivotal position of Sakti
in the great Tantra Pitha of Puri. Learned scholar
Sasanka Sekhar Panda has opined that Goddess
Samalei of Sambalpur is worshipped in the same
Bhubaneswari Mantra as in the case of Subhadra
in Sri Jagannath temple, Puri. The uniconic form
of goddess Samalei (the presiding Deity of
Sambalpur in western part of Orissa) like the
present anthropoid form of Subhadra seems to
be identical. Samalei initially worshipped by the
tribals and later absorbed into Hindu fold by the
Somavamsis, who were ruling over Orissa from
the upper Mahanadi valley from Subarnapura
(western part of Orissa) in 9th - 10th century A.D.

The temple of Goddess Vimala, an
important Sakta Shrine is located in the south
eastern corner of Lord Jagannath temple. She is
also known as Shreekshetresvari. On examination
of ritual pattern connected with Jagannath temple,
it is observed that the role of Vimala is more
important than that of Lakshmi, because, rituals
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of Vimala are based on tantric rituals, where as
that of Lakshmi is Vaishnavite in character. “Tantra
Chudamani” describes Vimala as Bhairavi and
Jagannath as Bhairava. It is pertinent to mention
here that the Bhogas of Lord Jagannath become
Mahaprasad after these are offered to Goddess
Vimala. Learned Scholar Herman Kulke has
drawn our attention to the representation of
Jagannath in the form of Ajaikapada Bhairava on
a sculptural panel of the temple of Konark. The
above quoted literary and sculptural evidences
very well indicate that Puri was a centre of Tantric
form of Saivism and Saktism where Jagannath
was worshipped as Bhairava and Vimala as his
Sakti (Odresu Vimala Saktin Jagannathastu
Bhairavah).

Both Vaishnavite and Sakta rites are
found in the ritual pattern of Vimala. Earlier in the
dead of the night of Vijaya Dasami of Dasahara,
animal sacrifice was performed. Later on this
practice was stopped but continued in guise of
animal sacrifice made in dead of night, head
portion is offered to Vimla and body portion to
Kakudi Khai, a representive lady Deity of
Mahamaya Vimala in the outskirt. with the
imposition of Vaishnavite rites. The tantric rites of
Dakshinachara, Vamachara and Kaulachara are
performed here.

Deep influence of tantric rites can be seen
in the Yantra of Purusottama. The Yantra consists
of an eight petalled lotus with the Vijamantra
‘Klim’ in the centre. The priests of Lord Jagannath
temple first propitiate Lord Purusottama with
Goddess Lakshmi and then worship eight Sakties
of Vishnu, namely Vimala, Utkarsini, Yajna, Kriya,
Yoga, Prathvi, Satya and Isana. Vimala is regarded
as one of the eight Chandis of Purusottama
Kshetra. The other seven Chandis are
Ramachandi, Harachandi, Baselichandi,
Alamchandi, Dakshinachandi and Jhadesvari. In

the traditional rites, Vimala  is invoked as the Maya
Sakti of Jagannath, Kriya Sakti of Balabhadra
and Ichha Sakti of Subhadra. She is regarded as
the consort of Balabhadra.

Durga Madhava Rath Yatra

Every year, the Car Festival of Lord
Jagannath, Balabhadra and Devi Subhadra is
celebrated with pomp and ceremony in the month
of Asadha (June and July) at Puri. But few people
know about another car festival at Puri that takes
place in the month of September- October,
popularly known as Durga Madhav Rath Yatra
or Sakta Gundicha Rath Yatra. This festival begins
on the 9th day of Dasahara Puja and ends on the
day of Dasahara. The festivals centres round two
deities, i.e. Durga, a Sakta deity and Madhava, a
Vashnavite deity. In Purusottama Kshetra Lord
Jagannath and Goddess Vimala are regarded as
Madhava and Durga respectively. Goddess
Durga is worshipped in the inner sanctum of main
temple near the Bhandarghar. The deity of
Madhava is worshipped on the left side of Sri
Jagannath on Ratna Simhasana in the inner
sanctum. He is also known as young Purusottama
and joins the festival on behalf of Lord Jagannath.

The festival begins with Sahasra Kumbha
Abhiseka on the dark fortnight of   Aswina. After
being permitted by Devi Subhadra and Lord
Jagannath, Goddess Durga comes out to sit on
Somanath Mandap to take bath with thousand
pots of purified and scented water and then offered
Puja. The deity of Madhava also after getting
permission from Lord Jagannath, leaves Ratna
Simhasana and joins Goddess Durga. Both the
deities are tied together near the Bhandarghar and
after getting permission from Lord Jagannath, they
are taken to the temple of Goddess Vimala, who
also is offered ceremonial bath and Puja. On the
ninth day of Dasahara, both the deities are taken
together in a chariot to Narayani temple near
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Dolamandap Sahi of Puri town. There they are
offered Puja and Prasad at night. They return again
to Srimandir. This festival continues for sixteen
days and occupies a prominent place in the twelve
festivals of Lord Jagannath.

Since early medieval period, Durga
Madhava cult is very popular in Orissa. Madhava
is a compound of two words. i.e. Ma (Mother)
and Dhava (Father). So Madhava implies both
the combination of Mother (Sakti) and Father
(Purusa). Durga Madhava worship can be found
in the Madhavananda temple in the Prachi valley.

Saptamatrukas, Dasha Mahavidya
Upasana and 64 Yogini Upasana and its
relationship with Lord Shri Jagannath are
delineated as hereunder.

Purusottama Kshetra as a significant
Saktapitha for the worship of Saptamatrukas is
further known from the archaeological evidences.
A group of Saptamatrukas, made of chlorite stone
is found near the Markandesvar tank at Puri. Here
all the sculptures, except Chamunda are
associated with babies. The artist has taken
maximum care to depict the celestial smile in the
facial expression rather than showing them as war
goddess. These Matrukas are assigned to the
epoch of the Somavamsis. It is the definite
evidence to indicate that Puri was well known as
a Saktipitha by the 9th and 10th centuries A.D.
According to Madalapanji (chronicle maintained
in Shri Jagannath Temple, Puri from atleast-7th
century A.D.), the Saptamatruka temple was
constructed by one Bhimakeshari of Keshari
Dynasty.

Tantra is known to be the secret
knowledge or doctrine, because of its complex
and esoteric character of the rituals and technical
character of the terminology. The learned
commentator Bhashkaracharya on “Lalita
Sahasra Nama” described, if “Devi” as Vidya

liberates, by her Maya, she also binds. Hence,
Vidya and Maya or Avidya are two aspects of
Tantra Goddess “Mahavidya”. “Devi” as
Sarvatantra- Mayi and Sarvatantrarupa is Vidya.
She is the destroyer of Avidya, which veils the
Reality. Both Maya and Vidya reside in the Lord
as His Saktis, just like shade and light of the Sun
and are respective causes of bondage and
liberation. Vidya is also one of the six forms of
“Aiswarya” or glory which pertains to Lord as
“Bhagavan” This Lord, though associated with
Maya is not Himself subject to Maya.

Tantra has equated this Lord with
“Mahavidya” having both the aspects of Vidya
and Avidya and by worshipping “Mahavidya”, the
“Mayika” or Avidya aspect grants the “ Sadhaka
Bhukti i.e., all worldly pleasures and “Vidya”
aspects grant him “Mukti” or liberation. She is “
Bhukti Mukti Karini.” This “Devi Mahavidya” is
“Chidghana samudbhuta”, as narrated in Tantra
Sastra called “Lalita Sahasra Nama.” She is
substance “Ichha” (will or desire) “jnana”
(knowledge) and “Kriya” (action). Thus “Vidya”
as Jnana” is only one aspect of this “Supreme
Devi”.

According to the Hindu cosmology,
“Jiva” controlled by the bonds of “Karman”
otherwise known as “Avidya”, takes birth in
different “Yonis” and dies eighty-four lakhs of
times. By the direction of “Yama”, it goes to the “
Brahma Loka” and on its return from there,
obtains, the human body and by the Grace of
“Brahmamayi” secures from a good Guru
initiation in the “Mantra” of “ Mahavidya” and
knowledge of the truth. There after the “Jiva” gets
the supreme liberation and by the Grace of “
Mayavidya” has not to return, so long as the
Universe endures.

This “Devi Mahavidya” according to
Tantra is “Chinmayee”, i.e., infinite and eternal
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intelligence. Thus, “She” is “Sat”, “Chit” and
“Ananda”. “Chit or consciousness in the
“Supreme Vidya aspects of Brahman or “ Brahma
Swarupini.”  Vidya, who is the sole first cause in
“Samsara” (world) both of bondage and
liberation, is the creatrix of all creators.

Thus, “Mahavidya Principle” has
synthesized both Vidya and Avidya. The basic
concept behind this synthesis is that by the will to
separate life from “That” (Parama) Siva, which,
while itself a manifestation of the “Brahma mayi”
is overcome by Her as “ Mahavidya” and because,
then only can “Jiva” enjoy Her. Thus, “Parama”,
the absolute consciousness is “Sat”. The
consciousness force in the Supreme Being “Sat”
is known as “Mahavidya” without which there is
no difference between Being and Non-Being.
This consciousness-power in the Supreme a
logical Being flows to creation for “Ananda”
(Bliss), in three streams i.e., “Ichha”, “Kriya” and
“Jnana” symbolically represented by the three
premier Mahavidya Kali, Tara and Tripura
Sundari/ Shodashi.

Mahavidya is the great Sakti. She is
“Maya” because it is Her “Maya” which produces
“Samsara” (world). As Lord of “Maya” She is
“Mahamaya”. “Mahamaya” without “Maya” is
“Nirguna” and with “Maya” is “Saguna”. Maha
Devi is “Avidya”, because she binds and “Vidya”
(knowledge), because she liberates and destroys
“Samsara”. She is “Prakruti” and as existing
before creation is the “Adya (primordial) Sakti”.
She is also the “Vachaka-Sakti”, or “chit” itself.
“Sakti” or “Mahadevi” is this “Brahman” revealed
in its mother aspect (Sri-Mata) as creatrix and
nourisher of the world.

We find that “Hindu polytheism”
describes number of “Mahavidya” as ten.
“Parasakti” or “Consciousness power” has got
three aspects, “Icchaa”, “Kriya” and “Jnana

Sakti” before She assumes “Mayasakti” to create
“Prapancha” (Universe). These three aspects are
“Suddhavidya tatwa” and in Sakti-Tantric
terminology, “Mahavidya Kali, Tara and Sodashi
or Tripura Sundari”. Hence, three Deities belong
to “Mahavidya” proper and other seven, namely,
Bhuvaneswari, Dhumavati, Vagala, Matangi and
Kamalatmika” are latter additions representing
some basic principles of creative power. Ten
Mahavidyas represent stages in which “Sakti”
manifests Herself and the stages in which she
withdraws the creation to Herself and other stages
exhibiting preservation of the creation. But formally
each individual “Mahavidya” is the basic
representation of all these three aspects as
embodiments of “Triguna” responsible for the
“Nama rupa” universe. It is also predominant
consciousness holding our actions and directing
them in accordance with our feelings and
realisations.

This is the functional aspect of all “Mahavidyas”.

The above three aspects of “Para Sakti”
is described as “Ichha”, “Kriya” and “Jnana”
Saktis and these three basic aspects are converted
to “Maya Sakti” in order to generate this
“Prapancha” or the Universe. In Ratna Singhasana
in Sri Mandira, Puri, Shri Balabhadra, Shri
Subhadra and Shri Jagannath are nothing but
Iccha Sakti, Jnana Sakti, Kriya Sakti reflected
as Tara, Sodashi or Tripura Sundari and Kali.
Because, only Parasakti Shri Jagannath, being
veiled in “Maya Sakti” gets three fold, and gets
this “Prapancha” i.e., this Universe. Thus,
Upasana of Dasa Mahavidya is the Upasana of
Para Sakti Shri Jagannath, which is the divine
three basic Mahavidyas, i.e., Kali, Tara and
Sodashi in shape of Shri Jagannath, Shri
Balabhadra and Shri Shubhadra.

As mentioned in “Kalika Purana” which
is believed to be scripted in 3rd. century AD and
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which is supported by other Tantric Texts. “Jogini
Upasana” was initially initiated in the coastal
region of Orissa, i.e., Puri District, as an offshoot
of Tantric Buddhism in conjunction with “Bama
Margi Brahmin Tantrics” who are usually identified
as “Kapalikas”. This “Jogini Upasana” after
getting royal patronage spread to western Orissa
and beyond. But on examination of historical
records, archeological findings coupled with palm
leaves, it is conclusively established that during
rule of “Soma Dynasty” who were ruling over the
region known as Koshala comprising Western
Orissa and Eastern region of Madhya Pradesh,
after establishing tactical relationship with Saivite
Preceptors of Soma Dynasty. Conflict between
Saivites and Shaktas was resolved by Tantrics
from eastern Odisha and thus Jogini Upasana was
spread under royal patronage which was closely
associated with rituals of Lord Shri Jagannath as
Dakhina Kalika.

During reign of Bhaumakra Dynasty
during 8th to 9th century, concept of Tantric
Upasana became very popular and Lord Shri
Jagannath became the central character as Maha
Bhairaba, Peetheswari Vimala as Maha Bhairabi,
being surrounded by “Sapta Matruka”, “Astakila
Shakti” and each Kila Shakti being surrounded
by eight Joginis, totalling  64 Joginies.

For smooth performance of any specific
Puja, these 64 Joginies were propitiated and
extreme Tantric Acharyas known as Kapalika
used to worship 64 Joginies. Basically, 64 Joginies
from Orissa Tantric concept are  mothers, or
“Matrukas” unlike Joginies as explained in
Western and Northern India by the Tantric
Acharyas. This is the basic difference because
these 64 Joginies and their Upasana are closely
associated with concept of Lord Shri Jagannath
considered as “Dakshina Kalika”.

In essence it is, after due analysis, found
that “Vija Mantra” reveals the knowledge of

“Varna” (letters). Every Varna denotes a Deity in
all his or her aspects. For example, in “Vija
Mantra”- “KRIM”, “KA” is “Prakasha Shakti
Shiva”, “RA” is “Vimarsha Shakti Devi
Maheswari”, “I” is “Maya Shakti” and “M” is
“Naada” as well as “Bindu”. Thus “KRIM”
represents the “Adya Shakti Mahakali, the Ichha
Sakti flanked with “Parama Shiva” lying on the
ground like an inert object or a corpse and their
union responsible for creation, preservation and
destruction.

In Tantric  terminology, every “Vija”
consists of two causal elements gross and subtle
and a third element “Para” which is beyond the
law of causation like the “Sabda” theory of “Para”,
“Pashyant”, “Madhyama” and “Baikhari”. The
gross and subtle elements presuppose an image
of the Deity visible to gross sense organs and
“Mantric image” of subtle nature realisable in
mind’s eye (“Buddhi grahya”). But the
consciousness - image of the “Devi” is realisable
only by acquiring “Yogic Siddhi” wherein this
body is taken up as the basics of such three fold
realisation by manipulation of “Varna Sakti” i.e.,
“Matruka Sakti”. Every “Mantra” consists of
“Matruka Shakti”. The “Matrukas” or letters are
of two types, those having “Bindu” or “Anu
Swara” (o) and “Visargah” (8) suffixes and those
without them. Letters of the former category are
generally used for the “Mantras”.

The Body (i.e., “Pinda”) as microcosm
has different energy centres like “Brahmanda” (i.e.
Universe - macrocosm). At these bodily Chakras,
the “Matrukas” have been placed (as is imagined)
Sapta Matrukas, (Seven number Great Mothers),
Asta Matruka Kila Shaktis (Eight number Great
Mothers) or “64 Joginis” etc. and Dasa
Mahavidyas are all manifestation of the same
Mahamaya, the Universal Great Mother. But, the
underlying principle that Maha Devi is
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“Mantratmikaa” has been accepted in Indian
religious faith centuries back.

There is a synthesis between the
combination of alphabets, the sound and the
Supreme Divine Principle. The Universe and the
human personality are represented by various
“Mantras”. All the 50 letters of the Sanskrit
Language are inscribed on the six “Chakras” (as
depicted by Joga Shastras of energy centres of
human body) which are located in the body of
every individual as well as in the person of
“Mahavidya”, (being the Divine Body of the entire
Universe). The ultimate reality expresses itself into
the Universe through the vibrating pure sounds of
alphabets. An individual can get back to pure
consciousness from which he has emerged from
the womb of his mother, through intuitive
apprehension of the relationship between
“Mantras”, their pure sounds as well as actual
meanings. There is unambiguous concord among
atoms, personality and the Universe, because they
are just the individualisations and particularisations
of the identical spiritual reality expressed in the
“Mula Mantra “OMM”, which is the symbolic
name of the trans empirical reality from which all
other “Mantras” are derived. Human thought
structure and linguistic forms are nothing but
distorted forms of this pure sound or “Pranava”
as the base “Mantra” would serve all purposes.

“OMM” reveals the harmonising principle
relating to an individual, the Universe and the
Supreme Divine Principle as the trinity of Pure
Consciousness (Shiva, i.e., Parama), Pure
creative energy (Shakti) and their unity in “Bindu”
(Shiva-Sakti). Kundalini Shakti in human body
at the base Chakra “Muladhara” and “Shiva-
consciousness in “Shahasrara" in polarised forms

can be utilised by their union for realisation of this
ultimate unity in “OMM”

The utterance and intuitive apprehension
of the meaning of the pure sound “OMM” and
the  “Vija Mantras” of different “Mahavidyas” will
lead an individual from the experience of the
manifold Universe to intuitive consciousness of
the non-dual nature of the Ultimate Reality. Hence,
“Mantra” acts as the vehicle for an individual in
emancipating him from ignorance and sufferings.
This is the connecting link between an individual,
the Universe and the Ultimate Reality by realising
which he (the individual, i.e., Jiva) becomes Shiva
(i.e., Parama, i.e., Supreme Divine Principle).

This is the essence of “Matruka
Upasana” in shape of Sapta Matruka, Asta
Matruka, Dasa Mahavidyas, 64 Joginies, all
comprising as the manifestation of one and only
Supreme Divine Principle, i.e., “Mahavidya”
(Mahadevi). Upasana of Lord Shri Jagannath,
comprising Lord Shri Balabhadra, Mahamaya
Shri Shubhadra and Lord Shri Jagannath Himself
is nothing but Upasana of three principal
Mahavidyas, i.e., Tara, Tripura Sundari Shodashi
and Mahakali /Dakshina Kali and the rest of the
companion Deities representing balance seven
Mahavidyas representing some basic principles
of creative power.

Rejendra Kumar Mohanty, Ex-Administrator,
Shri Jagannath Temple,  at present - Plot No. A/29,
Lingaraj Vihar, Pokhariput, Bhubaneswar-20.
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Introduction

Odisha is known as the land of Lord Jagannath
due to unflinching faith of general populace of the
State in the deity. The world famous Ratha Yatra
(Car Festival) of Lord Jagannath, Puri is the most
important festival and is being celebrated since
time immemorial in the grandest manner, in
accordance with the ancient prescribed rituals and
rites. The Ratha Yatra of Lord Lingaraj at
Bhubaneswar is also equally important and both
the Ratha Yatras have been accorded the status
of State Festivals.

Car Timber Working Circle

Harsha Bardhan Udgata

The making of the Chariots

The construction of the wooden chariots
for the Car Festivals of Shree Jagannath temple
at Puri and Shree Lingaraj temple at
Bhubaneswar, is an annual event, i.e. every year
the chariots are constructed afresh and finally

Deity Name of Chariot Colour Height No. of wheel No. timber
pieces used

Shree Jagannath Nandighosh Red & Yellow 33 hata 5 anguli 16 832

Shree Balabhadra Taladhwaja Red & Green 32 hata 10 anguli 14 763

Shree Subhadra Darpa Dalana/ Red & Black 31 hata 12 593
Devi Dalana

disposed off after the festival is over.  Three
chariots of the Jagannath temple, Puri for the three
deities named Taladhwaja for Lord Balabhadra,
Nandighosha for Lord Jagannath and Deba
Dalana for Goddess Subhadra require about 400
cubic meters of timber for construction.

The species required for construction of
above 3 chariots are Phasi (Anogeissus
accuminata), Dhaura (Anogeissus latifolia),
Asan (Terminalia tomentosa), Moi (Lannea
corommondalica), Simili ( Bombax ceiba), Sal
(Shorea robusta), Kansa (Hymenodictyon

orixense), Paladhua (Erythrina indica),
Mahalimba (Ailanthus excelsa), Gambhari
(Gmelina arborea), Kadamba (Anthocephalus
cadamba), Kalachua (Diospyros  sylvatica),
Devadaru (Polyalthia longifolia). The dimension
of various species of timber and their usage in the
construction of the chariots are given hereunder.
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Species Component of Dimension Quantity Supposed to
chariots where (Length x (in Nos.) be Supplied
 it is used  Girth) in ft. by  DFO

Phasi Tumba, Pahi 14 x 6 72 Nayagarh

Dhaura Danda and Akha 40 x 4 70

20 x 3 122

Dhaura Ara mundi 12 x 3 234

Asan Gayala 40 x 4 30

12 x 3 234

20 x 3 100

Simili 14 x 6 3

Sub total 865

Kamsa, Simili Patta 10 x  2’ 6" 46 Khordha

Paladhua Patta 10 x 3 85

Mahalimba Patta 10 x 3 20

Gambhari Patta 12 x 2’ 6" 1

Moi Patta 10 x 3 15

Kadamba Patta 10 x 3 4

Kalachua bullah Patta 7 x 9" 60

Devadaru/
Paladhua Patta 10 x 5 42

Devadaru Misc. use 10 x 5 1

Sub total 274

Moi Patta 15 x 5 5 Boudh

Kamsa, Simili Patta 15 x 5 5

Sal 10 x 4, 18 x 5 13

Sub total 23

TOTAL 1162
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Timber required for the chariot of Lord Lingaraj (Rukuna Ratha) at Bhubaneswar

Species Purpose Dimension (Length x Quantity Supposed to be
Girth) in ft. (in Nos.) Supplied by  DFO

Moi 15 x 5 5 Nayagarh

Simili 15 x 5 5

Kumbhi 15 x 5 5

Sal  (poles) 18 x 2’ 6" 3

Sal 12 x 4 2

Bandhan 8 x 5 4

6 x 4 6

Bela 7 x 6 2

Tamarind 28 x 5 2

TOTAL 34

Other Wood Requirements:

Besides construction of chariots which
happens once in a year, there are other daily needs
of wood (fuel wood) for the Jagannath temple at
Puri for cooking purpose (rosai) as well as for
cremations taking place at Swarga Dwara, Puri.
It has been estimated that the daily consumption
of fire wood for Rosai Ghar of Sri Jagannath
temple is 75 Qntl, for Swarga Dwar -30 Qntl.,
and for other purposes -230 Qntl (Total 335
Qntl./day). Hence monthly fuel wood requirement
for the Puri town is roughly around 10,050
quintals and for a year it is 120600 Qntls. The
demand is growing day by day due to increase in
population (and floating population) in Puri town
and increased cremation in Swarga Dwar. It is
believed that the soul goes to heaven if the dead
body is cremated at Swarga Dwara, Puri.

Puri Ratha Yatra Code, 1983

It must be appreciated that the timber
requirement for the chariot construction is huge.
During the regime of Maratha rulers, traditionally
the timbers for construction of grand chariots/cars
of Lord Jagannath at Puri were supplied by the
King of Dasapalla, an ex-Princely State of Odisha
free of cost on the basis of ‘Sateisi Hazari Mahal’
lands in the state of Dasapalla. After merger of
Dasapalla in the State during 1948, the Govt. of
Odisha continued to uphold the traditional
committment for the temple. The DFOs,
Nayagarh, Khordha and Boudh on the direction
of State Govt. have been supplying the annual
requirement of timbers for the Car Festival at Puri,
free of cost till delivery at Rathagada, Puri.
Similarly, the DFO, Nayagarh supplies timber for
construction of chariot of Lord Lingaraj at
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Bhubaneswar for Ashokastami car festival during
Chaitra. In order to do away with the adhocism
of the past and to bring about order into the
system, this arrangement has been formalized
under Rule 4(1) of Puri Car Festival (Rath Yatra)
Code, 1983 which envisages:

(i). It is the responsibility of the Forest
Department, Govt. of Odisha to supply the
required timber for construction of Rathas free of
cost each year.

(ii). The DFO, Nayagarh, Khordha and
Boudh will supply the required quantities of timber
of different species to Temple Administrator,
Shree Jagannath Temple, Puri and the Executive
Officer, Lord Lingaraj Temple, Bhubaneswar for
the purpose of Annual Car Festivals by December
so that it can be worshipped on Saraswati Puja.

Strategy

Gone are the days when trees of the
desired species and desired dimensions were
available in the forests of the State in abundance.
The gradual depletion of natural forests has
rendered the supply of such quantities of timber
and fire wood of specified species more and more
difficult year after year. The inadvertent adhocism
in its exploitation in the past has further
compounded the problem whereby the population
of the aforesaid desired species in the forests has
diminished alarmingly. Therefore a two pronged
strategy has been conceptualised to address this
problem. First, systematic management of some
identified natural forest areas bearing naturally
grown car timber species are being taken up to
meet the immediate requirement. Second, intensive
plantations have been taken up under the scheme
‘Jagannatha Van Prakalpa’ (JVP) for all the car
timber species except Sal to meet the future
requirements of car timber in a sustained manner.

Planning of Forest Department

Forests of Odisha are scientifically
managed by Forest Department to augment
timber and fire wood production to cater to the
needs of the people and to regenerate the natural
forest by adopting various silvicultural practices
supported by plantations in the interest of the
environment. The Divisional Forest Officer
(DFO) has to follow a set of prescriptions written
in the Working Plan for that division prepared by
a Working Plans Officer for a period of 10 years.
Forest areas requiring site-specific treatment or
required to be managed for a specific purpose,
are grouped under a particular working circle and
several working circles constitute the working
plan. Forest areas allotted for timber harvest are
covered under Selection working circle, areas
identified for plantation are covered under
plantation working circle, forests meant for harvest
of bamboo are covered under bamboo working
circle and so on. Similarly forest areas managed
for harvest of timber to meet the requirement of
construction of chariots during Car Festival of
Lord Jagannath and Lord Lingaraj are covered
under the ‘Car Timber (Overlapping) Working
Circle’. The area allotted to this working circle is
further divided into several felling series which are
a group of coupes. Every year only one felling
series is taken up for timber felling  so that the
working circle area is gradually felled over 10
years of plan period  and a particular area is again
ready for harvest only after 10 years. Only over-
matured and matured trees are felled selectively
as per the guidelines contained in the working plan.
A patch of forest gets 10 years of time to produce
matured exploitable trees.

Sri J.D. Sharma, IFS, the then Working
Plan Officer, Bhanjanagar conceptualized for the
first time a ‘Car Timber (Overlapping) Working
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Circle’ while preparing the revised Working Plan
of Puri Forest Division for the period from 1989-
90 to 1998-99 and subsequently the same was
revised and took shape of a Working Scheme by
Sri R.V. Singh, IFS, the then Conservator of
Forests (Working Plan), Cuttack for a period of
10 years from 1998-99 to 2007-08 in view of
expiry of the working plan and its non- revision.
Thereafter the working plans revised for Boudh
and Nayagarh divisions included car timber
working circle.

Area allotted under Car Timber (overlapping)

Working Circle

As 3 divisions are duty-bound to supply
the entire timber requirement for construction of

chariots of Lord Jagannath temple, Puri and Lord
Lingaraj temple at Bhubaneswar, car timber
working circles have been constituted within the
Working Plans of Boudh, Nayagarh and Khordha
divisions including forest and revenue areas.
Forest areas have been included for harvesting
of timber whereas the revenue lands are included
to raise Jagannath Van Prakalpa plantations.
Further, in order to cater to the needs of fuel wood
for Shree Jagannath temple, Swarga Dwar and
the people of Puri town prescription has been
made in the working circle under Puri WL and
Chilika WL division. Forest area and revenue
area allotted under these working circles are given
below.

Sl. Forest Area under Name of forests covered (RF= Name of Revenue
No. Division Car timber Reserved Forest, PRF= Proposed village where

(overlapping) Reserved Forest, DPF= revenue land is
working circle Demarcated  Protected Forest) covered
(in ha.)

A For supply of Timber

1 Boudh 8189.12 Damargarh RF, Bankamundia RF, Ramgarh, Kharsankulei,
Aragarh RF, Mundeswar RF, Tentulipadar, Sitalpani,
Podhal RF, Kardakhunta RF, Kumari
Podhal PRF,

2 Nayagarh 19909.34 Chadiapalli RF, Pokharigochha
RF, Central RF, Ambalimba RF,
Nasaghar RF, Nuagaon RF,
Araniganda PRF, Baliberana PRF,
Phasi extn PRF, Kruadhinisa DPF,
Kerabadi DPF, Ranga DPF

3 Khordha 18073.31 Rajin RF, Katwal RF, Tamana RF,
Bankarda RF, Aranga RF, Patia RF,
Mala RF

TOTAL 46171.77
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B For supply of Fuel wood

4 Puri WL 902.08 Sahan PRF

5 Chilika WL 933.50 Arakhakuda–A  PRF, Rambhartia
PRF, Berhampura PRF, Nuapara
PRF, Pitisal PRF

TOTAL 1835.58

Special Objectives of Management in Car
Timber (overlapping) Working Circle

(i). To raise, maintain and manage intensive
plantations of desired species to meet the
requirement of car timber on a sustained basis
and thus to cater to the socio-cultural needs of
the people of Odisha.

(ii). To meet the immediate demand of Car
timber for construction of cars at Puri and
Bhubaneswar.

(iii). To afforest the available bare lands and
thus to help improve local environment.

(iv). To cater the needs of fuel wood
consumption for ‘Swarga Dwar” and for
preparation of  ‘Maha Prasad’ in ‘Rosai ghar” of
Sri Jagannath Temple by harvesting existing
exploitable trees in planting areas.

Criteria for felling of car timber

The exploitable girth of Asan and Dhaura
are taken as 120 cm-150 cm and for Phasi it is
180 cm & above. Similarly the exploitable girth
for Simili and Paladhua is 120 cm & above, for
all other car timber species it is 90 cm and above
and for Kalachua poles it is 30 cm and above.
Usually @ 0.5 trees per ha of forest area are
selected under this working circle. Annual felling

coupes are demarcated before commencement
of marking of selected trees during winter season
of the year preceeding the year of coupe working
(felling). Trees having girth less than and more than
the exploitable girth class are not marked. Only
sound and clear bole trees of exploitable girth
having a clear bole are selected for felling. Marking
of selected trees is checked by the DFO or ACF
of the division. The marked trees are felled flush
to the ground by using saw. The felled trees are
converted into logs as per requirement, i.e 40ft
or 20ft or 12ft length and are numbered.
Impression of ‘car timber pass hammer’ is put on
either end of all logs while passing and thereafter
logs are transported to Puri Ratha Khala or saw
mills on the strength of Timber Transit Permits
issued by ACF or Range Officer concerned. For
supply of fuel wood, matured casuarina (Jhaun)
plantations are clear felled from the area followed
by fresh plantation of Jhaun species.

Subsidiary Silvicultural Operation

After extraction of timber from the forest
floor, following subsidiary silvicultural operations
are carried out to help regeneration.

(i). All timbers except of endangered species
are cut.

(ii). All defective and malformed saplings of
desired species are cut to boost coppice shoots.
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(iii). Unwanted shrubs around the desired
species are removed as silvicultural cleaning.

(iv). The area is protected from fire, grazing
and illicit felling.

Artificial Regeneration

For the purpose of restocking the forest
with required trees on existing blank patches in
forest or gaps created after felling, plantations of
principal car timber species are raised under the
working circle.

Plantations under Jagannath Van Prakalpa

(JVP)

Apart from Khordha, Nayagarh and
Boudh divisions, JVP plantations have also been
raised in forest divisions like Dhenkanal, Angul,
Athagarh, Athamallik, Satkosia WL and City
forest division over an area of 2326.34 ha. during

the period from 2000-01 to 2005-06. All these
divisions were selected for JVP because they are
situated by the side of the River Mahanadi and
Phasi trees are mostly found on river banks.
District wise and division wise area planted is given
below for appreciation. The species mostly
planted are Phasi (80%), Asan, Arjuna, Dhaura,
Gambhari, Kadamba, Simili, Mahalimba,  and
Kansa. The survival rate in most of these
plantations is 65% to 90% and growth rate is
satisfactory. The fast growing species like Phasi,
Gambhari and Mahalimba have attained 15-20 ft
height and more than 1ft girth. But they will take
more than 35-40 years to attain the desired girth
for use in construction of chariots. JVP plantations
have been funded by respective DRDAs and now
the maintenance cost of such plantations are being
met from MGNREGA. In many places the local
people/ Vana Samrakhyana Samities (VSS) are
protecting these JVP plantations. Steps are being
taken to locate new areas for raising second phase
JVP plantation.

List of forest divisions where JVP raised

Sl. No. District Forest Division Area planted (in ha.) Total Area (in Ha)

1 Angul Angul 150.00 398.75

Satkosia WL 200.00

Athamallik 48.75

2 Cuttack Athagarh 460.59 500.59

City Forest 40.00

3 Boudh Boudh 363.00 363.00

4 Dhenkanal Dhenkanal 240.00 240.00

5 Nayagarh Nayagarh 400.00 400.00

6 Khordha Khordha 322.00 424.00

Puri 102.00

TOTAL 2326.34
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The working plan prescribes planting of 2500
seedlings per ha of desired species at a close
spacing of 2m X 2m. This helps promote clear
bole and faster growth in height. The first
mechanical thinning of plantation has been
prescribed between 8th  and 10th  year to be
followed by pre- commercial thinnings between
15th and 20th year. The commercial thinnings are
prescribed to be undertaken between 25th and
30th year. Thinnings help the trees to achieve the
desired increment in girth. It is expected that the
retained trees shall be available for final felling from
35th to 40th year onwards provided the plantation
areas are free from biotic interferences and are

Division Number of logs and poles Number of logs and poles supplied during
supposed to be supplied yearly 2008 2009 2010

Supply of timber to the Jagannath temple, Puri

Nayagarh 865 744 774 719

Khordha 274 88 100 102

Boudh 23 0 0 0

TOTAL 1162 832 874 821

Percentage 71.6% 75.21% 70.65%

Supply of timber to the Lingaraj temple, Bhubaneswar

Nayagarh 34 39 20 38

Constraints in getting adequate car timber

1. Natural Dense Forest is degrading due
to heavy illicit felling and removal by timber mafias.
As a result, adequate numbers of desired species
with specified girth class are not available in the
forest and the supply from the forest department
is gradually diminishing.

2. The trees raised under Jagannath Van
Prakalpa will take a minimum of 35-40 years to
provide small girth timber and about 70-80 years
to attain exploitable girth class and hence are not
available to meet immediate requirement.

3. Tree felling is only possible under the
strength of an approved working plan for a division

protected from illicit felling, fire hazard and
encroachment.

Quantity of car timber supplied by the Forest
Department

The position of demand and supply of car
timber during the last 3 years is given hereunder.
As against the total requirement of 1162 logs for
Puri Temple and 34 logs for Bhubaneswar
Temple, forest department has been able to
supply only 72.49% on an average during last 3
years, the detailed position is furnished below.
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(approval to be accorded by the Ministry of
Environment and Forest, Govt. of India (MoEF)
under Forest Conservation Act, 1980) and there
is a long process to obtain such approval. Even if
the working plan is approved by MoEF for 10
years, as per honourable Supreme Court’s order
MoEF will review the progress of implementation
of working plan prescription annually and allow
felling yearly. The validity of existing working plans
will expire in 2013 for Boudh division, in 2017
for Nayagarh, Khordha, Chilka WL and Puri WL
divisions.  Problem may come after expiry of
working plans till revised plans are prepared and
final approval obtained from MoEF.

Suggestions

It is high time to think how to get car
timbers after a decade when desired trees of
specified dimensions will not be available in forest
and JVP plantations will not be ready to supply
timbers. The people of Odisha who have
unflinching faith in Lord Jagannath, must seriously
ponder over the following suggestions and reach
a consensus so that car festivals of Lord Jagannath
at Puri and Lord Lingaraj at Bhubaneswar are
organised every year with the same amount of
devotion, fervour, gaiety and enthusiasm.

1. Choice of car timber species may be
changed according to availability. It has already
been done in case of Rukuna Rath of Lord
Lingaraj (tamarind tree is used as axle, mango
log is used as bearing and Kumbhi (Carya
arborea) timber is used as rest part of the solid
wheel)

2. The components of grand chariots which
need large girth timbers may be preserved for re-
use.

3. Car timber yielding plants can be raised
in private lands with a mindset to donate the same
to Sri Jagannath Temple Administration.

4. Car timber plants should be protected by
everybody in forest as well as in private holdings.

5. The devotees who desire to donate car
timber trees should inform the temple authority
indicating the name of species with present
measurement so that a ‘Phasi Bank’ can be
established and after maturity those can be
harvested for use in construction of chariots. The
Chief Administrator, Shree Jagannath Temple, Puri
vide his letter No. 120/ XLIV-5/11/ Gen. and
Judl. Dated 22.01.2011 has already requested
the Collectors of Nayagarh, Cuttack, Jajpur,
Kendrapada, Khurda, Dhenkanal and Angul on
this score.

6. The honorarium to the carpenters may be
given in shape of cash than kind (timber).

References :

1. Revised Working Plan of Puri Forest Division 2007-
08 to 2016-17 by Sri Abhiram Das

2. Revised Working Plan of Nayagarh Forest
Division 2007-08 to 2016-17 by Sri Sudarsan
Behera

3. Revised Working Plan of Boudh Forest Division
2003-04 to 2012-13 by Sri H.S.Upadhaya

Harsha Bardhan Udgata, Deputy Conservator of
Forests (SF & Afforestation), Office of the Principal
Chief Conservator of Forests, Bhubaneswar.
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Lord Jagannath is reputed as Bhakta Batsal,
Bhabagrahi, and protector of the devotee

for ages together. He is held in high esteem not
only by the Hindus but by many saints,
philosophers and devotees of other religions. The
founders of all religions have come to Puri to
have Darshan of Lord Jagannath and have
accepted Lord as their Ista as it is stated
in different Sastras. Vaishnabas regard as
Vishnu or Krishna, the Saivas as
Mahakala and Mahavairaba, the Saktas
as Mahakali, the Bedantist as
Brahma, the Buddhists as
Tathagata, the Jains as
Rushavnath, and Nanak, founder
of Sikhism also accepts Him as
his Lord. Even Muslim devotees
like Salabeg and Kabir have
accepted Him as their Lord. Now even
Europeans and devotees from other parts of the
world use to come to Puri during Car Festival
and dance engrossed themselves with deep
devotion to Lord enchanting Bhajanas with their
musical instruments "Hare Krishna Hare Rama"
before the chariot. Bhakta and Bhagaban are
inseparable. Lord Jagannath is mad for devotees.
He cannot sit silently on his Ratnasimhasan when
devotees are in trouble or are tortured. There are
many legends and incidents in Puranas and
Dardhyata Bhakti. They are Draupadi, Bir

Hanuman, Ganapati Bhatt, Manohar Das,
Salabeg, Bandhu Mahanti, Dasia Bauri, Mania
Das, Santh Tulasidas and many others.

Lord has therefore said -

Naaham testhami Baikunthe Yogina hridayena cha
Mad bhaktan Yatra dhyaante tatra tisthami,

Narad.

Meaning : Oh Narada neither have I stayed
in the heaven nor even in the heart of saints;
I reside in that place where my devotees

pay / worship Me.

Now question comes to mind
who is that real devotee and who is
dearest to Lord. In Bhagabat Gita
Chapter 12, Sloka 18 and 19 Lord
Krishna has clearly said :

Samah satrau cha mitra cha tatha manapamanayah
Sitosna sukha dukhesu samah sangvivarjitah.

Tulya ninda stutir mauni samhtusto yena kencit
Aniketah sthiramatir bhaktiman me priya narah.

Meaning : He who is alike to foe and friend, also
in honour and dishonour who is alike to cold and
heat, in pleasure and pain, who is free from
attachment, who holds blame and praise equal,
who is silent and content with anything, who has
no fixed abode and is firm in mind, that man with
full of devotion is dear to Me.

Devotee of Lord Jagannath

Bhagaban Mahapatra
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Ye tu dharmyamrtan idam yathoktam parupasate
Sraddadhana matparam bhaktas te tiva me priyah

(Ch.12 Stz.20)

Meaning : Further those who with faith holding
me  as their supreme goal follow this nectar of
wisdom; those devotees are exceedingly dear to
Me.

Bhakti is of two kinds-Vaidik Bhakti and
Prem Bhakti. The devotee of former observes
rituals and ceremonies, chants the name of lord
as many times as prescribed, observes fast and
pray, likes to go on pilgrimage for salvation of his
life. He dislikes other kinds of Bhaktas who
worships other Devatas. Vaidik Bhakti is also
known as Apara Bhakti. Prem Bhakti or Para
Bhakti is something different to the former. A
devotee of Prem Bhakti has a cosmic love or
Viswaprema. The whole world is Brindaban for
him. He does not like to go pilgrimage or visit
temple. He sees Lord in everything. To him all
actions are Lila. He gives himself over entirely to
the lord. His whole hearted offereings are
graciously accepted by lord and the devotee
becomes of His own.

Bhakti or devotion is a kind of Yoga. It
means union of soul with that of Paramatma. It is
not as easy as it transpires. It depends on one's
Bhaba i.e thought of mind. Lord Jagannath is
Bhabagrahi. He knows very well Bhaba of his
devotee. Bhabas are of five categories (i) Santa
Bhaba means calmness. The heart of such
devotees is always filled with affection and
happiness. Their mind always remains undisturbed
in any circumstances. They are not sentimental.
In Mahabharat, Pitamaha Visma is the example
of such devotee. (ii) Dasa Bhaba means devotion
to God by rendering personal service. Such
devotee is always particular to satisfy his lord by
rendering personal service knowing the need and
desire of His heart in advance. Such devotee was
Bira Hanuman in Ramayan. (iii) Sakha Bhaba
means deep friendliness. Here the devotee feels

oneness with his lord. He is always at every
moment able to know the desire and feelings or
Bhabana of his lord and does accordingly for his
satisfaction. This type of devotion was found with
Arjuna for Sri Krishna (iv) Bastalya Bhaba means
fondness for children. A devotee should have
affection towards lord like a mother towards his
son. In this Bhaba there is no existence of fear or
apprehension for Lord with the devotee. He
engrosses himself with the service to see the
comfort of lord. This type of Bhaba existed with
mother Yasoda for Sri Krishna. (v) Kanta Bhaba
means that existed between husband and wife i.e,
complete surrender ness to Lord. Such type of
devotion was between Radha and Krishna, Mira
Bai. So Bhaba plays a very important role to
become a perfect devotee of Lord Jagannath. In
Bhagabat Gita Chapter 4 in stanza 11 lord Sri
Krishna has said: ye yatha mam prapadyante
tam stathaiva bhajamyaham. O Partha, as
devotees approach Me, so do I accept. Arjuna
regarded Lord Krishna as his freind and wanted
to make Him his charioteer. Sage Viswamitra
treated Him as his disciple, so He became his
disciple. In fact, devotion is automatically
bestowed upon the devotee who takes refuge in
Him. The sentiments of refuge or surrender is the
best sentiment out of all other sentiment such as
of service, of friendship, of affection and of sweet
love. The Lord seems to declare that if a devotee
offers his possessions of Him, He offers His
possessions to the devotee and if he offers himself
to Him, He offers Himself to him also.

Lord Jagannath is always welcoming his
devotees. To Him all are equal whether he is a
Hindu, Muslim or belongs to some other religion.

Bhakta Salabeg, being a Muslim, is a
much celebrated devotee of Lord Jagannath. He
composed many heart touching, sweet and
melodious Bhajanas on Lord Jagannath. He was
therefore discarded from his family. Then started
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roaming here and there singing Bhajanas of  Lord
Jagannath. He visited Mathura, Vrindaban and
other holy places and enjoyed the Lilas of Lord.
There was an incident which indicated his depth
of devotion to Lord Jagannath. It was the time of
Car festival. On his way back to Puri Salabeg fell
ill and prayed Lord "Oh, Jagannath please wait
on your chariot till I return to Puri. Actually there
was an accident for which the chariot of Lord
was detained on Bada Danda and it could be
possible for Salabeg to see Lord on chariot. It
shows love and affection of Lord for devotee
Salabeg.

Bandhu Mahanty of Jajpur in Odisha was
a great devotee of Lord Jagannath. He was very
poor and it was very hard for him to take care of
his wife and two sons. Despite such situation, he
always assured his wife that he had a friend who
would take care of them. One day his wife insisted
to go to his friend to ask him for help. Finally he
decided to go to Puri to see his friend. It took
four days for them to reach Puri by walk. When
they reached it was late night. Bandhu Mahanty
told his family members to take rest by the side
of south gate of the temple and in the morning
they would go to meet his friend. They were all
hungry and find no other alternative, they all took
liquid let down substance of boiling rice of the
kitchen of Lord Jagannath deposited in a nearby
place. He deeply prayed Lord Jagannath to save
his family and slept. Lord Jagannath could not sit
silently in the temple. He came out of the temple
in late night in the form of a Brahmin with a golden
plate filled with Mahaprasad and called loudly,
"Oh, Jajapuria Bandhu, Oh Jajapuria Bandhu."
Hearing this, Bandhu Mahanty came and accepted
the offer from Brahmin. He also assured him to
arrange everything in the morning. Bandhu
Mahanty gladly ate Mahaprasad with his family
members took rest keeping the golden plate with
him as the Brahmin was not found. In the morning
when the Lord's golden plate was found with
Bandhu Mahanty he was immediately arrested by
the temple people and was severely beaten. Lord

could not tolerate this and at night in a dream He
narrated everything to the king Prataprudradev
staying at Khurdha Garh. Lord also instructed the
king to release Bandhu Mahanty from prison
immediately and with all veneration and respect
he shold be brought with his family near to me.
All arrangements should also be made for his stay
and comfort till life as he was my friend.

Ganapati Bhatt of Karnataka was a
staunch devotee of Lord Ganesh. He read Brahma
Puran and could know that Brahma in real  form
was residing at Nilagiri Sri Kshetra Puri. He
decided to come Puri and to have Darshan of
Brahma. He reached Puri on the day of Snana
Purnima, the full moon day of Jyestha of Oriya
calendar. Ganapati Bhatta saw Lord Jagannath,
Paramabrahma on Snana Mandap with other
deities. He keenly observed at Jagannath but he
could not observe his dearest Ganesh. Being
disappointed he left the temple to go back to his
native place. Lord Jagannath could know the
feelings of his devotee. He himself as Brahman
met Ganapati Bhatt and implored him to come
and see Lord once again on Snana Mandap
before leaving Puri. It was evening and on the
persuasion of Brahman, he came to Snana
Mandap. To his surprise, he saw Lord Jagannath
in the head of elephant. He danced on the road
saying that God had fulfilled his desire. From that
day three deities appear in Gajanan Vesha after
taking bath on Snana Mandap.

Jholia Kabir, a Muslim was living in a
village on the bank of river Ganga. He was very
poor and residing with his mother. He was a
weaver and whatever he was getting by weaving
a cloth was very difficult to maintain his family.
Moreover Kabir was a kind - hearted man and
whoever came to his house never go empty hand.
He engaged rest of the time of the day in Bhajan
and Kirtan of Lord Jagannath. Although he was
poor his kindnesas, generosity and devotion to
Lord was spread all over that area. One day Lord
Jagannath in the form of a poor Brahman came
to the house of Kabir and begged him a cloth to
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put on. At that time Kabir was going to market
with a cloth to sell and to bring some food materials
for his family. First Kabir thought in his mind that
there was nothing in the house. He then decided
to satisfy the Brahman. Accordingly he gave the
cloth to the Brahman and after putting on the cloth
the Brahman blessed Kabir. Then the Brahman
left that place. Kabir sitting beneath a tree prayed
Lord Jagannath for his Lila. Lord Jagannath is
always very kind for his devotee. He immediately
changed his Brahman shape to a Gopal boy and
carrying food materials and other necessaries went
to the house of Kabir. Lord asked Kabir's mother
to keep all the materials in her house. The lady
was astonished seeing so many things. She thought
that perhaps her son had earned good income
that day. After keeping all things in the house duly
arranged the Gopal boy went away. Then Kabir
returned to house. At that time her mother was
busy in preparing food for her son. The lady
narrated everything and showed the house that
was filled with so many materials that would take
some years to finish. Kabir was astonished seeing
allthings. Really it is the kindness of Lord to his
devotee.

King Bibhisan, brother of demon Ravan
in Tretaya Yuga was a great devotee of Ayodhya
king Ramachandra. After killing Ravan, when
Ramachandra was preparing to leave Srilanka by
Puspakabiman at the request of Bibhisan and at
this critical moment, tears came to eyes of
Bibhisan. He said to Ramachandra "Oh, Lord
when I surrendered to you, promised me all
protection and assured me to get rid of the
bondage, sufferings of this world by seeing to your
lotus feet daily. Now it will not at all be possible
for me to have Darshan daily of your feet".
Smilingly Ramachandra replied "Bibhisan, you
worship and pray Lord Jagannath daily who
resides very close to Mahodadhi and you will see
my presence within Him." From that day he
became a great devotee of Lord Jagannath.
Bibhisan daily comes to get Darshan of Lord
Jagannath. One day after completion of worship
to Lord Jagannath, Bibhisan requested Lord to

pay his kind visit to Lanka so that he would feel
himself fortunate. Lord Jagannath could not refuse
the request of his devotee. One day Lord decided
to go to Lanka and on the way he met His great
devotee Balaram Das and as soon as Balaram
Das heard from Lord that he was going to Srilanka
he prayed Lord to go to see Lanka. Accepting
his request, Lord offered Balaram to carry a
narrow-necked golden water jug and asked to
follow Him. In Lanka Garh, Bibhisan welcomed
Lord Jagannath with great ovation with Balaram
Das and offered garland of rare species of black
jasmine flower, pearl and worshipped the Lord.
After blessing Bibhisan, Lord returned to
Srikshetra and left Balaram Das in his Matha. As
Balaram Das was overwhelmed with this
unexpected incident he had forgotten to return
the golden water jug to Lord Jagannath. In the
next morning, when the golden jug was not found
in the temple, it was reported to the king
Prataprudra Dev and Balaram Das heard this
news. He immediately went to the temple and
returned the golden jug to Panda who was on
duty. The king warned the stainless saint Balaram
Das  for this act of stealing. But saint Balaram
narrated the incident of previous night and the king
hearing the incident rushed to temple and could
not believe when he saw the garland of rare species
of black jasmine, garland of pearl etc. with Lord
Jagannath offered by Bibhisan. Tears came to his
eyes and embracing Balaram Das the king begged
for apology for blaming him. The devotion of
Balaram Das and Bibhisan is still alive. On the
day of car festival, at the time of Pahandibije Lord
Jagannath waits near Garudastambha at
Natamandir of the temple facing towards south
with the belief that Bibhisan offers his worship to
Lord at that moment. This indicates how Lord
Jagannath is dear towards His devotee.

Bhagaban Mahapatra, Gundicha Vihar, Sarboday Nagar,
Puri - 752002.
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Sri Jagannath Temple in Shrikshetra Puri is
popularly known as ‘Sri Mandir’. The most

precious property of Sri Mandir is Sri ‘Ratna
Bhandar’. According to the rules and practices
of Sri Mandir, the gold, jewels etc. offered to Sri
Jagannath Mahaprabhu are to be stored in this
Ratna Bhandar. This fabulous Treasury of the
Jagannath Temple has been enriched by the
contribution and donations offered by the
devotees from all over the world. Sri Ratna
Bhandar is situated on the northern side of the
Jagamohan of Jagannath Temple.

According to ‘Madala Panji’ (Utkal
University Publication-Page-31), King
Anangabhima Dev donated 2,50,000 ‘Madhas’
of gold (1 Madha=1/2 Tola=5.8319 grams) for
preparing Sri Jagannath’s gold ornaments. The
Suryavamsi rulers of Orissa offered valuable
jewels and gold for Lord Jagannath. An inscription
on the wall of Digvijay Dwar of Jagannath Temple
records that Gajapati Kapilendra Dev offered
huge quantity of gold and jewel ornaments and
utensils to Sri Jagannath in 1466 A.D. Eminent
Hostorian R.D. Banerjee in his “History of Orissa”
( p-30) noted that many of the ornaments given
to the God in 1466 A.D. were still in use in the
year 1893.

After the demise of Gajapati Mukund
Dev, his adopted son Lalmohan Dev (Bamanda
Raja Sudhal Dev’s grandson Mohini Mohan) was
coronated as Gajapati  Ramachandra Dev (IV)
on 14.2.1926 and took over as Superintendent

of Sri Jagannath Temple and charge of the
properties of the Temple. He gave receipts
acknowledging the receipt of the items of valuable
jewellery, cash etc. which were then in the Ratna
Bhandar. The original lists of this with his
acknowledgements have been kept in the Puri
Collectorate Record Room in double-lock with
the signature of Dayanidhi Das, the then Collector
of Puri and attested by Rai Bahadur Lokanath
Mishra and Mahant Gadadhar Ramanuj Das of
Emar Math, two eminent persons of Puri town.

The Special Officer appointed under the
Sri Jagannath Temple Act,1952 states in Chapter-
VI of his report that the articles mentioned in the
list prepared in 1926, acknowledged by the then
Raja of Puri and preserved in the Record Room
of Puri Collectorate, are to be taken as the
properties of Lord Jagannath in the Ratna Bhandar.
The list which contains 837 items is published in
Orissa Gazette (Extraordinary issued dated
3.9.1967).

The Ratna Bhandar in Sri Mandir has two
chambers namely, the ‘Bhitar Bhandar’ (Inner
Treasury) and ‘Bahar Treasury’ (Outer Treasury).
The Record of Rights prepared under Puri Sri
Jagannath Temple Act, 1952 contains a list of the
valuable jewels and gold ornaments etc. of Lord
Jagannath.

The list shows that there are 150 items of
gold ornaments in the ‘Bahar Bhandar’ which
include Suna Mukuta of Jagannath, Balabhadra

Sri Ratna Bhandar in Sri Mandir

Lalmohan Patnaik
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and Subhadra weighing 610, 434 and 275 Tolas
(One Tola= 11.6638 grams) respectively; three
gold necklaces (Haridakanthi Mali) weighing 120
Tolas each; Suna Sribhuja and Sri Payar of
Jagannath and Balabhadra weighing 818 and 710
Tolas respectively and various other gold
ornaments some of which are set with precious
gem stones. The ‘Bhitar Bhandar’ has 180 items
of jewellery including 74 items of pure gold
ornaments some of which weigh more than 100
Tolas each, plates of gold, pearls, diamonds,
corals etc. and 146 items of silver articles weighing
more than 500 Tolas each.

Sri Jagannath Temple Act, 1954 (Orissa
Act II of 1955) came into force on 27.10.1960.
Sri Jagannath Temple Managing Committee
headed by the Gajapati Maharaja, constituted in
accordance with the provisions of this Act, took
charge of the Temple on the same date. According
to the provisions of the Act, the safe custody of
the Ratna Bhandar is now vested with Sri
Jagannath Temple Managing Committee. The
Rule 5 of Sri Jagannath Temple Rules, 1960
prescribes that in no event any of the jewelleries
shall be removed beyond the precincts of the
Ratna Bhandar without specific orders of the State
Government in that behalf and without full
compliance with such conditions, if any that the
Government may impose.

In accordance with the provisions of Sri
Jagannath Temple Rules, 1960, the articles in Sri
Ratna Bhandar are classified under three
categories, viz, the articles that are kept in Bhitar
Bhandar and never used (category-I); those that
are used only on ceremonial or festive occasion
(category-II); and those that are for daily use of
the deities (category-III). One has to go through
the Bahar Bhandar to enter into the Bhitar
Bhandar.

The Rule 6 of the aforesaid Rules provides
that the first category of articles shall remain under

double lock and sealed with the seal of the
Managing Committee, the keys being deposited
by the Administration in the Government Treasury.
The locks may be opened only under special
orders of the State Government and subject to
such conditions and limitations as the State
Government may by special order direct.

The second category shall, subject to the
supervision and control of the Committee, be kept
under double-lock the key to one of which shall
be with the Administration and the other remaining
with the Patjoshi Mahapatra. The locks shall, as
occasion requires, be opened in the presence of
the Administrator, Patajoshi Mahapatra,
Deulakaran, Tadhau Karan and such other
Members of the Committee as may be authorized
from time to time in that behalf. On every such
occasion the issue of these jewelleries shall be to
the Bhandar Mekap on proper receipt attested
by all the persons aforesaid. After the use of these
jewelleries the Bhandar Mekap shall immediately
return the same in the presence of the aforesaid
persons and there upon the Administrator in the
presence of Patajoshi Mahapatra redeposit the
same in the Ratna Bhandar.

The third category of articles shall, subject
to the control of the Committee, remain within
the Ratna Bhandar under lock and key, the key
remaining with the Bhandar Mekap who shall
always remain accountable to the Administrator.
The said articles for the purposes of their daily
use of the deities shall be dealt with the manner
laid down in the Record of Rights.

The second and third categories of articles
shall be compared and verified periodically at least
once in every six months by the Administrator and
such other members of the Committee specially
authorized by it in that behalf and the report of
the Administrator shall be placed before the
Committee for its consideration which shall
forthwith submit its report to the State
Government.
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The verification of the Ratna Bhandar was
taken up by the then Administrator L.Mishra in
March 1962 which continued till August 1964.
602 items were checked. The verification report
was placed before the Committee. In resolution
No.28 dated 9.8.1966 it was decided that fresh
verification should be done under the supervision
of a Sub-Committee formed for the purpose.

In pursuance of the above resolution
verification was again taken up in May 1967. Only
433 items were checked as revealed from Temple
Administration Records. But no report on result
of verification has been submitted to the Temple
Managing Committee apparently because the
work was incomplete.

No further verification of the Bhitar
Bhandar (Inner Treasury) appears to have been
made subsequently. Lists of articles in the Bahar
Bhandar for daily use and occasional use were
made during March’76 to July’76 and third lock
was put on the Bahar Bhandar, the key of which
was kept by the Administrator.

During Nilamani Routray Ministry the
Orissa Government appointed a high-level
committee on 7.4.1978 to go into the
management of Sri Jagannath Temple and suggest
measures for its improvement and better
management. The then Governor Bhagabat Dayal
Sharma was the Chairman of this Committee,
Gajapati Maharaja Dibyasingh Dev, Harekrushna
Mahatab, Biswanath Das, Nityananda Kanungo,
Radhanath Rath, Justice Harihar Mahapatra,
Nandakishore Mishra and Ajodhya Das of
Balaramkote Math were Members of this
Committee. Bibhutibhusan Tripathy, I.A.S (Retd.)
was its Secretary. The Committee presented its
Report to the Chief Minister in the Raj Bhavan
on 31.3.1979. At the instance of this Committee
and under instruction of the State Govt. a complete
inventory of jewellery gold and silver articles in
the Ratna Bhandar was taken up in May 1978

and completed in July 1978. This has been
included in the Committee’s report. Regarding the
implementation of the recommendations made in
this Report, Justice Harihar Mahapatra, who was
a Member of the Committee, has written in his
Autobiography-Jiban O Jibika (published by Lark
Books in 1987, Reprint-2004-page 471) that no
action has yet been taken on the recommendations
made in the Report and proper valuation of the
jewelleries in the Ratna Bhandar could not be
made except establishing a Hundi in the Temple.

A ‘Hundi’ has been established on
23.8.1983 in the Nata Mandap of Sri Mandir.
Devotees are seen putting gold and jewels and
cash into this Hundi. A statement published by
Jagannath Temple Administration states that by
October 2009, from the Hundi, 980.990 grams
of gold and 50217.832 grams of silver have been
collected. The devotees are also seen putting gold
and silver jewellery into the Jharis Pindika placed
on the Ratna Simhasan during ‘Sahan Mela’
Darshan and ‘Parimanik’ Darshan. Whether the
gold and silver items collected  from Hundi and
Pindika are being kept in the Ratna Bhandar or
somewhere else. Whether proper valuation of
these are being made or not.

It appears from all these that proper
valuation of the gold and jewels etc. in the Sri
Ratna Bhandar of Sri Mandir has not yet been
made. Judicious valuation of the precious materials
in the Sri Ratna Bhandar is essential for its safe
custody. Proper attention should be paid towards
this and the steps taken for the safe custody of
Sri Ratna Bhandar of Sri Jagannath Temple should
be transparent. There should not be any suspicion
in the minds of the devotees who are offering
valuables for Sri Jagannath Mahaprabhu.

Lalmohan Patnaik, N-I/197,  I.R.C  Village,
Bhubaneswar-15
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Throughout the ages the temple of Lord
Jagannath, Puri had been invaded and

plundered for eighteen times in the annals of
history.  The temple was a lucrative
place of wealth for invaders to
plunder. To non-Hindu
invaders the temple was a
good place to display Zihad
(Religious War). To loot its
property and profane
idols were motives
behind every
invasion. Owing to
series of inroads on
the temple of Lord
Jagannath the triad
were exiled at
various regions of
Orissa.

The invasion
of Raktavahu on the
temple of Lord Jagannath is
considered as the first one as per the record of
the ‘Madalapanji’, the temple chronicle. Andrew
Stirling has reproduced the description of
Raktavahu’s invasion of the ‘Madalapanji’ in his
writing in 1822. The story of Raktavahu’s invasion
recorded in the ‘Madalapanji’ indicates that he
had defeated the King Subhanadeva of Orissa.

Invasions on the Temple of Lord Jagannath, Puri

Abhimanyu Dash

During this invasion the deities were taken away
to Gopali, a village in Sonepur and kept
underground. Prof. K.C. Panigrahi has identified
Raktavahu with Govinda-III, the Rastrakuta King
of Deccan and Subhanadeva with
Subhakaradeva-I of Bhaumakara dynasty. To
prove, Prof. Panigrahi has taken the help of
Hindol plate of Subhakaradeva-III of 839 AD
and Sanjan plates of Amoghavarsha. It is stated
in the Sanjan plates of Amoghavarsha that the
Rastrakuta king Govinda-III (AD 798-814)

conquered Kosala, Kalinga, Vanga,
Dahala and Odraka. Under
Govinda-III the Rastrakutas
became invincible everywhere

and there is therefore no
doubt that they invaded

Odraka (Orissa).
Basing on Hindol
plate of
Subhakaradeva-III
Prof. Panigrahi states
that Rastrakuta

King’s invasion of Orissa took place during the
reign of Subhakaradeva-I.

Govinda-III alias Raktavahu approached
Puri with his army through the sea. The king of
Orissa fled from the city with the images of
Jagannath and His associates lodged in a cart.
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The images reached in Western frontier of Sonepur
and buried at a place known as Gopali. After 146
years Yayati-I, the Somavamsi king got the images
dug out, made new images, built a new temple at
Puri and enshrined them there. Gopali, a village
with a shrine of Jagannath, still exists at a distance
of 16 miles from Sonepur.1

Yayati-I after bringing back triad
performed ‘Navakalebara’ of deities at Puri
because of degraded conditions with the help of
servitors. The citadel of the Lords was fixed in
the temple measuring 38 Hatas (cubits at present
the temple of Lord Nrusingh) beside the Mukti
Mandap in the precinct of Sri Jagannath temple.
That is why king Yayati is regarded as the ‘Second
Indradyumna’ in the annals of history owing to
restoration.2

During the period of invasion of
Raktabahu the deities were worshipped at Gopali
in Sonepur. At present the place is at Chhalia
mountain in Kotsamali. The deities returned to
Shrikshetra during 814 A.D. and 819 A.D.3

The second invasion on the temple of
Lord Jagannath was waged by Illias Shah the
Sultan of Bengal in 1340 A.D. during the reign of
Narasinghadeva-III. His defence system in the
northern frontier of his empire was very weak.
The military organization of the fort of Raibania in
north Balasore was not strong. The commandants
of the fort were bribed by Illias Shah.
Narasinghadeva III felt insecured and kept his
queens in the Giridurga near Simachalam. He
prepared militarily to defend his empire of Utkal.
Inspite of his military arrangement to safeguard
his empire Illias Shah suddenly attacked the
temple of Jagannath in 1340A.D. He made havoc
among the religious minded people of Puri. The
people ran in panic to save their lives. The soldiers
of lllias Shah killed the people mercilessly and

looted the wealth of the temple. Narasinghadeva
III was unable to protect his people and the
temple. On the contrary he successfully hid the
triad in an unknown place. The incident reveals
the idea that no harm was done to the deities.

During the reign of the Ganga King
Bhanudeva Ill the third invasion took place in 1360
AD by Feroz Shah Tughluq, the Muslim ruler of
Delhi. At the time of invasion Bhanudeva - III
was not in his capital. He got the news of invasion.
He returned Puri with his army and found no Feroz
Shah Tughluq. Feroz went back Delhi via Jajnagar
(Jajpur). Nothing is known about his desecration
of the triad and plunder of the temple. But scholars
believe that he had thrown the triad into the
Mahodadhi (Bay of Bengal). This kind of view is
not supported by historical evidence.

The fourth invasion was launched by
Ismail Ghazi the commander of Allauddin Hussain
Shah the Sultan of Bengal in the year 1509 A.D.
The Suryavamsi King Prataprudradeva was the
ruler of Orissa who was in South at the time of
invasion. The priests of the temple sailed the triad
to the forthills of the ‘Chadheiguha Pahada’ in the
‘Chilika Lake’. On being informed, King
Prataprudradeva rushed back from Deccan and
drove away Ismail to the point at Huguli in the
Bengal.4

The fifth invasion was launched by a
Muslim invader Kalapahara in the year 1568 AD
during the reign of Mukundadeva Harichandan,
the Chalukya King of Orissa. Kalapahara was
one of the army assistants of Sulaiman Karrani,
the Afghan Sultan of Bengal. In this expedition
Bayazid the son of Karrani was the commander
of the Bengal army. He was assisted by Sikandar
Uzbeg and Kalapahara. The reasons of Karrani’s
attack on the temple of Lord Jagannath was
Mukundadeva’s entanglement in the political
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diplomacy which created much bad blood
between the two. Firstly, Mukundadeva gave
political shelter to Ibrahim Sur who was a great
enemy of Sulaiman Karrani. Secondly
Mukundadeva committed another offence by
exchanging envoys with the great Mughal
emperor Akbar. In 1566 A.D Akbar sent envoys
to the court of Mukundadeva and Mukundadeva
in exchange sent a Hindu ambassador named
Paramananda Ray to the Court of the Mughal
emperor.5 Akbar was a great enemy of Sulaiman
Karrani. These two offences committed by
Mukundadeva incurred great displeasure in the
mind of Sulaiman Karrani which paved the way
for his Orissan invasion.

Kalapahara the Assistant Army General
of Sulaiman Karrani led the expedition against
Mukundadeva of Orissa in 1568 A.D. On the
contrary Mukundadeva sent Raghubhanja
Chhotaraya to resist the army of Kalapahara but
failed. Raghubhanja proved traitor and
Kalapahara occupied Cuttack. So Mukundadeva
surrendered before the Muslim army of Bengal.
In the meantime Ramachandra Bhanja the
commandant of Sarangagarh fort (Baranga)
rebelled against Mukundadeva. The latter was
killed at Gohiratikara (Near Jajpur) because of
the two traitors Sikhi and Manai who were the
generals of the King of Orissa. Ramachandra
Bhanja was also killed by the invader.
Ramachandra Bhanja who declared himself the
king of Orissa finally proved himself as traitor
behind the assassination of Mukundadeva, the last
Hindu king of Orissa. In the Madalapanji this
traitor has sometimes been described as
Ramachandra Bhanja and sometimes as
Ramachandradeva. The latter name seems to be
more correct.6  After occupation of the forts of
Cuttack and Sarangagarh Kalapahara
successfully led his army to Puri to demolish the
temple of Jagannath. The servitors of the temple

got information of the fall of Katak (Cuttack) to
the hands of the Muslims. They hid the triad in an
island inside the ‘Chilika lake’ as stated in the
‘Madalapanji’. The deities were hidden
underground at Hastipatna in Parikuda identified
with Chhapali, Khepali and Hatipada. Kalapahara
could easily know about the secrecy of the hidden
deities. He carried the triad from ‘Chilika Lake’
to the bank of the river Ganges on an elephant
where he burnt them. Bisher Mohanty, a
Vaishnavite saint followed Kalapahara and
managed to bring back the ‘Brahmas’ to Kujanga
Gada keeping inside a Mridanga. Later on the
‘Brahmas’ were brought to the Gopal temple of
Khurda Gada in 1575 A.D. by King
Ramachandradeva. Subsequently the ‘Brahmas’
were placed in the deities. The deities were
brought back to the temple of Jagannath from
Khurdagada.

It is stated in the same chronicle that
Kalapahara destroyed the great temple of
Jagannath upto the Amalakasila and defaced the
images. It is difficult to ascertain the truth of the
statement. But to us it seems that the temple was
not pulled down or rased to the ground, though
the images were damaged and disfigured as far
as possible. There is no archaeological evidence
to show that the temple was rebuilt at any time.
The original temple as built by Chodaganga has
come down to us, though the carvings on the outer
faces of the temple have been damaged or
disfigured.7

A tradition in Bengal avers that
Kalapahara was earlier a Brahmin by caste. His
name was Raju alias Kalachand. He felt in love
with Dulari, the daughter of the Sultan of Bengal
and married her. But he wanted to retain his
religion. The Hindu society refused to accept him.
He came to the temple of Jagannath at Puri for
expiation. But the priests rebuffed him. This made
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him reactionary and revengeful. He took a vow
to exterminate Hindu religion, images and temples.
This theory is only traditional and does not have
any historical authenticity. Kalapahara was an
Afghan. Kalapahara was a title used by many
Afghans. A nephew of Bahalul Lodi bore this name.
Prof. P. Mukherjee observes that “the Muslim
chronicles conclusively prove that Kalapahara was
a full blooded Afghan and not a Brahmin
renegade.”8

Sulaiman Karrani died in 1572 A.D.
followed by several invasions and plunders on the
temple of Lord Jagannath at Puri by his successive
rulers namely Bayazid, Daud, Kuya Khan and
Kutlu Khan Lohani who ruled over Orissa one
after another. After them the sixth invasion jointly
waged on the temple of Jagannath in 1592 A.D.
by Suleman, the son of Kuthu Khan and Osman,
the son of Isha (ruler of Orissa). They havocked
people at Puri and killed them mercilessly. They
desecrated the images of the great temple and
plundered its wealth. By such action the invaders
violated the treaty earlier signed between Isha and
Raja Mansingh in 1590 A.D. Mansingh the
Mughal general finally suppressed the militant
activities of these two Muslim invaders in 1592
A.D. During this time Ramachandradeva, the Bhoi
dynasty ruler of Khurda took the leadership of
feudatory rulers of Orissa who joined their hands
against the Mughal rule. During the reign of
Purushottamadeva of Bhoi Dynasty Mirza
Khurum, the commander of Islam Khan the
Nawab of Bengal invaded Puri in 1601 A.D which
is considered as the 7th attack on the temple of
Lord Jagannath. The servitors of the temple could
smell of it and shifted the triad to village
Kapileswarpur near Puri in vessels through the
river Bhargavee. The deities were kept in the
Panchamukhi Gosani temple at Kapileswarpur.
Dola festival was celebrated in that temple.
Thereafter the deities were shifted to Dobandha

— Pentha where the Lords passed eight months
with ‘Shital Bhoga’ offerings. As per the
description of the ‘Madalapanji’ Mirza Khurum
invaded Puri temple during the time of Dola Yatra.
He found no deities in the temple and so looted
the underground treasury.

Hasim Khan, the Subedar of Orissa
waged the eighth invasion on the great temple of
Lord Jagannath at Puri. This time Purushottam
Deva was also the King of Khurda. He shifted
the deities to the Gopal temple at Khurda before
Hasim's arrival at Puri. In order to satiate his
master Jahangir the then Mughal emperor, Hasim
Khan plundered the temple of Jagannath at Puri.
The deities returned to the temple of Jagannath at
Puri by the King in 1608 A.D.

The ninth invasion on the temple of
Jagannath was launched by a Hindu Rajput
Jagirdar Kesodasmaru in 1610 A.D.
Kesodasmaru was serving under Hasim Khan.
He was a friend of Jahangir. He came to Puri in
disguise of a pilgrim accompanied by his faithful
soldiers without military uniform during celebration
of the car festival. They entered into the Jagannath
temple and occupied it. They converted the temple
into a fort. At that time the triad were in the
Gundicha temple. Kesodasmaru plundered crores
of treasury of the temple of Jagannath.
Unfortunately the king of Khurda Purusottamdeva
was absent at Puri as Chherapahanra (Sweeping
the chariots) performed by Mudirath on behalf of
the king. The king immediately rushed Puri with
his Paik soldiers, chariots, cavalry forces, elephant
forces, arms and ammunitions to Punish
Kesodasmaru. The Paik soldiers jumped into the
premises of the temple with the help of chariots
through four gates. They fought against the Rajput
soldiers who were looting the wealth of the temple.
Kesodasmaru ordered his soldiers to counter
attack Paik army. The Rajput soldiers decided to
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bind up clothes tightly with bamboos, used oils in
ignited clothes which turned into fireballs and threw
them against the chariots to burn. The chariots
very quickly caught fire and burnt into ashes. So
many Paiks died. The King was unable to face
the invader. The invader looted the wealth of the
temple and went away. During the course of
attack the deities remained in the Gundicha temple
for eight months. They were brought back to the
temple of Jagannath by the help of Vimana.
Kesodasmaru being a Hindu became an invader
on the temple of Lord Jagannath at Puri.

Prof. Surendranath Dash in his article
‘Inroads on the temple of Sri Jagannath’ in the
book ‘Cultural Heritage of Odisha’ in Vol- XII,
Page 214 has pointed out five reasons behind this
invasion of Kesodasmaru in the following manner.

1. By the year 1610 A.D. the king of Khurda
Purushottama Deva had acknowledged the
overlordship of Delhi. However, he was
independent from practical point of view. This did
not satisfy Hasim Khan.

2. At that time the Mughal officers could not
oppress or suppress the semi- independent Hindu
Kings for which they could not acquire much
wealth.

3. The concerned Subedars were always
watching an opportunity to abolish the semi-
independent Hindu states.

4. In this line, the more advanced officers
were highly honoured.

5. The status and dignity of these officers
were increasing in the Durbar of Delhi.

Kalyan Malla became the next Subedar
of Orissa after Hasim Khan. He ruled Orissa in
between the years from 1611 A.D. to 1617 A.D.

In order to satiate his overlord Jahangir he
attacked Khurda. Kalyan Malla the son of Raja
Todar Mall, the revenue minister of Akbar became
the Subedar of Orissa in 1611 A.D. after Hasim
Khan and remained in that post till 1617 A.D. He
followed the path of Kesodasmaru to satiate his
overlord Jahangir. In 1611 A.D. Kalyan Malla
marched against Khurda and conquered many
territories. Purushottamadeva, the King of
Khurda was compelled to surrender before
Kalyan Malla. On the eve of this tenth invasion
the Sevayats were frightened and shifted the triad
to the ‘Mahisanasi’ in the Chilika Lake.
Subsequently the place was called ‘Brahmapura’
owing to the placement of ‘Brahma’ at that village.
Since then the Lords were placed upon the
‘Chakas’ (Round Citadel). So the place was
termed as ‘Chakanasi’. The triad remained there
for one year.

The King Purushottama Deva expressed
his desire to surrender. To maintain peace and
order he concluded treaty of understanding with
Kalyan Malla. Accordingly he offered his daughter
as present to the service of the Mughal emperor
Jahangir. He also presented three lakhs of rupees
as Peshkash (tribute) to the royal exchequer along
with one of his best elephants ‘Sesnaga' for the
use of the emperor.

This raid of Kalyan Malla has been
described in the ‘Madalapanji’  the temple
chronicle. But according to Mirza Nathan the
event of sending the daughter by Purushottam
Deva is never true because the Gajapati Kings
never keep their daughters at home after their
birth. The daughters are generally sent to the
house of the maternal uncle. This tradition is
maintained even now in the Gajapati family.
Therefore it is said that Raja Kalyan Malla might
have sent some other girl to the emperor only to
please him.9
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The circumstantial evidences confirm our
conviction that the attack of Kalyan Malla was
launched to the Puri temple, but not of Khurda.
Because according to ‘Madalapanji’, at the time
of Kalyanmalla’s plunder Lord Sri Jagannath was
not in Srimandir but at ‘Mahisanasi’. It is therefore,
apparent that before his attack on Puri the triad
had already been transferred to ‘Mahisanasi’.10

Kalyan Mall is known to have attacked
on Puri temple twice. First time he not only
attacked the temple but also looted its treasure.
Besides, he had treacherously murdered a minister
and 16 skilled generals of the Khurda King.
According to the version of ‘Madalapanji’, the
King was not at Puri. The second attack might
have occurred in 1612 A.D. But this time he was
retaliated by the valiant Paiks who chased him
upto Cuttack and killed many of his soldiers. As
a result of this he did not venture to attack Odisha
upto A.D 1617.11 ‘According to Rabindranath
Pratihari during the second phase of attack of
Kalyan Mall the Lords placed in the Chap (Fleet
of Boats) at Gurubai Gada from Mahisanasi. The
triad passed a few days beneath the ‘Lotani
Baragachha’ (Baniyan tree) getting down from the
fleet. After that triad were worshipped at
‘Dadhibaman Temple’.

Jahangir appointed Mukarram Khan as
the Governor of Orissa in 1617 AD. Mukarram
Khan waged the 12th attack on the temple of
Lord Jagannath in 1617 A.D. He created a
situation of reign of terror by his iconoclastic
activities. The priests of the Jagannath temple
carried away the image of Jagannath to
Gobapadar in panic. Enraged by Mukarram
Khan’s iconoclastic activities, Raja Purusottama
Deva revolted. Mukarram therefore invaded
Khurda. Purushottam could not withstand the
attack and fled to Rajamahendri. The kingdom
of Khurda was annexed to the Mughal territory

for a short time. Afterwards Purushottama Deva
succeeded in installing himself as the Raja of
Khurda. On the contrary Mukarram Khan failed
to trace the deities, fled with riches and gold but
was drowned in the waters. The deities kept in a
Mandap in the precinct of the Bankanidhi temple
for some days and returned to Puri in 1620A.D.

Thirteenth invasion on the temple of
Jagannath was launched by Mirza Ahmad Beg,
the nephew of Moghul empress Nurjahan. Ahmad
Beg became the Governor of Orissa in 1621 A.D.
He invaded Khurda as he found that King
Purusottam Deva was trying to strengthen his
position with the help of the chiefs of Banapur,
Ranapur, Karnata (near Banpur) where he died.
Thereafter Narasingha Deva the son of
Purusottama Deva became the new King of
Khurda. Ahmad Beg put two terms before
Narasingha Deva to accept. The terms were as
follows :

(1) The new king of Khurda will
acknowledge his sovereignty.

(2) Ahmad Beg’s family members will be
stationed at Cuttack.

Above terms of Ahmad Beg were
rejected by Narasingha Deva. So out of anger
Ahmad Beg attacked Khurda in 1621 A.D.
Narasingha Deva successfully resisted the
Moghuls. At this stage the rebellious Moghul
prince Shah Jahan arrived in Orissa with his army.
Ahmad Beg left Khurda for Bengal out of fear.
From Cuttack Shah Jahan proceeded to
Allahabad and Oudh across Orissa. This march
of Shah Jahan through Orissa caused panic among
the priests of Jagannath temple at Puri. They
carried away the image of Jagannath to
‘Andharigada’ in the mouth of the river Shalia
across the Chilika lake. Efforts were made to
transfer ‘Brahma’ to Gadamanitri in the Khurda
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District. The deities returned Puri in 1624 A.D.
The triad were reinstalled on the golden throne
and Mahaprasad was reintroduced.

The invasion of Amir Mutaquad Khan
alias Mirza Makki is considered as fourteenth one.
Mirza Makki became the new Governor of Orissa
and ruled till 1641 A.D. During his Governorship
Narasingha Deva was treacherously killed by his
nephew Gangadhar who occupied the throne of
Khurda. Mirzamakki invaded the Jagannath
temple for two times. His commander plundered
the temple and the old palace at Balisahi. The
invasion took place in the year 1645 A.D.

The fifteenth invasion was waged by Amir
Fateh Khan in 1647 A.D. He attacked the temple
and plundered valuable gems like diamond, pearl
and gold etc.

In 1692 A.D. Aurangzeb the Moghul
emperor issued an order to destroy the temple of
Lord Jagannath. At that time Divyasingha Deva
was the king of Khurda. Ekram Khan was the
Nawab of Orissa who waged this invasion on the
temple with the help of his brother Mastram Khan.
The Nawab entered the temple and climbed to
the - golden throne of Jagannath. The treasure of
the temple was looted. The King was unable to
face the invader hidden in an unknown place.

Lord Jagannath was hidden behind the
‘Bimala Temple’ in the precinct of the Srimandir.
The triad were shifted one after another to ‘Maa
Bhagabati Temple’ at Gadakokal located at
Brahmagiri block. As per records of the
‘Madalapanji’ the Bije- pratima (Representatives
of Lords) were transferred to Gadakokal. Then
the deities were shifted to Bada Hantuada in
Banpur across the Chilika Lake. The deities were
returned to Puri in 1699 A.D. This was the
sixteenth invasion on the temple of Lord
Jagannath.

Muhammad Taqi Khan became Naib
Nazim (Deputy Subedar) of Orissa from A.D.
1727 to 1734. During his time he invaded the
temple of Jagannath for two times in 1731 A.D.
and 1733 A.D. He invaded the temple with
iconoclastic zeal. He invaded to demolish the
temple, desecrate the God and plundered its
treasure. So the servitors removed the idols to
Hariswar in Banpur, Chikili in Khalikote,
Rumagarh in Kodala, Athagada in Ganjam and
finally to Marda of Kodala. Kodala located in
Athagada region considered as a safe place for
the idols as this place was under the rule of Nizam
of Hyderabad and not of Moghuls. Marda itself
was situated inside a dense forest and hills. So
the place was invincible for the invaders. The ruler
of Athagada Jagannath Harichandan Jagadev had
strong family relation with the Gajapati rulers of
Khurda. The idols were kept at Marda from
29.12.1733 to 31.12.1736. At Marda a beautiful
temple was hastily constructed and arrangement
was made for all the rituals of Lord Jagannath.
Even it is believed that the Rath Yatra was held
here with full vigour. The temple is a two
chambered Pidha style with Jagamohan and
Vimana. Marda is considered as the second home
of Sri Jagannath. A regular temple of reasonable
size and shape with all architectural features was
constructed here within a very short period and
regular worship was arranged with full austerity.
After the departure of the gods the temple
continues to remain vacant for centuries. The gods
stayed there for two and half years. However the
stay of gods at Athagada is recognized by lighting
of a lamp on every Ekadasi day during evening
followed by the recitation of a Sloka in honour of
Harichandan Jagadeva. There did exist a close
link between the two ruling families.12

The King Birakishore Deva was
frightened with the Maratha Bargis. So Maratha
Dewan Bahadur Khan wrote a letter to the King
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in 1752 A.D. with the assurance that no invasion
would be launched on the Jagannath temple during
the Maratha rule. The servitors should continue
worship of the deities as usual without fear. It was
the direction of the Maratha Dewan to King
Birakishore Deva.

But an unwanted incident occurred at Puri
in the year 1881 A.D. That the followers of Alekh
religion did not recognize Jagannath worship. In
that year a large number of the followers of the
Alekh religion came from Sambalpur and Raipur
regions to Puri. They entered the Jagannath
temple. According to ‘Utkal Dipika’ they brought
the images of Jagannath, Balabhadra and
Subhadra out of the temple and burnt them on
Grand Road at Puri which was recorded in the
records of police. As a result the invaders were
imprisoned.13

The most significant feature in the history of
invasion on the great temple of Lord Jagannath at
Puri that in no case the ‘Brahma’ of the deities
were destroyed which continued till today. The
servitors played an important role in safeguarding
the triad at the time of danger. The Kings have
taken care of the temple from destruction by
surrendering before the invaders. In Ayodhya,
Kasi and Mathura the mosques have been built
in place of the temples due to Muslim invasion.
At Puri the temple of Lord Jagannath remained
standstill at the time of invasion. No mosque had
been erected which is the miracle of the deities.
The people of Puri have suffered but kept the
temple safe.
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Jagannath cult is deep rooted, mysterious and
esoteric.  Yogis understand a little and the wise
pray to know more. Many aspects of Lord
Jagannath still remain obscure.  Lord Jagannath
transcends all forms and is beyond the limits of
an icon. Cult and religious diversities have
confluence in this ancient deity which can possibly
save the world when in despair. In Kapila Samhita,
(5 th  chapter), it is written, “Sarvesamapi
Kshetranam Raja Sri Purusottamah, Sarvesamapi
Devanam Raja Sri Purusottamah,” (of all lands it
is the land of Purusottamah, of all Gods it is
Purusottamah (Jagannath). Raja  Mansingh, a
General of Emperor Akbar  claimed,  “this part is
not fit subject for  conquest  or schemes of human
ambition , it belongs to God and from end to end
in one religion of   pilgrimage” W.W. Hunter
wrote, “ the true source of Jagannath’s  undying
hold consists in the fact that He is the God of the
people. As long as his tower rises upon the  Puri
sands so long  there will be in India a perpetual
and visible protest of equality of  man before
God”.

A cult like the Jagannath cult with its deep
roots in the soil of Orissa grew on its own through
the worship of its unknown devotees. Only at later
stage its  patronage can be taken  over by a king
who would  construct a  greater temple and endow
it with  landed property and above all will invite
Brahmins who will then  begin to  interpret the

Secret Dwelling of
Lord Jagannath : A Study

Dr. Brajabandhu Bhatta

indigenous  deity  according to their  Brahmanic
learning. Lord Jagannath is the God of Universe.
He is the guiding force of the past, present and
future. He is forgiver, the compassionate, the
supreme, the in- expressible and the infinite. Many
legends, histories are related with Him. Though
He is the almighty but many things had happened
with Him. He is ‘Lilamaya’. He has shown
different roles according to His own desire in
different times. For many times, He had been kept
in secret dwelling due to the invasions of Yavanas.
Though He is the saviour of the whole world but
in ancient period, the Sevayatas of the temple
took Him secretly to different places for His safety.
My paper is a humble effort to present about Lord
Jagannath as a Wanders and how He had lived a
nomadic life. With the permission of the then kings
of Orissa, the Sevayatas had taken Him safely
not only through the densely forests but also
through the sea route.

From Madalapanji, it is known that from
1568A.D to 1733 A.D; about 165 years
continuously the Muslim invaders had attacked
upon the Jagannath temple which forced Lord
Jagannath to lead a nomadic life. Basically the
early 17th century witnessed the three devastating
attacks of the Muslim  Governors against  Puri
and  Khurdha.  But from all of our  sources, it is
quite  clear that it  was not the  intention to destroy
the cult again; but to  seize the  famous temple
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treasure and to  deprive the Khurda Rajas of their
semi autonomous status which had been granted
to them by Akbar few  decades ago. But
whenever Khurdha  or Puri was  attacked, The
Rajas of Khurdha   ordered the removal of the
sacred image to some  hiding places in south of
Orissa where they  remained often together with
the Khurdha Raja for several years. This sad
mutual experience when the  ‘Lord of the world
and the Lord of the Elephants  had  to take shelter
in some remote places seems to have  influenced
deeply the relation between the Rajas and the
prayers and the God of Puri. For many times
Sevayatas of Puri had taken Him to not only
interior Chilika but also to  densely forests
through  many ways. Two special categories of
Sevakas known as ‘Chapa Dalai’ and ‘Aria
Sevakas’ were assigned duty to transfer Lord
Jagannath from the  temple to  interior Chilika.
They were always present with boats at the two
mouths of Manikpatna and Khalkatipatna to
transfer Lord Jagannath from the temple of Puri
whenever the situation arose.

 It is said by some scholars  that Lord
Jagannath is associated with the sea from different
angles. From legend we know about the episode
of formation of Chilika lake. According to it, under
the commandership of Raktabahu, a group of
yavanas had attacked upon the temple of Lord
Jagannath to plunder it. But the  priests of the
temple could  come to know the progress of the
invader from the litters carried by the sea in
adverse and  managed to escape along with the
precious image of Lord  Jagannath  and the wealth
towards the shore. Raktabahu,  marched to punish
the sea but the sea  receded  fully for a couple of
miles and then  abruptly serged upon the  Yavanas
and  swallowed them up. Simultaneously, it
flooded a great part of the district and formed the
Chilika lake . It is said that in respect of Lord the
sea could do it. In many times, Chilika lake has
given  shelter to Lord Jagannath.

When Prataprudra Dev (1495-1532
A.D) was the king of Orissa, Hussain Shah, the
king of Bengal  prepared to attack Puri, the  holy
city . By getting this news, the Sevayats of Puri
hid Lord Jagannath in  Chadheiguha hill of Chilika
lake.

From  Madalapanji it is known that
Kalapahada, the  bigoted  Afghan General and a
cruel  iconoclast plundered the temple in 1568
A.D for the second time . The Sevayats had taken
Lord Jagannath secretly to Sonepur through
densely forest in a huge wooden cart and the Lord
lived in secret dwelling. Then continuously from
the period of  Prataprudra  Dev (1509 A.D), the
Muslims had invaded the Jagannath temple . In
1607 A.D” again the Muslims had invaded the
temple and the Sevayats took secretly Lord to
Kapileswar near Puri. Again Kalapahada had
attacked  upon Jagannath temple. According to
Madalapanji, when Kalapahada  discovered the
hidden image of Jagannath  he snatched away with
him and  consigned it to flames on the  bank of
Ganga. But according to tradition an Oriya named
Bisar Mohanty had been  able to   secure the
Brahma from   half burnt image which Kalapahada
had thrown into Ganga. He kept it for several
years in Kujang (a place in Mahanadi Delta) till
Ramachandra Dev in a dream was  ordered by
Lord to build a new image  and set up by
Brahmins. At that time, there was no strong ruler
and the people of Orissa who were not capable
enough to protect Lord Jagannath by retaliating
Kalapahada. It is said that, before leaving Puri,
Kalapahada desecrated the temple of Jagannath,
plundered the store, damaged other images and
uprooted and set fire to the Kalapavata tree.

 In 1610 A.D, a Mughal Subedar named
as Keshu Das had attacked upon the temple and
burnt three cars of Lord which created a tragic
scene to the religious feelings of Hindus. In 1611
A.D, during the rule of Purusottam Dev, the Lord
was migrated to Mahisanasi through Satapada
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Ghat of Berhampur, because the word
‘Berhampur’ comes from the word ‘Darubrahma’
of Lord Jagannath. Within 400 years this area was
named as Brahmapur. The area Mahisanasi and
Berhampur are related with each other because
the village ‘Mahisa is situated 3 km away from
Berhampur. So,  it proves that  Lord Jagannath
was escaped through this Berhampur inland route
by the Sevayats, with the march of time, this
Mahisanasi became changed  to ‘Chakanasi’
because the placement of Lord in round alternated
of stone. Gradually it was changed to ‘Khatinasi’.
From June 1611 A.D to 1612 A.D about 1 year
Lord  remained here secretly.

In 1615 A.D, during the reign of the
Mughal in Orissa, Kallyan Malla, the son of Raja
Todermalla attacked the capital of Purusottama
Dev for second time. According to Puri District
Gazetteer, the Sevayatas of Puri anticipated the
invasion of the enemy and hid  Lord Jagannath  in
‘Gurubai’ island of Parikud. Then Lord had
transferred from Chakanasi to Sipanasi of Parikud
through land route in huge wheeled wooden cart.
According to R.C Panda in the book ( Parikud)
even today in Chakanasi three huge stone altar
has remained. An image of Nabagraha also
remained in the middle big stone altar. The villagers
view that these three stone altars have been silted
up gradually. It is also said that, an Ashram of
Chaubarsadhu is situated here. Legend says that
every day the sage of this Ashram had come to
Chakanasi to pray Lord Jagannath. Many
Kamabrahmins have stayed here to serve Lord.
Many clay pots, coins, were also found from here.
So it proves that Mahaprasad had offered to
Lord. A gold coin was also found here.

In 1617 A.D, Makram Khan had
attacked upon the Jagannath temple. Again Lord
was replaced to Gurubai island of Chilika Lake
secretly by his Sevayats. In 1622 A.D Ahmed
Beg, the Mughal Subedar had attacked upon
Jagannath Temple. So the Sevayats hid Lord to

the fort of ‘Manitri’. In 1624 A.D again the
Mughals had attacked upon the Jagannath
Temple. So, the Lord was shifted secretly to one
of the temple of SakhiGopal.

  In 1647 A.D., during the reign of
Purusottam Dev, the Mughal Subedar Mudbak
Khan had attacked upon the Jagannath temple.
In 1698 A.D. During the reign of king Divyasingh
Dev of Puri, Aurangzeb the Sultan of Delhi had
ordered Akram Khan to attack the temple and
plunder it for which the situation became very
serious.

During the reign of Ramachandra Dev II
of Bhoi dynasty in 1725 A.D, the Naib of Orissa
Muhammed Takkikhan had created panic in
whole Orissa specially in Puri. Takkikhan had
taken oath to destroy the religious and political
power of Orissa which related with Lord
Jagannath. In 1732 A.D Takkikhan attacked upon
temple of Lord Jagannath. At that time, the
Sevayats took him into Chilika and kept in a hill.
Under this situation, Ramachandra Dev II of Bhoi
Dynasty embraced Islam to protect the deity from
the covetous eyes of Takkikhan. The legitimation
of Ramachandra and his successors was mainly
based on Ramachandra fame as the renewer of
the national cult of the Oriyas which found its
expression in the honourable title “Second
Indradyumna”. Ramachandra II had selected
Gurubai island for Land Jagannath’s secret
dwelling because the island of Gurubai was the
safest heaven as it was  situated in the middle of
the Parikud area. He also built as sacred altar
made of stone under a huge banyan tree. Only a
few of his confident Sevayats and Khandayat
followers knew about this secret place.

For last time in 1733 A.D. Takkikhan
attacked upon the temple. Before it, for his
continuous attack, the Sevayats had taken the
Lord to Chilika, Banapur, Nayagarh. At last in
1733 A.D, the Sevayats had taken Lord
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Jagannath through the densely forest of Athagarh
and a temple had built there in which Lord
Jagannath had secretly worshipped for 3 years.
The name of the temple was Marada. The Muslim
invader Takkikhan could not know about this
place in spite of his many inquiries. From this
period, there was not any attack upon the temple
by any Muslim iconoclast.  From 1568 A.D to
1733 A.D. for long 165 years many temples had
been built secretly for Lord Jagannath. We found
many archaeological findings in many places in
which Lord Jagannath had secretly dwelt. Even
today the temple of Marada still existed which is
very important from sculptural point of view.

From this above discussion, it is noted
that due to Muslim attack Lord Jagannath
maintained secret dwelling in many places. When
the Sevayats had anticipated the attack of
Mughals, suddenly they had taken secretly Lord
Jagannath to different places through land and sea
route by huge wheeled wooden cart and boat.
For more than 30 years the ‘Lord of World’ was
thus entirely free from His Ratnasinghasana in Puri
during the reign of Aurangzeb was forcibly put
under lock and key in his temple. It is too
understandable that Kalapahar in Orissa became
the embodiment of a furious iconoclast and the
successive treatment of the Jagannath cult under
the Mughals is taken as an example of the religious
intolerance of Muslim rulers of India against
Hinduism. The role of the then kings for the
restoration of Jagannath cult was also very
important matter during that time. Like true
devotees, they tried their best for the safe transfer
of Lord Jagannath from temple to different
places. It is noted that to what extent the power
struggle was occurred in central Orisssa since the
late 16th  century was actually a struggle for
dominance over the Jagannath temple. It was a
tripartite struggle between the Rajas of Khurda,
the Muslim Governors at Cuttack and to some
extent the priests of Jagannath temple.

In this way Lord Jagannath is the supreme
authority of entire Universe. The entire world is
guided by Him. As the nerve centre of the human
body influences every physical part of it, so also
the institution of Lord Jagannath influences every
sphere of life—cultural, social and religious. A
religion and its deity are the products of spiritual
and moral uplift of the people and the community.
Many legends and histories are related with him
and the truth is applicable to the concept of Lord
Jagannath, so verily Lord is the symbol of truth.
This powerful deity thus helped to bridge the gulf
between the ruler and the ruled.
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“Management is the process of designing and
maintaining an environment in which individuals,
working together in groups, efficiently accomplish
selected aims.” - Harold Koontz and Heinz
Weihrich Management, in the modern world is
widely used word in the society. Management
includes managing efficiently everything in
an organization. It includes
managing, manpower,
mobilization of funds, efficient
allocation of funds etc.

Lord of the Universe
from the millions years ago
manages this universe
tactfully. Lord Jagannath is the
lord of universe, almighty and
omnipresent. It is believed
that Lord of Universe (Lord
Vishnu) in  the name of Lord
Jagannath  is placed in the temple
called as Sri Mandir (Bada Deula).
The name Jagannath (Lord of the
Universe) is a combination of the Sanskrit words
Jagat (Universe) and Nath (Lord). Jagannatha
Puri, a town of 75,000, is one of the most
important pilgrimage centres and one of the four
holiest cities in India. These four cities are
Badrinatha in the north, Dvaraka in the west,
Ramesvaram in the south, and Puri in the east.

Badrinarayan in Badrinatha was especially
worshipped in Satya-Yuga, Rama in Ramesvaram
in Treta-Yuga, Dvarakanatha in Dvaraka was
especially worshipped in Dvapara-Yuga, but Lord
Jagannatha in Puri can be worshipped by everyone

in Kali-Yuga. In fact, the importance of
Jagannatha Puri, sometimes called

Purushottama-Kshetra, is
explained in chapters 52

through 57 of the
Uttarabhaga section of the
Narada Purana. There we
find it is stated that simply by
visiting Puri, which is rarely
achieved except for those
who have performed many
pious acts, and by seeing the
Deity of Jagannatha, one can
easily attain freedom from

rebirth and reach the spiritual
abode. From the Skanda Purana

we get information that the original
construction of the first Jagannatha temple was in
Satya-Yuga, millions of years ago. It is related
that Lord Jagannatha told Maharaja Indradyumna
that He first appeared in the Svayambhuva
Manvantara of the first part of Satya-Yuga, on
the full moon day, after being pleased by devotion.
This is about 153 million years ago. Then Brahma

Sri Jagannath - A Great Manager

Dr. Rashmita Sahoo
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installed the Deities in the temple.” In 795 AD,
the king Yayati Kesari-I of Kesari or Soma
dynasty of Kosala united Kosala and Utkala into
a single empire. He is also supposed to have built
the first Jagannath Temple at Puri although the
current structure of the temple is entirely different
and was built by Kings Chodagangadeva and
Anangabhima Deva of the Eastern Ganga Dynasty
in the 12th century.

Lord Jagannath is worshipped throughout
the world because he is generous and kind to all.
He is looking at great and small, rich and poor,
ruled and ruler, Brahmin and Chandal with an
equal eye. In this look, there is no question of
caste, creed or religion, no place for egoism,
aristocracy nor any place for communalism. Here
worshipped and worshipper are equal and as such
their separateness vanishes which is symbolized
in embracing of Lord Jagannath by a visitor during 
Ratha Yatra. The Skanda Purana fixes the date
of the Ratha-Yatra festival, which should be
celebrated on the second day of the bright
fortnight if the month of Ashadha, a day called
Pushyami Nakshatra by astrological calculations.

If  we observe the functions and
functioning of Sri Jagannath, we can observe that
each one  is having some significance and meaning
behind it. World famous festival Rath Yatra is one
of them, which draws millions of deity and
transforms the small town of Puri into a hub of
activity. Annually car festival takes place and it
involves the pulling of chariots of Lord Jagannath
and His siblings by the thousands of devotees
irrespective of caste and religion. Significance of
this Yatra is that, non Hindus are not allowed to
enter to the temple. But in the eyes of the Lord all
are equal, to prove that and to meet His people
and to know their problem directly He is coming
out once in a year. Another thing is that in a good
managed organization, higher officials should have

personal contact with their people at least once
in a year.

One thing is to be noted that while the
images of the Hindu deities are made of stone or
metal, the image of the Supreme Being Purusottam
Jagannath is made of wood. Since the original
name of the Savara deity was Nilamadhava, the
name of his new place came to be known as
Nilachala. It is said that wooden idols of
Jagannath, Balabhadra, Subhadra and Sudarshan
represent the primitive art of the Savaras.
Jagannath was the God of the Savaras. Sarala
Dasa described Jagannath as “Savari Narayana”
in his Mahabharata written in 15th century. In this
way he has given importance to the tribal people
as well as shown the importance of nature in our
life.

Viswavashu first worshipped
Nilamadhaba, that’s why Savaras are having a
position among the Sevakas of Sri Jagannath. It
shows all are having importance in an organization.

Consonant to traditions of the temple, the
Lord comes out of the temple once a year to visit
his Aunt's place. They stay over there for a period
of nine days and then return back to the Jagannath
Temple with the same amount of pomp and show
in the ceremonial procedures. At that moment the
whole atmosphere becomes electrified with the
beat of cymbals, drums and chanting of Holy
names by the devotees. Full of spectacles, drama
and colour, the festival is known for its grandeur.
It teaches us the importance of Relatives in our
life and when He from His busy schedule can find
out time for the family then why not we.  It is also
the living embodiment of the synthesis of the tribal
and the folk culture of Odisha. Today world
believes in nuclear family, where The Lord gives
importance to His siblings than His wife.

Among a series of rituals, special mention
is the ‘sweeping’ of the chariots by the Gajapati
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Maharaja of Puri with a golden broom, to proclaim
that he is the first of the Lord’s servants and on
this particular day he performs the duty of a
scavenger to demonstrate socialism in action and
the dignity of labour.

In today’s world marketing is given
utmost importance from sales point of view.
Everyone knows that tourism is regarded now as
a promoter of cultural heritage, a medium of
cultural conservation and a source of revenue and
employment generation. As a major economic
activity, particularly, for revival of intangible cultural
heritage, Tourism is considered as a driving force.
Festivals are part of our rich cultural heritage and
uphold age-old tradition in its living form, which
is otherwise known as intangible heritage. From
ancient times, pilgrims from all parts of India, as
well as from the world used to come every year
in order to witness the Car festival of Lord
Jagannath and Jagannath Temple without any
promotional activites. It indicates Truth never
needs any advertisement.

As a good entrepreneur creates job
opportunity, also Jagannath Dham created a huge
employment opportunity. Simply we can see in
Anand Bazar, everyday thousand of clay pots are
used. Likewise each and every action of the Lord
makes thousands of people engaged. The Brahmin
Priests (Pandas) of Puri were deputed to different
areas of India in order to preach glory of Lord
Jagannath. At the same time they were given
responsibility to look after the incoming pilgrims
of different parts of India. To this day, the priests
continue to be the Panda for various Indian States.

In the modern times particularly after
1980, number of new systems developed and
more and more organizations, Government
Departments involved in the marketing activities.
Marketing helps to create new customers by way
of first identifying their needs and then trying to

satisfy these. Customer satisfaction becomes a
crucial part of travel sales. The first task of the
marketer is identification of the customers’ needs
in order to guide the development of suitable
products and services. The second task is to
motivate all the potential customers, through
various means, to purchase these products and
services. There are number of tour and travel
operators trying to market the holy event in various
levels. Some of them are Sri Jagannath Temple
Administration, with District Administration and
State Administration as a whole, State Tourism
Department, India Tourism and various other
Travel and Tour Operators.

As in organization, organization growth
matters lot than individualism, also Jagannath
culture teaches us to believe in universality but
not in sectarianism. Lord Jagannath as we know
as the God of masses, but not of individuals with
individual choice thus naturally Jagannath culture
has been observed as a mass culture. People of
diverse faiths with their distinct social backgrounds
have worshipped Lord Jagannath as their own.

His worship, attire, foods rites and rituals
are nothing, but a synthesis of various cultures
and beliefs. But, at the same time it is free from all
types of regional separatism, scriptural
exclusiveness and regional narrowness. By its
wonderful power of assimilation it has effected
the synthesis of all cultural communities, States
and Universe. This teaches that an organization
culture is the mixture of various cultures and
beliefs. In front of Him there is no question of
caste, creed or religion, no place for egoism,
aristocracy nor any place for communalism.

Another place is Anand Bazar where
people of various categories right from Brahmins
to Sudras, industrialists to beggars partake
Mahaprasad in a common platform and from a
common container. This indicates that there is no
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sense of segregation between rich and poor,
Brahmin and non-Brahmin or between the
touchable and untouchable or between Hindus,
Buddhists, Jains and Sikhs. All are same in the
eyes of Universal Lord. Lord Jagannath is wooden
deity (Saura) without any sense organ and lotus
eyes widely open. That makes us feel that those
who are supreme of any organization should be
alert always and should not create any
discrepancy.

One of the major salient feature of
Jagannath culture is tolerance which is an
outstanding human value propagated by this
culture which postulates with every way of life as
its contribution in its specific way to the human
welfare. The culture of Lord Jagannath stands for
religious tolerance, co-existence of all religions
communal harmony and international integrations.
As a result, the entire universe and inhabitants of
universe are part and parcel of the concept of
culture of Lord Jagannath. Culture of Lord
Jagannath has taught us unity in diversity by faith,
and integrated human society with the help of
human values.

The significance of the Jagannath culture
lies in the fact that it has absorbed all religions
and all religious beliefs within itself. Within its all-
embracing fold, one finds the essence of the
evolution of Indian religions and cult. The unique
feature of Hinduism from ancient times was self
freedom of every individual to think of God in his
own way. Every group, community or caste was
also given freedom to develop own religious
tradition. There was neither rigidity nor intolerance
in the Hindu way of life.

In this atmosphere of perfect freedom
and liberalism that there developed in India
numerous religious customs and systems, model
of worship and prayer, higher human ideal as well
as blind superstitions. In this overall background

the culture of Jagannath developed itself in such a
way as to accommodate all varieties of beliefs
within itself. Diversity in unity and unity in diversity
is prime character of Jagannath Culture. The
Supreme Being one and the same; Jagannath is
the Lord of the Universe. Lord Jagannath is
representing in Vedic Brahmanism, Jainism,
Buddhism, Puranic Hinduism, Saivism, Saktism,
Taoism and Vaishnavism in various phases of time.
In the shape of wooden idols, Lord Jagannath is
that Absolute Being who is beyond description,
beyond form, and beyond comprehension. He is
the Saviour of all, irrespective of caste, colour or
creed.

Conclusion :

From the time immemorial Jagannath
culture taught us the integrity, universalism, love
and peace. In His eyes all are same irrespective
of  great and small, rich and poor, ruled and ruler,
touchable and untouchable. Let us follow a little
bit of management techniques and make this
world a well managed destination to work and
live.
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Baligaon is situated in the Teisipur Gram
Panchayat area under Pipli Block of Puri District.
It is 33 Kms. away from Puri as well as
Bhubaneswar and is on the side of National
Highway 203. Bhakta Dasia Bauri was born here
at Baligaon more than 500 years ago. This village
is associated with every activity of Dasia, where
he was tested by the
P a n c h a s a k h a ,
where he showed his
wife Car Festival in
the water of famous
pond Gothagadia,
from where also he
sent a coconut to
Puri through a
Brahmin Pandit for
Lord Jagannath.
Finally Dasia was
died in this small
village in an
auspicious occasion
of Magha Sukla
Ekadasi.

A Jagannath Temple has constructed at
Baligaon just two years ago with the initiative
taken by the local M.L.A., the devotees and the
members of Bhakta Dasia Smruti Committee. The
Jagannath Temple of Baligaon  consists of the main

Jagannath Temple at Baligaon

Dr. Saroj Kumar Panda

Temple and the Mukhasala with 22 steps. The
main temple is 55 ft. in height and 25 ft. in width.
The Parswadevatas of the main temple are
Nrusingha, Baraha and Bamana. Lord
Balabhadra, Lord Jagannath, Maa Subhadra and
Sudarsan are the main deities worshipped in the
main temple. Except these we also find

Madanamohan ,
Bhudevi and Sridevi
along with goddess
Laxmi and Bimala
inside the main
shrine. After entering
into the temple
complex, one can
see Lord Kashi
Biswanath on left
side of
Baisipahacha.

The life size
bronze statue of
Bhakta Dasia is
placed on a pedestal
in front of the

Jagannath Temple at Baligaon. Here the statue
has folded his hands with a coconut within. It is in
kneeling position and offering the sacred fruit to
Lord Jagannath. The statue is 4 ft. in height and
2.5 qtls. in weight. It costs Rs.72,000/- sanctioned
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by the Department of Culture, Govt. of Odisha.
The idea for construction of the statue has been
borrowed from a photo published in Kalyan
Magazine ‘Bhakta Mala’ in 1952. The pedestal
costs about Rs.50,000/- which has been borne
by the Smruti Committee.

The foundation stone of Jagannath Temple
at Baligaon was laid by Sri Pradeep Maharathy
& his wife Smt. Prativa Maharathy on
14.02.2005. The chief administrator of Jagannath
Temple, Puri visited the Pitha on 27.07.2008.
The Garbhamuda and Ratnamuda of the temple
were completed in the month of November 2008.
Gajapati Maharaja Divyasingha Dev visited the
spot on 16.03.2009. The temple and Bigraha
Pratistha Utsav was held from 30th June to 2nd
July 2009 and the first worship at the temple
started from 3rd July 2009, on the day of
Sunabesa. Before it four senior members from
‘Aika Sthapana Committee’ and ‘Administrative
Committee’ of Srimandir, Puri visited the temple
and expressed their satisfaction over the work
done at Baligaon. Their views was later published
in ‘Srikhetra Parikrama’.

Except the Jagannath Temple, Baligaon has
many other memorials like an old Math and
Bhakta Dasia Smruti Mandir over the Samadhi
(tomb) of Dasia. The tomb was constructed by
the Dasa Sampradaya of Odisha just after the
death of Dasia Bauri. But the Smruti Mandir over
it is recent addition. Its shape is 15 ft. X 15 ft. X
25 ft. and cost 1 lakh rupees which was donated
by the devotees of Bhakta Dasia.

Bhakta Dasia Memorial Library is working
here since 1978. During recent years a building
for the purpose has been constructed with a
budget of Rs. 4 lakhs, out of which Rs. 50,000/-
has sanctioned from M.L.A. Lad fund and the
rest collected from donors. The library has a

variety of books covering wide range subjects
like Philosophy, History, Vedic Literature,
Jagannath Culture, Religious Scripture, collection
on Bhakta Dasia etc. The total books available in
this library is 3000 in numbers. There is also a
Jhulana Mandap, two-bed guest house (one is
A.C.) within the pitha complex. The Tourism
Department of Odisha had sanctioned Rs.12 lakhs
for construction of this guest house during the year
2010. The Tulsi garden of the smruti pitha has
special importance in Jagannath Culture. Tulsi
leaves are sent from here daily to Srimandir, Puri
for decoration of Lords.

Bhakta Dasia Smruti Pitha has registered
4 decimals of homestead land in its name. Another
33 decimals of agriculture land has been donated
by a doctor of Salepur in 2010 for maintenance
of part expenditure of temple. The temples of
Maa Bimala, Maa Laxmi, Sri Ganesh, Mahavir
Hanuman, Maa Lankeswari are some important
projects which is under construction now. The
boundary wall around the pitha and the renovation
of Gothagadia are other projects which need
special care in future.
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Daily Rituals :

The day starts with Surya Puja and
Dwarapala Puja in Jagannath Temple at 5.30
A.M. followed by Mangal Alati. Balya Bhoga
and Gopal Bhoga are done thereafter at 8 A.M.
and 9 A.M. respectively. The mid day Anna
Prasad Bhoga offered to Lords at 12.30 P.M.
followed by Pahuda at 1 P.M. Pahuda continues
upto 3 P.M. Thereafter the doors open for
Darshan. Sandhya Alati takes place at 6.30 in
the evening. At 9.30 P.M. Ratrabhoga is served
to the deities. Then comes the Pahuda at 10 P.M.
As there is no permanent source of income for
maintenance of the daily rituals, the expenditure
for it is provided through donations in shape of
money or Anna Prasad contribution. The
Mahaprasad of the Jagannath Temple of Baligaon
is prepared with utmost care. Certain vegetables
are debarred in cooking like that of Srimandir
Kitchen. Only fruits are offered to lords in different
Bhogas. So the devotees bring fruits for the
purpose.

The festivals observed in Baligaon
Jagannath Temple are few. The main functions
include - Birth day celebration of Bhakta Dasia

on Kartika Sukla Ekadasi, Kartika Purnima,
death anniversary of Dasia on Magha Sukla
Ekadasi, Jhulana Parva and annual day
celebration of temple entry of Lords. On these
days special programmes are organised and
discussions take place on the life and achievement
of Bhakta Dasia.
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Side Deities of the Chariot
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Cult of Vaisnavism and its origin goes back to the
pre-Rigvedic period when Vishnu was conceived
as a member of the solar family. From very early
times Vaisnavism might have existed in the then
Odisha. This can be connected with the
archaeological monuments relating to the early
medieval period. Holding Sankha, Chakra, Gada
and Padma Vishnu makes his appearance as a -
subsiding deity on the temples of Odisha belonging
to 6th-7th-8th century of Bhubaneswar and other
places. An image of Vishnu with distinctive
attributes had been enshrined originally in the
central niche of the southern facade in the
Swarnajaleswar temple at Bhubaneswar assigned
to seventh century A.D. was removed to the
Orissa State Museum by Prof K.C. Panigrahi.
On the outer walls of this temple, certain scenes
from the life of Sri Ramachandra have been
depicted out of which some scenes are clearly
identifiable and discernible. Especially the scenes
of Ramachandra cutting down Sapta-salas, killing
of Bali, and of Veer Hanuman preparing for Flying
to Lankapur are quite prominent. That the
Ramayana story was fully known to the builders
of this temple, has been proved beyond doubt
with these panels of sculptures providing
panoramic views of the life of Sri Ramachandra.

An assembly of all the main deities of the
Brahminical Pantheon has been found in which
vision is quit prominent with the scenes of marriage

Vaisnavism in Odisha
Gourishankar Tripathy

of Siva appeared on the Bharateswar,
Parsurameswar and the Swarnajaleswar temples
in Bhubaneswar. Vaisnavi makes her appearance
with the distinctive attribute Garuda on the
pedestals in the group of Saptamatrukas to be
found in the Parsurameswar, Vaital and
Mukteswar temples in Bhubaneswar, into the
sculptures of the early medieval period, Vishnu
and his female counterpart have thus been
introduced in a very nice way. Vishnu images as
the presiding deities of temple shrines are not
traceable in the coastal belt of Odisha.

At Gandharadi about fifteen kilometers
from Boudha one solitary Vishnu temple is still in
existence in the hilly region to the surprise of many
visitors. On the northern façade of the Vaital
temple an image of Harihara is to be seen in which
a combined figures of Siva and Vishnu are clearly
prominent. As a part of Siva, Vishnu appears here
but as an independent deity. On the southern
facade of Markandeswar temple a panel of
sculptures appears where Brahma and Vishnu are
paying homage to Siva with folded hands. It has
been thus established the superiority of Lord Siva
over Vishnu in many temples in the minds of Siva
Bhaktas.

On the temples of Bhubaneswar Child
Krishna makes his appearance. In the Odisha
State Museum, an architectural fragment
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containing a panel of sculptures showing the scene
of KALIYA DALAN has been preserved,
Bhubaneswar was its provenance. Its stylistic
development indicates to a temple which is not
later than the 7th Century AD. On the southern
façade of the Vimana of the Lord Lingaraj temple
there is an appearance of the figures of Nanda
Yasoda, and the child Srikrishna which attracts
the attention of many. Almost in the same form at
the north east corner of Brahmeswar temple it is
found on its western façade. Nanda is a bearded
figure in both the panels’ fitting opposite Yasoda.
Where Yasoda is engaged in churning curds. It is
shown that child Srikrishna is sitting by the side
of the curd vessel.

The presiding deity is an attractive and
beautiful Visnu image with all his attributes at
Jalauka near Chhatia in the district of Cuttack in
a temple with four subsidiary ones in four corners
of the compound. It is still in existence in a
tolerably good condition. It is a contemporary of
Mukteswar temple at Bhubaneswar built during
Somavamsi period. In all likelihood in the same
period, a Subhastambha had been built at Jajpur
which is a beautiful monolithic pillar but due to
vandalism the pillar had been pulled down. The
Subhastambha is certainly a Vaisnavite monument.

Towards the close of the twelfth century,
Swapneswardev, the Commander-in-chief of the
Ganga Dynasty built Megheswar temple which
contains on its southern façade a small panel of
sculpture depicting Godhan-haran. Srikrishna is
seated on a couch or stool with some female
figures in the scene. Those figures must be Gopis
on his sides with a herd of cows on the pedestals.
On the right side of the top corner, there is a little
bearded figure to be found witnessing the whole
scene should be identified with Brahma only.

On the bank of Vindusagar, Anant
Vasudev temple is situated. This is a Vaisnavite
shrine which had originally a commemorative

inscription which is now preserved in the hall of
the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain in
London. In the epigraph it is stated that the temple
was built for Srikrishna and Balarama. On the
bank of Vindusagar by Chandrika Devi who was
the daughter of Anangabhim Dev (III) in the Saka
Year 1200, corresponding to 1278 A.D.
Paramardi Dev, the ornament of Haihaya family
married Chandrika Devi who built the Anant-
Basudev temple in memorium to her husband who
died in a battle fighting against Muslims in Bengal.
Bhauma queen Tribhuvan Mahadevi I was a great
devotee of Visnu. She created some Vaisnava
shrines but no temple of Vishnu had been built by
her.

On the balustrades of the window on the
northern side of the Anant-Vasudev temple, the
figures of Ram-Laxman-Sita and Hanuman
appear which proves clearly that Rama was
considered to be an incarnation of Vishnu as they
are found place in a temple meant for Anant
Basudev. Near the balustraded window in the
north, a few other cult images like Laxmi and
Saraswati appear on the Jagamohana of the Anant
Basudev temple and no doubt that they are the
members of the family of Vishnu. On the southern
and northern niches of this temple, there are free-
standing images of the Boar and Dwarf incarnation
which are also enshrined respectively. On the
balustrades of the window consisting of Srikrishna
and Gopis to the southern side of the temple there
were five images out of which three balustrades
have become detached and placed in a nearby
small temple by the side of Vindusagar.

The ten incarnations of Vishnu are well
known to the people of Odisha clearly show from
the sculptures of the Anant-Vasudev temple built
in 1278 A.D. All the incarnations are identical with
Vishnu representing his different forms including
the last two incarnations by name Buddha and
Kalki. It should be pointed out in this connection,
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that the 9th incarnation of Vishnu related to
Goutam Buddha by many is absolutely wrong as
Goutam Buddha was the son of a Zamindar at
Kapilvastu in the then Kalinga and he was a
reformer. With the influence of Geeta Govind by
Jayadev, these ten incarnations have been taken
as granted by many but it is not correct at all.
However people of Orissa were familiar with this
incarnation. Nrisimha appears to have received
the special attention of the kings and people of
Odisha out of all these incarnations. In the
compound of Lingaraj temple a temple of Laxmi-
Nrisimha is to be found and from the days of
Gangas Nrishimnath temple at Simhachalam has
developed into a great shrine.

In the twelfth Century, Gitagovind had
been composed by Jayadev. This appears to have
been responsible for popularizing the ten
incarnations including that of Buddha, where
Buddha cannot be taken as an incarnation. In the
fifteenth century Sarala Dasa composed
Mahabharata where there are references to
necklaces with the incarnations of Vishnu and that
their special attributes were well known even to
the artisans of Odisha.

During the Ganga period, Narahari Tirtha
and Jayadev appear to have made Vaisnavism
more popular in the then Odisha. A disciple of
Anant Tirth, Narahari Tirtha lived in Odisha for
long twelve years and exercised a great influence
on the Ganga royal family who was the founder
of the Dvaita philosophy. He worked as governor
for some years and acted as regent to the boy
king Narasimha II. Narahari placed the boy king
when he came up age and then went to his Guru
with the images of Rama, Sita. This was his original
mission assigned to him by Madhab Tirtha. For
the spread of Vaisnavism of his own sect in the
then Orissa and Kalinga, numerous inscriptions
of Simhachalam and Srikurumanatha have been
testified. Due to his influence, perhaps, the later

Ganga kings alternately bore the names of
Narashimha and Bhanu where Bhanu being
considered an aspect of Vishnu. Ultimately the
sun cult merged into Vaisnava cult in Orissa. As
an aspect of Vishnu, the sun was conceived and
was called Viranchi Narayan later on. The only
two known examples of Saura monuments are
the temples of Konark and the beautiful temple
of Palia in the Balasore district. In Dhenkanal
district two colossal images of Padmanabha or
Sessayi Vishnu are to be found near Talcher.

On the stony bed of the river Brahmani
at Sarang a colossal image of Padmanabha
measuring thirty two feet in height is also to be
found which has special attributes of Vishnu in
this form. Another colossal image of Padmanabha
measuring fifty one feet and a half in length is to
be found at Bhimkund, 18 miles from Talcher. To
the eighth and ninth century A.D. these images
can be assigned.

From this various places of Odisha, stray
images of vision assignable to the later Ganga
period and the Suryavamsi period have been
discovered. Huge images of Krishna-Vasudev
have been discovered in the Prachi valley of the
Puri district. But with the special attributes of flute
and peacock feather of Krishna images are rarely
found. Probably belonging to the transitory period
of the 14th and 15th century A.D. one such image
is now preserved in Orissa State Museum. With
four hands, two of which hold a flute, the deity
stands cross-legged. This is an indication, that
Krishna-Vasudev of the earlier conception was
being merged into Krishna the flute-holder who
became famous for his alliance with the Gopis.

Specially by Jayadev, the cult of Krishna
Gopi Vallaba was made popular in the then
Odisha. As described in the Geet-govinda, the
form of Vishnu with Radha as his consort
represents the conception of Vishnu of the later
Sahajiya sect. The religious philosophy expounded
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in Geeta Govinda had not been accepted by the
earlier poets of the then Odisha even though it
might have been popular. In the sixteenth century
Oriya Bhagabat had been composed by Jagannath
Dasa. It does not refer to Radha at all. Oriya
Bhagabata is not an exact translation of Sanskrit
Bhagabata Mahapurana. At a number of points,
the poet has deviated from the original. Radha
could have been introduced easily by him but he
has not done at all. In their works the other
members of Panchasakhas have also avoided
Radha scrupulously. Sarala Dasa also has
ridiculed the tenants of Sahajiya sect as
propounded by Gitagovinda.

To all sects, Sarala Dasa has shown
respects in his writing but there is one exception
to this general pattern of his religious behaviour.
Sahajiyas have been the targets of Sarala Dasa’s
satires. In the fifth canto Geeta Govinda there is
an episode in which a husband and a wife were
out at night to meet their paramours. In intense
darkness they lost their ways and met each other.
They soon became engaged in copulation without
knowing each other. Through the utterance of soft
words at the time of engagement, they could
recognize each other eventually. In his Adi Parva,
Sarala Dasa has utilized this episode satirically in
his own way on Srikrishna.

A pattern of Vaisnavism found in the Gita
Govinda was different from the one that followed
by Odisha Poets till the sixteenth century A.D.
From the time of the long- sojourn of Sri-
Chaitanya at Puri till his death in 1533 A.D, a
change in the conception of Krishna cult however
took place in Odisha. This great saint never
followed nor favoured the type of love between
Srikrishna and SriRadha as described in Gita
Govind. The love between SriKrishna and
SriRadha is to be emotionalized and idealized
according to him which had no relation with carnal
desire. Within the meaning that he had given into

it his followers in the then Odisha and elsewhere
did not keep in love as preached by his writing
on Krishna Charita, all the later Vaisnava Odia
poets followed more Jayadev than SriChaitanaya
in dealing with the love between Srikrishna and
SriRadha. With a full description of sexual
intercourse almost all of them ended their works
as it is to be found in Gitagovinda. Deenakrishna,
Abhimanyu, Bhakta Charan, Baladev, and Gopal
Krishna have all followed the model of love in
their works between Sriradha and Srikrishna as
it is described in Gitagovinda. But they had one
deviation in their works. They have not
represented Radha as a Khandita woman
forsaken by her lover like Jayadev.

In 1568, the then Odisha was occupied
by Afgans and it became benighted country
thereafter. The Odia Vaisnava Poets were very
much influenced by the petty chiefs who were
patrons in the dark age that followed in the then
Odisha. Their patrons favoured the type of love
depicted in the Gitagovinda. During this period, a
class of Odia literature known as Volis originated.
On the people at large, it must have exercised a
great demoralizing influence. For controlling their
sexual relation between man and woman, the Volis
dealt with love between Srikrishna and Sriradha
in a form that transgressed all the limits prescribed
by the human society. Srikrishna is described
enjoying sexual pleasure in various guises, such
as garland maker, the dealer of ornaments, the
boat-man, the dealer of brass utensils even as a
tiger or a mouse in their works of these poets. In
all conceivable forms in fact, Srikrishna was
described as a voluptuously lewd person, whose
only business was to enjoy sexual pleasure. But it
is totally and basically wrong because these poets
were influenced by the Gitagovinda only.

Odisha produced a Vaisnava literature so
rich, so varied and so great in poetic attainments
and so great in number that its parallel can hardly
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be found in any other contemporaiy literature of
this universe specially in the sixteenth century A.D.
But this unparalleled literature was vitiated by a
debased form of religious philosophy forming its
theme.

At a very late stage of her history, it is to
be noted that Sriradha as a deity or consort of
Snikrishna was introduced into the Indian literature
specially in Odishan religion and culture. In the
vast Indian Sanskrit literature except in a single
verse of the Saptasati of Hala of uncertain date
Radha does not appear at all. In which state of
India the character Radha was created at first that
is also not known.

Before the time of Jayadev, it is stated, in
the history of Bengal, probably Radha was a
Bengali innovation. We do not know how far it is
true. On the other hand, Sri P. Acharya of Odisha
maintains in his article entitled “Radha-Krishna
Kurti Pujara Itihasa” in his (Odisara Pratna Tattva
O Ananya Prabandha, 1969 - pp.411) that Radha
originated in Odisha.

Before the sixteenth century A.D. the
image of Radha was not associated with the image
of Gopal or Srikrishna to be found in Odisha —
is a fact, be it as it may. Originally the image of
Radha was not associated with the shrines of
Khirachora Gopinath at Remuna in the Balasore
district or Sakhigopal in Puri district. There are
also other shrines of Gopinath or Gopal at
Balianta. Sarakare and Hirapur in Puri district
besides these two famous shrines. No Radha
image was originally associated in them. Near
Jajpur we find Gopinath images of Gopinathpur
and of Malatira near Agarpada in the Balasore
district had similarly no Radha image at all by their
sides. Sri P. Acharya had mentioned in his article
that Radha image had been taken to Brindaban
from Orissa to be associated with Srikrishna.

We know very well Sri Narahari Tirtha
took the images of Rama and Sita from the then
Orissa and presented them to his teacher
Madhava Tirtha.

But it does not indicate that the cults of
these images originated and in the then Odisha
with the transportation of these images of Rama
Sita and Radha to the other regions of India from
Orissa. That Odisha had the best sculptors who
produced most beautiful cult images only it
indicates.

From the sixteenth century onwards the
entry of Radha into Odisha religion and culture
thoroughly changed their original character and
gave a different turn to her history. Sri Chaitanya
demoralized Odisha and the Odias also is
acceptable with the fall of Pratap Rudra Dev and
his invincible army. This is the view of Prof. R.D.
Banerjee. The then Odias were influenced both
by Jayadev and by Sri Chaitanya also.

The famous Laxmi Narayana temple in
Bilaspur Brahmin Sasan in the district of Ganjam
is a place of worship existing in between Krishna
Giri and Purna Giri towards the north of river
Rusikulya. A rich cultural and religious heritage is
the glory of Odisha. In the abundance of historical
monuments and sculptures which are scatterd
throughout the State can be seen, wherever the
worshipper goes specially in Odisha. It has been
rightly said that Odisha is a tourists' paradise
where one can feast one’s eyes in abundance.
Since time immemorial Daru-Brahma is being
worshipped in Odisha in different names.

Gourishankar Tripathy, Plot No.760, Kapilprasad,
Sundarpada, Old Town, Bhubaneswar-2.
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Jagannath religion (cult) is an excellent contribution
to the various religious practices and splendid
synthesis of diverse beliefs and a meeting place
of various views of philosophy. Jagannath is really
an institution of diverse religions, meeting a single
point like mighty rivers meeting the sea.
Purusottama Jagannath is a resultant composite
of many divine concepts and gods. Starting from
a local Deity of an unknown tribe in the dense
forest, Jagannath manifested himself as one of the
greatest religious centres of the whole world. It
has found unity in diversity. In spite of
heterogeneous ritualistic practices, Jagannath
stands supreme. He is not meant only for any sect
or tribe. In course of time, He became Universal.

The origin and antiquity of Purusottama-
Jagannath and Purusottama Kshetra – Puri
remains unsolved. The sacred city of Puri in
Orissa, is best known throughout the world for
its great temple of Lord Jagannath. The place Puri
has been described in the Puranas as the most
sacred place where Lord Jagannath made his
perpetual abode, Vaikuntha Bhubana. The
worship of Purusottam Jagannath in Orissa goes
back to the 8th-9th century A.D. as known from
literary sources. The Rudrayamala1 and the
Tantrayamala2 of the 10th century A.D. refer to
Jagannath as the famous deity of Utkal. Similarly,
the Anargharaghava Natakam3 of Murari Mishra

(850 A.D) refers to God Purusottama on the sea-
shore. Probably the Somavamsis, the
predecessors of the later Gangas, gave patronage
to the Jagannath cult. A temple of Purusottama
(Nilamadhava), the location of which is not certain,
was probably built by Yayati-I.4 However, it was
neglected, fell into despair, and probably
collapsed towards the end of the Somavansi rule.
It might have been pulled down by
Chodagangadeva who started the construction of
the present Jagannath temple in the 12th century
A.D. Before doing so, he erected the Nrusimha
temple nearby which bears one of his inscriptions
on the door jamb, it is very likely that Nrusimha
was the representative of Purusottama while the
main temple was built in or shortly after 1135 A.D.
Prior to it Puri was a Saiva Kshetra. The
Mahabharata, which in its Tirthayatras, has
nowhere mentioned Purusottama in Puri or
elsewhere on the sea-shore. But it mentions a
Svayambhu Lokeswara and the Vedi, a famous
spot in Puri itself.

Nothing can be definitely said about the
early history of Puri until proper excavations in
various parts of the city, including careful
excavations under the main temple, reveal the
hidden past of this place. Until then, we are to
depend on speculations rather then authentic facts.

Importance of Puri as a
Saiva Kshetra

Kalyan Kumar Panda
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Some scholars like M. Manshing5 and
S.N. Dash6 believe that Jagannatha Nilamdhava
was primarily a Sivalinga. According to the Saiva
school of thought, Jagannath is primarily Siva. The
Purusottama Mahatmya 7 also gives great
importance to Siva worship. Originally, the so-
called blue-stone (Nila Saila) was nothing more
than a Sivalinga, the symbol of creativity, whose
cult seems to be the earliest in India. In the past
the Orissan Savaras were worshipping a Lingam
at Mahendragiri region, which was most probably
an imaginary replica of the famous Sivalingam at
Sri Sailam, an important religious centre on the
bank of river Krishna in Andhra Pradesh. The Sri
Sailam deity8 is supposed to be existing from the
pre-Vedic times. The Savaras of Orissa were
influenced by this deity and began worshipping
the blue-stone at Mahendragiri as Nilamadhava.
Later on the Matharas overpowered then and
took possession of the deity. The early Gangas
arrived on the scene and worshipped the deity as
Gokarneswara. Prior to them, the Sailodbhavas,
who were the worshippers of both Vishnu and
Siva, adored the Deity as Chakradhara Madhava
or Bhagaban Madhava on the Mahendra
mountain. This is an interesting development
which traced the metamorphosis of the deity at
Mahendragiri from an unknown aboriginal deity
to Narayana or Vishnu. In a complex and
mysterious manner, this process was transferred
to Puri in due course. This Narayana or Vishnu
was no other than Nilamadhava or Srikrishna,
initially identified as a Saiva Lingam. Thus through
a slow and gradual process the present Jagannath
has emerged from the concept of Siva. As
mentioned earlier by some scholars, Jagannath
has been named as Bhairava in Tantric traditions.
The black colour of Jagannath is another clue in
this connection. The black colour which is the
ultimate and final synthesis of all colours is all
embracing and symbol of finality. It is only Siva

who has been accepted in such tense of finality
and its attributes are all embracing. Hence it may
not be out of place to refer the black Jagannath
containing the qualities and attributes of Siva and
Bhairava.

Archaeological evidences reveal that Puri
was a Saivakshetra on the basis of the prevalence
of the Pancha Mahadevas i.e, Markandeya,
Yameswara, Kapalamochana, Lokanath and
Nilakantha in Puri town and the Isaneswara,
Pataleswara, Kshetrapala Siva temples etc. inside
the Jagannath temple premises.

The main deity of Puri is often referred to
as ‘Lord of the blue Mountain’ (Niladrinath).
No mountain exists in Puri town. Yet it is true that
the Jagannath temple was actually built on a hill
which receded sharply on its western side. It can
be noticed when approaching the ancient Siva
temples, situated to the west and to the north of
the hill. These temples were built on so much lower
ground that only the top of their towers reach
slightly above the present level of the town. High
walls protect the sacred precincts of the temples
against their ever rising surroundings.

In the Yameswara Temple one has to
descend many steps to reach the courtyard of
the temple and to enter the dance-hall
(Natamandapa) and dining-hall (Bhogamandapa)
which are on the same level. Two steps lower,
about two feet below the present courtyard level,
is the hall or ante-chamber which was relatively a
late addition as also in the Jagannath temple and
several other temples of Orissa. Bhogamandapa
and Nata-mandapa were completed later. To step
into the Jagamohana from the ante-chamber, one,
once again, has to descend several steps. The
level now reached is considerably lower than the
temple courtyard but it is still not the level of the
original temple. Yet again very step steeps lead
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down to the Jagamohan to Garbhagriha. The
difference to the height to the present level of the
surrounding town may well amount to 15 metres.
The different stages in this structural development
of the temple as well as the antiquity of its oldest
portions are clearly reflected in these various
levels. The case is similar with Kapalamochana,
Lokanath and slightly less obviously with the
Markandeswara temple. The Siva temple of
Nilakantha, situated further to the north-east on
the Indradyumna tank, does not exhibit these
features. Although the Lokanath temple has a
super structure of later date, it may be an old
sanctuary because of the low level on which it
stands. For a greater antiquity of the original
Lokanath temple, the following arguments may
be taken into consideration.

(1) According to popular tradition in Puri
town, Lokanath represents the most important
deity of Puri, although at present He enjoys the
next position to Jagannath.

(2) The Lokanath is the only one of the major
five Siva temples in Puri which is oriented towards
the west. Such orientation was typical for the
Pasupata temples of Orissa erected mainly in the
Sailodbhava period. It was far less common under
the Bhaumakaras, the Somavamsis and the
Gangas.

(3) This God was already known in the
Mahabharata which mentions Swayambhu
Lokeswara (not Lokanath) in connection with the
origin of the Vedi in Puri town.

But none of these arguments is conclusive
absolutely. However, they are sufficient to suggest
archaeological excavations on the site of Lokanath
which might be worth under-taking.

The above observations lead us to
conclude that the basic lay out of the sacred city
consists of one temple on a hill near the sea-shore,

with Siva temples built on the foot of the hill in
western and northern direction and these Siva
temples are of considerable antiquity. Parts of
them represent the oldest existing buildings at Puri.
In fact, Saivism was the dominant Hindu religion
of Orissa throughout the period, during which the
Hinduisation of the ‘Wooden God’ must have
taken place. It combined with Saktism and
absorbed Buddhism. Its vestiges are found in
every nook and corner of the country including
Puri as one. He was worshipped as Bhairava and
the sculptural representation of Ekapada Bhairava
show a striking similarity with the Jagannath image,
especially with the earliest extant representation
of Jagannath from Konark. He really is a post
(sthanu) with one foot only rooted in the earth,
one leg only rising from the ground. This gives to
Ekapada Bhairava the peculiar inverted conical
shape, with narrow base and a wide top which is
also present in the early Jagannath images. It is
found nowhereelse.
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Orissa was a cradle land of Buddhism at least
from the day’s of Emperor Asoka in 3rd century
B.C. It is a well known fact in the Indian historical
science that the great Mauryan Emperor Asoka
had undertaken Kalinga War and that became
the turning point in his career
and embraced Buddhism
soon after the war. The
remarkable archaeological
remains, as we  know from the
ruins of Dhauli and Jaugada in
shape of Asokan edicts and
rock-cut elephant (at Dhauli
near Bhubaneswar) speaks
about the metropolis  of Tosali
and the people of Kalinga
(then known Orissa).
Emperor Asoka, made his
earnest effort to preach
Buddhism in Kalinga. He sent
a number of Buddhist scholars
for propagation of religion in
Kalinga. Tissa, the brother of
Asoka did choose Kalinga for
his retirement in the
Bhojakagiri Vihara along with
Dharmarakhita-the great
propagator of Buddhism of
western India. The Mahasanghika Acharya
Mahadeva also made his several visits to Kalinga.
Dhatika, the spiritual successor of both

The Shadow of Buddhism on the
Jagannath Culture

                                                              Sunil K. Patnaik

Mahyamika and Upagupta popularized the school
of Sravastivada, an important sub-sect of
Theravada Buddhism in Kalinga1. Thus,
Buddhism in Kalinga received a new spirit under
the rule of Asoka and assumed a pre-eminent

position among other
religions. Buddhism became
state religion from the time of
Asoka.

The story of Buddhism
continued to be thrived in
Kalinga after Asoka up to the
late medieval period. The
early Buddhist literature
suggests that the primary
abode of Mahasanghikas in
the eastern region was Vaisali.
They spread to Magadha and
travelled to Andhra regions
enroute Kalinga. In course of
this migration, they also made
their settlements in Kalinga2.
Archaeological excavations
at Salihundam, Sankaram,
Ramatirtham (all are now in
coastal Andhra) were part of
ancient Kalinga shows the

Buddhist establishments were started during this
period. Recent  Excavations at Lalitgiri (Cuttack
District), Langudi, Kayama, Tarapur, Kankia

Buddha images in Madhav Temple,
Prachi Vally
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(Radhanagar), Udayagiri (Jajpur District), laid
bare early Buddhist settlements dating back to
3rd-2nd century B.C  and continued to survive with
all flourishing manner till 12-13th century A.D3.
Sadharmapundrika Sutram generally believed
as a Mahayana text of early Christian Era speaks
about Viraja as a sacred land of Buddha
Padmaprabha. Several copper plate grants and
inscriptions like Asanpat stone inscriptions,
Neulapur copper plate grant, Ratnagiri copper
plate grant etc, mention about establishment  of
Viharas and extended donations to Buddhist
establishments during historical period. In one of
the copper plate of Gopachandra speaks that the
students of  Buddhist Monasteries (Viharas) were
also practicing the Vedas and Smirit-Sastras apart
from the Buddhist  philosophy. So it is evident
that during 5th-6th centuries A.D, there exists full
co-operation, harmony and tolerance among the
different  groups of preceptors4.

        Hiuen Tsang—the great Chinese scholar
pilgrim visited Orissa in about 639 A.D. His
accounts described in Si-Yu-Ki, says that
Buddhism was in a flourishing state in the country.
He mentions about some hundred Asokan Tope,
Sangharama, Puspagiri (Pu-se-po-ki-li), where
an Asokan Stupa emits bright light. Puspagiri was
a great centre of learning. He also mentions about
a city called Che-li-ta-lo which is restored as
Caritrapura. This was a sea side place where
merchants come and go and stop here on their
way. Here are found all sorts of rare and precious
articles5. Scholars like G.Waddel suggest the word
to be Chitrotpala. A.Cunningham suggests that
Cheli-ta-lo is Charitrapura identified with modern
Puri. Rhys Davids and other scholars like K.S
Behera also supported this theory6. As far as our
study goes the Charitrapura must be modern Puri,
of course, more serious research is required.
Because, number of early historical remains
encountered on the coastal line from Manikapatna,
Baliharachandi, Puri, Belesvara, Ramachandi,
Khalkatapatna, Badatara, Chitreswari, Kuruma,

Nariso, Astaranga etc. Here, found the genesis
of Buddhism in the tradition of Jagannath.

Buddhism was flourished tremendously
under the Bhauma Rule or the Bhaumakara
Dynasty ( C.736 to 910 A.D). Buddhism got
royal patronage and  became the state religion
during the period. Buddhism was under steady
decline during the rule of Somavamsis, Imperial
Gangas and Gajapatis (10th century to 16th century
A.D), but mingled with prevailing religious trend
that is Vaisnavism and Jagannthism. The shadow
could be felt even now in the prevailing tradition
of Shree Jagannath Cult of Orissa.

In fact, the traditions of Sri Jagannath has
its deep root as pre -Aryan or un-Aryan or Tribal
features. In the remote past, at the earliest phase,
the God represented a simple form of tree worship
or it may be that he was worshipped in the form
of a wooden deity by aboriginal Savaras in
Eastern India. Orissa was continued to be a tribal
dominated area for long period at least up to early
medieval period. We have references in Emperor
Asoka's Edict (3rd C. BC) as well as in various
literatures. We believe that there must be
somewhere in ancient Orissa, wood or tree
worship (Daru) was in vogue at least up to 3rd

century A.D.7  Scholars like B M Padhi, S.N
Rajguru (1996) have focused Jagannath’s origin,
again, in relation to the  Sabara tribes of South
Orissa.   K C Mishra (1971), A Eschman, (1978),
came forward with the discovery of several
peculiar relations between Jagannath cult and
religious practice of the Sabaras (Tribals) of
Orissa8. So also the mighty river Mahanadi has
provided a link with Rajim and Sirpur, the ancient
(8th-9thcentury A.D) the seat of Vaishnava cult
developed under Sarabhapuryias and
Panduvamsis whose close link down Sonepur and
Boudh area throws some light on it. Here, the
King of Sambala, Indrabhuti, the famous preacher
of Vajrayana compared Buddha with  Lord
Jagannath by saluting  both the Gods in his
Gayanasiddhi –a text of 8th century9.
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“Pranipatya Jagannatham Sarvajina bararchitam
Sarva budhamayamsiddhi byapinam Gaganopam”

Puri emerges as a tirtha having pan-
Indian character since early part of 12th century
A.D., with the increasing process of ritual
royalization of the deity Lord Jagannath. Among
the prominent gods extensively portrayed in
Puranic mythology as being instrumental in tirtha
formation were Visnu, Siva and Sakti/Devi. It may
be pointed out that Vishnu in his milder and more
popular aspects portrayed through his numerous
incarnations, particularly those having tribal or
pastoral affiliations, such  as Narasimha, Krisna,
Balarama, Dattatreya, Purusottama,
Venkatesvara etc., naturally bore closer affinity
to those native groups that originally subscribed
to those cults10.

               It was during 12th century A.D, that the
temple town Puri might have assumed the greatest
prominence under the rule of of Imperial Gangas
(C.1078-1435 A.D). The present magnificent
temple of Purusottama-Jagannath was
constructed during this period. It is mentioned in
an inscription in the temple Garttesvara (Siva) at
Alagum, about 15 km from Sakhigopal that
Chodaganga seems to have invited some selected
Brahmana Pandits or Vaisnavas from Kanchi and
settled near Puri, for propagation of Dvaita-
philosophy.11

Sri Jagannath temple was more organized
during the rule of Anangabhima III (1211-1238).
It was this king who regarded Purusottama as
real Emperor, himself being his representative. He
used the title Paramabhattaraka,
Purusottamaputra, and Durgaputra12 .
Madalapanji also states that this king introduced
36 types of duties for Sevakas, known as
Chatisanijoga, and Panda system as tirtha
gurus. The other Ganga kings like Bhanudeva-I,
Narasimhadeva-II, Bhanudeva-II had made all
efforts to make Puri as chief religious centre.13

Here again we find Buddha was included in the

Dasavatara and the great poet of this time Jayadev
describe in Gita-Govinda Buddha as Jaganntha
which reflected in the temple sculptural description
of Jagannath Temple Puri and Madhava temple
at Madhav in Prachi valley.

Again, Jagannath consciousness was
renewed and reached at its climax particularly
Vaisnavism with the Bhakti movement of Sri
Chaitanya.15  Further, on the principle of Prema
Bhakti or devotion by love was made only the
path to attain Mukti and became the cult of mass
and thus the Jagannatha as preceptor of love  was
spread over Orissa, Bengal and Assam.

From first part of 16th country the pilgrim
movement to Puri was grown and it becames the
epi-centre of Vaisnava cult in the whole of eastern
India. The rituals like Nagar Kirtan brought the
medium for popularization of Jagannath cult and
rested deep in to heart and mind of the common
people. All along with this movement, again in 16th

century the works of Pancha Sakhas like Balaram
Das, Ananta Das,  Achyuta Nanda Das,
Jagannath Das and Jossabanta Das revealed the
gospel of devotion based on knowledge and Yoga
in preference to the doctrine of emotional love
and faith as professed by Gaudiya Vaisnavas. By
the way, numerous traditions and cultural synthesis
were taken place in the Jagannath cult starting
from Vedas, Jainism, Buddhism, Saivism Saktasm
and finally Vaisnavism. The shadow could be felt
on the rituals, traditions, festivals and on the
temple art and architecture.

After the death of Buddha the Buddhist
followers were divided into broad sections, i.e.
the Sthaviras or Theravadins and the
Mahasamghikas or Achariyavadins. The Sthaviras
were ardent supporters and preachers of Nirvana,
faithful followers of Buddha’s teachings,
worshippers of Dharma and loyal to the Samgha.
Milinda Panho dealt with Nirvana, Asvaghosa
in his Saundarananda compared Nirvana with
the putting out of a lamp. But, the new entrants to
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the Buddhist religion tried to introduce changes
in the food habits, behavioural patterns, morality,
marriage laws, etc. in lieu of Nirvana. From this
time probably, they took fascination in magical
performances.

   The Buddhist God Avalokitesvara was
conceived as fully compassionate and utterly self-
sacrificing. In his attitude developed the eternal
forgiveness. He was required to be worshipped
as the god embodiment of endless forgiveness and
compassion till the world is freed from sorrow.
Avlokitesvara decided that he will not attain
Nirvana till a single person in the world remained
without being  freed. It is known from the
Karandavyuha  that before Avalokitesvara
attained Nirvana or mingled with Sunya  he
intended to impart religious preaching to his
worshippers, devotees, admirers, subjects and
children in the form of Siva, Ganesa, King, father
and mother. The Jagannatha trinity is worshipped
in the form of Visnu, Siva, Ganesa, King, etc. on
various different occasions. Besides, the Oriya
nation considers Jagannatha as its father or
guardian. From this it can be felt that this
philosophy of Avalokitesvara has been reflected
in the Jagannath culture.

The followers of Avalokitesvara or his
devotees got themselves prepared for enduring
sorrow of the subsequent births till the world is
free from sorrow and ignorance. From this point
onwards the idea of removing sorrow and
ignorance, through a series of births or, so to say,
in Navakalevaras occurred in the Buddhist
religion. If an analogy is drawn from the
Jagannatha cult, we find that Jagannatha comes
out each year from his sanctum on his way to
Gundichaghara with a view to free the sinner and
sufferers of this world devoted to him, particularly.
His car (Ratha) journey during Gundicha  festival
performed after Navakalevara is very likely a
symbolic representation of this thought.

The Buddhists who voiced the idea of
Mahayana narrated the story of the earlier births
of Buddha. In those births Buddha is said to have
preached love and affection as a Bodhisattva. In
order to remove ignorance from this world he is
said to have taken recourse to meditation.
Bodhisattva tried to spread religious ideas in this
world and for this he had to sacrifice him for the
growth of humanity. From this point of view if we
look at the system of Lord Jagannatha, then we
will find that, He is not like other gods of the Hindu
pantheon. He is expressed in a simple and happy
form symbolized with austere thoughts and is
widely known as Patitapavana, i.e the saviour
of the downtrodden. This is the special quality of
the Boddhisattva in the Buddhist thought.

In the Mahayanic branch of Buddhism
there is a section known as Mantrayana. In the
same  Mantra, Mudra,  Mandala and Dharani or
the repeated utterances of mantra alongwith the
Vijamantra is included. This is the  beginning of
the tantric worship in the Buddhist religion. In the
worship of Jagannatha Mantra, Mandala, Mudra
and Vijamantra are usually used. But the presence
of Yoga, Samadhi and Dharani are not to be seen.
It may be in a changed state that the worship
pattern of Jagannatha has undergone a change.
However, the above items go to a certain extent
to prove that the Jagannatha probably in the initial
stage belonged to the Mahayana cult. Again,
according to the nature of the Lord or Bhagavan
Sri-kala-cakra developed Vimala-Prabha. The
worshipper bows down before the same as the
embodiment of sunya. As per their nature, they
represented the idea of nothingness. Wherever
they appear they cause Sunya to be their prime
factor. So there are four stages regarding the
appearance of the deities from the Sunya. The
first lays stress on the proper realization of Sunya.
The second connects the Vijaksara with the same.
In the third is the connection of the image. Lastly
comes the depiction of the outward appearance
of the deity. The Jagannatha and his trinity could
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be considered from these points. According to
the Pancha-karma, a work attributed to the
Buddhist philosopher Nagarjuna, the Sunya is
divided into four sections. These sections are
stated as Sunya, Atisunya, Mahasunya and
Sarvasunya. Sunya has been described in the
Lalita Vistara and Panchakarma as knowledge
and woman. Following this it will be proper to
consider Subhadra of the Jagannatha cult, as the
deity of nothingness or Sunya. Atisunya is taken
as the brightness or the abha- mandala. It dazzles
like the moon-beam. Further , it is identified with
that of upaya, alokabhasa, sunya and atisunya.
This is also known as avidya (ajnana),
alokapalavdhi and svadhisthana citta.
Jagannath may be taken as symbolic
representation of this combination. Sarvasunya is
itself dazzling. This is suddhajnana (pure
knowledge), sesasatya  (the ultimate truth),
aparivartaniya (un-changing), anakara
(formless), advaita (undual), and avyakta
(inexpressible). The existence and extinction of
this is not known. But sarvasunya is expressed
through the presence and absence of its beginning,
end, and the middle. There is no demotion or
growth in it. It is both saguna (qualitative) and
nirguna (non-qualitative). This may have been
the representation of Sudarsana of the  Jagannatha
cult, Thus, the concept of Jagannatha may be
taken as the symbolic representation as ‘sunya-
chetana’ or the concept of nothingness.

           According to Yogachara philosophy of
Vijnanavada of the Mahayanic Buddhism
propounded by Maitreya (C. 3rd Cen. A.D) sunya
is attached with a particular consciousness. The
Yogachara philosophy came into being from the
concept of nothingness or sunya mingled with
supreme knowledge or conception of mind or
Vijnana. After this the idea of Mahasukha was
connected with the same. This was termed as
Vajrayana. The Nirvana of Vajrayana appeared
from the combination of Sunya, Vijnana and
Mahasukha. These three forms of Sunya go by

the name of Vajra.The nature of this nothingness,
if known as niratma or nairarma. Jagannatha,
Balabhadra and Subhadra could as well be
identified with the shapeless sunya images, i.e,
sunya, Vijnana  and Mahasukha.  Since no
proper evidence could be provided for the past
and the future as in the  case of the present so it
may be held that  there can be no end to the
continuous flow of consciousness  and thought
process.That is called the indestructible science
or supreme knowledge. This philosophy as
propounded by Maitreyanatha, probably
provided a basis for the thought of a perpetual
presence of Jagannatha. For the same, it is said
at a later stage that Jagannatha or the embodying
image of all pervading thought is endless, and that
is unending and much above destruction. It is said
in a much later modern version that Jagannatha
does not cease to exist on the destruction of the
temple and the image.

According to Vajrayana, recitation of
Dharanis brings indestructible merit (punya) to
a person or he attains a fine personality through
it. The sunya of Vajrayana remains far away from
the earthly relations. It is un-involved like the ‘soul’
as mentioned in the Gita. In spite of the same the
symptoms or the colour in command, the feelings
or the sufferings, the supreme knowledge
(Vijnana) attributed to five dhyani Buddhas of
the Vajrayana cult is found implanted in the
Jagannatha cult. Jagannath has the form; the
various festivals as functions, etc may be
considered to be his feelings and sufferings. He is
present in the form of thought and in the worship
or purification (sanskara).  He is also held as the
consciousness (chetana) of all pervading
presence. In this consciousness there is accepted
widely in the human society. Similarly, in the image
concept, purificatory rites (samskara) etc. found
related to Jagannatha cult, seem to have been
connected with all types of human fascinations.
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In the worship pattern of the Vajrayana
Buddhists there lays some sort of especially in
colours. In the same the white coloured full moon,
the colour of the full blown blue lotus and in
between then the presence of yellow coloured
seeded incarnation (Vijamantra) ‘tam’ and its
recitation is found applied to the invocation of
Tara. The scholars also hold this that it is the
embodiment of the entire Vajrayana worship
pattern. In the Jagannath culture the white coloured
Balabhadra, yellow coloured Subhadra and the
black coloured Jagannath are strikingly similar to
these Buddhist symbols.

The theory of Dhyani Buddhas,
expounded in Tantric Buddhism, has found a
striking exposition in “Visnugarbha Purana” of
Chaitanadasa, where it has been given a novel
Vaisnavite setting.This great philosopher conceives
of six Visnus, one of which known as Nirakar
Visnu is characterized as the shapeless and
figureless Sunya and hence, is the same  as
Vajrasattva, while the other five who are
emanations of Alekh Purusa, do undoubtedly
resemble the five Dhyani Buddhas, i.e, Vairocana,
Akssobha, Ratnasambhaba, Amitabha and
Amoghasiddhi. The tradition about the position
of the Panchadhyani Buddhas in the Mandalas
and similar mystic diagrams  is also found in
literature. In the “Visnugarbha Purana” the six
Visnus including Nirakar Visnu are given similar
positions in Sunya Mandal. Even the colour
scheme found in the Buddhist pantheon is not
missed and in the manner of six Tathagatas these
six Visnus  are represented in different colours
like white, yellow, saffron,  red, blue and green.
Moreover as the five Tathagatas have their
respective Boddhisattvas, four of these Visnus
have four Brahmas  of their own, who are credited
with the creation of 84 worlds. It may be pointed
out that the conception of five tathagatas is

present in the Yogic speculation of Jagannath Cult,
where  five out of the six plexuses (satcakra) of
the human body are presided over by five Devas,
viz. Ganesh, Kamadeva, Brahma, Visnu and Siva
and the sixth one by Anadi, the analogue of Adi
Buddha. The noticeable fact   is that the five
Devas are represented with a number of
accessories i.e, the divine Saktis, Vahanas
(mounts), Bijamantras, Colours, Karmas
(Actions), Pranas and vital winds  almost in the
manner of five Tathagatas (Dhyani Buddhas); the
minor differences existing between the accessorial
schemes of the Dhyani Buddhas and the Devas
are probably due to the assimilative nature of the
Jagannath Cult itself.

The message goes “Hatred never ceases
through hatred in this world: through love alone
they ceases. This is the eternal law”, reflected in
both Jagannathism and Buddhism.
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Jagannatha cult is not sectarian in nature, it is a
cosmopolitan and eclectic philosophy. In course
of time, the cult took an Aryanized form and
various major faiths like, Saktism, Vaishnavism,
Tantricism,   Jainism and Buddhism have been
assimilated into it. There is another cult known as
Mahima cult which
has also many
similarities with
Jagannath cult. This
paper makes an
attempt to analyse
the similarities of
Mahima cult with
Jagannath cult.
What ever may be
the different forms of
this cult, it has been
admitted by different scholars that this Jagannath
cult is the centre; around which divergent currents
and cross currents have revolved in course of time
as the ways of all rivers have fallen into one sea.

It is said that, Mahimadharma always
went against image worship. So at first time, it
had opposed Jagannath cult. But when we see
the different aspects of both the cults then we can
know that all these two religions have one
philosophy, one thought and many  similarities
between them. Mahimadharma doesn’t

Similarities Between Jagannath Cult and Mahima
Cult : A Comparative Study

Dr. Rekharani Khuntia

completely oppose  Jagannath cult. It is only a
reformation movement that turned against
Jagannath worship, The thorough analysis of the
writings of Bhima Bhoi, one of the harbingers of
Mahima cult and the usual rites of the Mahima
followers will give a clear idea about the relation

of Mahima dharma
with the Jagannath
cult. In this  regard,
Eshmanna  cited that
“this Mahima
movement derives
its criticism  of the
Hindu  tradition
directly from the
tradition of itself,
thus  standing in an
almost paradoxical

two fold  relation to the tradition which it accepts
on the one hand and  rejects on the  other.”

Bhima Bhoi has  interpreted Alekha
Prabhu as Jagatara  tata (father of universe),
Jagannath (lord of universe), Chakadola, Kalia,
Madanamohana,  Pitavasa, Venudhara (holding
flute). Sometimes he also  describes Alekha
Prabhu as  Visnhu, He, is Narayana,the
Khirasindhuvasi (Who lives in  the  milk ocean).
From this, we know that both these two cults are
same, and all the cults worship the God in one
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name. So the writings of Bhima Bhoi is no way
against the Jagannath cult but he only opposed to
the superstitions in Jagannath cult.

Besides the name of God, there are many
similarities between the philosophical aspects of
both the cults. Jagannath cult is always related
with Veda, Upanishad, Gita, Bhagabat,
Panchasakha religion etc. All the philosophical,
spiritual and moral things have been related with
Sri Jagannath cult. He is omnipresent. Both these
two cults namely Mahima and Jagannath are
related with Panchasakha tradition of
Vaishnavism.

The first conception is the ideology of
Sunya which is followed by both the cults. It was
formulated by the Panchasakhas. Balarama Das
in  the first chapter of ‘Sarasvata Gita” declares
that Sunya and Brahma are identical ideas and in
his ‘Siddhanta Dambaru'  he presents a Bijamantra
which reads ‘Om Salutation to Sunya-Brahma’.
It may be pointed here that Brahma in its Saguna
aspect is perceived in the world manifestations,
while in its Nirguna form it is conceived as the
prime mover behind all such manifestations. This
ideology appears to be the same as that of the
Mahima cult where the world manifestations
become unrecognizably unified with Sunya.

Both these two cults describe their Gods
as, ‘Sunya Purusa’ or Supreme Being.
Achyutananda Das in his ‘Sunya Samhita’ states
– “You have well asked me of the esoteric
mystery. The Sunya Purusa is just a prisoner in
Sunya and creating all illusions. He further
emphasizes in his “Nitya Rasa”  that the supreme
entity not only creates the whole universe but also
He sports inside ‘Sunya’ with His permanent
associates which he described as ‘Nitya Rasa’.

Chaitanya Dasa, a contemporary of the
panchasakhas in his “Visnugarbha Purana’ writes
that the incomprehensible. Being has neither form

nor colour, He is the great void and He has no
existence. He is not a shape and shapeless is his
body and so he remains in Sunya with the Sunya.
One who possesses a body cannot describe the
secret of his form, because even veda fails to
depict His merit. He in his book, “Nirguna
Mahatmya’ declares that the beginning less and
the shapeless lord fulfills the desire for
emancipation of the living creatures. In the faith
of the devotees, He resides in all the material
bodies. The mahima cult also declares their God
as Anakar, Nirajana, Alekha, Achyuta, Ananta.
Though, they have not supported the image
worship but they have believed in the same
ideology of Sunya Brahma.

Secondly like Upanishads both these cults
claim the Absolute reality of God or Non-duality
that the Parama Brahma in one and without
second. Bhima Bhoi says, ‘I will serve one
religion, one name and one Brahman.’ Here we
find a close similarity between Jagannath cult and
Mahimadharma. Like the Non-duality of
Sanakaracharya both these two cults claim all the
multiplicity and duality of the empirical world
which is due to neiscence finally fuse into it and
forget all their distinctions as the rivers in the
ocean.

Thirdly, both these two cults believe in
cosmology i.e synthesis of two opposite trends-
the dualism of Sankhya and monism of Vedantas.
According to Vaishnavites of Orissa, the process
of creation is the result of the union of space
(Yogamaya) and time (Kalarupa), symbolically
expressed as the union of the primordial Sakti
and Phallus. According to Sankhya thinker the
material cause which undergoes a real
modification and is a composite of three qualities :
Sattwa, Raja and Tama. Reference may be made
here to Bhima Bhoi’s Stuti Chintamani which
favours the same hypothesis.
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Fourthly, both these two cults believe in
Niskama Bhakti or desireless devotion as the aim
of religion and law of Karma. Both Gita and
Bhima Bhoi’s writings depict above Niskama
Bhakti that  “A person having no desire is worthy
to be my disciple”. Bhima Bhoi speaks that if one
has good deeds in his previous birth, he can
achieve Brahmajnana. Man is mortal and illusion
surrounds him. He will be free from
transmigrations by uttering the name of Alekha or
God. The most important aspect of both these
cults are the Niskam Bhakti Yoga. The aims of
Yoga system are to control disease, decay, and
death through physical culture and to realize the
Alekha Niranjan (the formless and spotless) by
transmuting the subtler body into a gross physical
super conscious one.

Fifthly, one of important features of the
Yoga system of these cults are the Guru Vada
and ‘Pinda Brahmanda’. The Indian culture gives
prime importance to Guru Balaram Das in his
Gupta Gita says  “Guru is Brahma, Hari and Hara
and He is also the formless voil himself.”
Bhimabhoi of Mahima cult also says Guru is the
remover of ignorance. Ignorance can be removed
by the realization of Param Brahma. As he is the
only destroyer of ignorance, he is the only true
Guru. This Guruvada is also accepted in the
Puranic and Upanishadic literature of the Hindus.
In case of the Orissan Vaishnavas, however Lord
Jagannath is regarded as the ultimate Guru not
only of the individual but also of the whole
universe.

Both these two cults believe in Pinda
Brahmanda theory. ‘The principle of identifying
the human body with the universe is markedly
present in the Yogic Philosophy of the Jagannath
cult. All the Oriya philosophers declare in almost
the same voice that the entire universe is located
within body and that the Pinda and Brahmanda

are one and the same. In ‘Saptanga Yogasara Tika’
of Balaram Das and in ‘Siva Svarodaya’ of
Yasovanta Das, they depicts the various phases
of time are explained with reference to the
functions of the vital winds in the nervous system,
and it pointed out that by controlling the vital wind
one might escape from the malignant influence of
‘ Whirl of time.’

Here Bhimabhoi says about Parama
Brahma that He is the master of three words. He
is present in the heart of wicked and good. He is
omnipresent in the form of soul in all forms. This
theory is the concept of Jivatma and Paramatma.
The relationship between them is depicted in the
Adianta Gita; of Bhimbhoi.; He also sought the
various places of the universe within the
humanbody. According to him the body is of eight
leagues which contains Param Brahman within.
This body is the manifestation of 3 idols i.e.
Jagannath, Balabhadra and Subhadra. This body
is like an inverted tree. Both agree in the same
Pinda Brahmanda theory. According to them there
are the Astakula Naga in the feet, the seven
universes in the head, the seven oceans within the
body, the forceful sound indicates the presence
of Nada Brahma. Brahma, the creator of Veda,
exists in the naval, lord Jagannath in the heart,
Sadasiva in the throat, Param Brahma exists on
the Alekhapura at the peak of the Skull. He will
realize this will get the salvation. But one
difference between these two cults are that
Mahimaites say if God lives in the heart and body
of the man so there is no necessity of worshipping
Gods and Goddesses in the shape of all images.
Bhimabhoi says, “ Everything is within you, never
wander outside.” Jagannath is within this body. It
is needless to worship the idol. The idol is a dry
wood. How can it lead us to salvation? One is
deceived without realizing the inner thing in the
body. The human body is compared with
Narayana and Astabrahma. True religion is to be
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found not in external practices i.e. idol worship
but inward realization of Param Brahma i.e.
Antargata Anubhava.

Besides, all these similarities, both these
cults, practice many things like the Yanjna of
Jagannath cult, the Mahimites follow the practice
of Dhuni Yoga practices.

Though there are many similarities
between them, it is said that in 1881 some
Kumbhipatias of Sambalpur became jealous of
the statues of the Lord Jagannath as they were
against idolatry. J.S Armstrong, the then
Magistrate of Puri has given the account that some
followers of the Mahima cult attacked Jagannath
temple on 1st March 1881. But they were arrested
by police and were placed on the trial and had
given imprisonment for 3 months in Jail. B.C
Majumdar mentions that a large number of
Kumbhipatias (Mahima followers) led by
Bhimbhoi himself marched towards Puri to
challenge the worship of Jagannath. The Gazetteer
of Sambalpur and C.E Buckland described that
a party of fanatics went to Puri with the object of
burning the idol of Jagannath but there is no
mentions of the name of Bhima Bhoi with them.

In this way though the Mahima cult had
supported the philosophical thought of Jagannath
cult but it had gone against image worship. Both
are rooted in Vedic foundation. But the Mahima
cult is an indigenous reform movement within the
Hindu fold. It does not accept Maya as the cause
of creation. It admits that the world is a real
creation of Him, through Him (Mahima). Lord
Jagannath of Puri, the highest deity of the Hinduism
is considered identical with Krishna. Vishnu, but
Mahima religion does not believe in image worship
and supremacy of Lord Jagannath as such.
Mahima Swami had to fight like a reformer against
the Brahmanical orthodoxy, superstitions related
with Jagannath. Though it emerged as a challenge

against the Brahmanical orthodoxy, it was not
specifically meant against the Brahmins. So from
these discussions it is proved that Mahima cult
was not opposed to Jagannath cult. Bhimabhoi
himself writes, “Mahimaswami appeared in the
age of Kali. You all surrender yourself to the Lord
now. Submitting yourself, enjoy salvation and see
in your own eyes the form of Buddha (Jagannath).
Dhenkanal magistrate mentions that
Mahimaswami believed in the existence of Hindu
Gods and Goddesses but to them, they are under
his commands and that they are bound to obey
whatever He wished them to do”. It is concluded
that, like the Nirguna.  Bhakti followers, they are
against idolatry, pilgrimage, and offering worship
to the ancestors. They also oppose the wearing
of beeds and use of sandal marks.
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It is essential to point out that both presiding
deities-Lord Sri Venkateswara of the seven hills
at Thirupati (A.P.) and Lord Sri Jagannath at Puri
(Orissa)-represent the same omnipotent and
omnipresent Almighty who is,

“Purnamadah Purna Midam
Purnat Purnam Udacyate
Purnasya Purnam Adaya

Purnam Evavasiyate.”

(“The invisible is the infinite, the visible too is the
infinite. Form the infinite, the visible universe of
infinite extension has come out. The Infinite
remains the same, even though the infinite universe
has come out of it.”)

And

“Tad ejati tan naijate tad dure tadivantike,
Tad anterasya sarvasya tadu sarvasyasya tahyatah.”

(It moves and it moves not. It is far away and it is
very near. It is within all this and it is also outside
all this.)

It is Upanishadic version of Almighty. He
is changeless Chaitanya Shakti from which ever
changing universe has come into existence.

Almost every Hindu, atleast in one of his
innumerable births and rebirths, realizes and seeks
salvation. This is ultimate Jnanam. In fact
Upanishads mention the Almighty as Jnana

Purusha or Jnana Shakti. There is no second to
this ultimate truth. Everything including you, is
“Swarupa Bheda”, i.e. manifestation of the
ultimate in different shapes. The waves of the sea
are “Swarup Bheda” of sea water. The waves in
motion contain the same salt water as the sea
which is steady. The waves are bound to fall and
merge into the sea. Another analogy is different
gold ornaments-be it bangles, chain or ring etc.
are all “Swarup Bheda” of the same gold.
Goldsmith values only the gold in the ornaments,
but not shape. This is Jnanam. He, who sees the
same god in everything in this ephemeral world is
fit for salvation.

But, however, duality (dwaitam) exists
due to “Maya” which envelops this world.
Bhagwadgita suggests “Bhakti” Marga (path of
devotion) as one of the paths towards salvation
to overcome Maya. In “Bhakti” you assume
yourself to be different from Him. He is Lord and
you are his devotee, seeking bliss. Bhakti is full
of emotion (Bhavapurnam). The angle of
perception of the same ultimate truth is deviated
due to emotion of Bhakti. Hence worship differs
depending on the degree of feeling intimacy with
God, the method of worship and the customs that
are observed in temples are different from one
another. Thus the customs, the rituals, the
observance of different Pujas, car festivals and

Lord Sri Venkateswara
of Seven Hills and

Lord Sri Jagannath of
Blue Hill

Prof. A.V.P.R. Rao
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the idols at Jagannath Temple are unique and in
no way similar to other Vaishnava temples. The
customs at Jagannath Temple coined in one word,
“Jagannath Culture”.

Jagannath culture is different. It is a blend
of Aryan and non-Aryan culture. Primordial
people realize the presence of ultimate by instinct,
if not by the knowledge, gained by reading
religious texts like Vedas and Upanishads. They
are innocent and less materialistic when compared
to urban people. They identify themselves with
the Almighty. They offer food to god, if not with
traditional orthodoxy.

One of the important aspects of Jagannath
Culture is identifying Jagannath as incarnation of
God with all characteristics of human being. Thus
He is Purushotham.

The original idols were installed at Puri
by the king, Indradyumna. According to the
instructions of Lord Jagannath Himself in a dream,
the king had sent one by name Vidyapati to the
forests where the tribal head by name, Viswabasu
was worshipping Neelamadhab in a secret place.
(The entire story is not described due to lack of
space).

The shape and placement of idols on a
platform, known as “Ratna Simhasana” attracts
Upanishadic interpretation of Ishwara. Lord Sri
Jagannath is with his elder brother, Sri Balabhadra
at his right and in between them is placed their
sister, Sri Subhadra. Sri Subhadra has no hands
at all, but one hand of each brother appears to be
her own. Jagannath and Balabhadra have two
hands each which are blunt without palm. None
of the three idols has legs, but rests on the base
of the wooden body.

Lord Sri Jagannath is not with his consort,
Lakshmi, but with his sister, Subhadra. Again
placement of the three idols is such that if a

devotee stands at the centre from a distance, he
will see full view of Subhadra and half view of
Jagannath and Balabhadra.

The structure of idol of  Subhadra, its
placement, and her sister relationship with
Jagannath, suggest that Subhadra is considered
to represent Maya. Maya, according to
Upanishads, makes her presence with Ishwara
at the same time. Thus Ishwara and Maya coexist
and they are inseparable. But Maya has an end
while Ishwara is infinite and hence He is
“anadianantam”. Maya exists due to “avidya” or
ignorance of Jeevatma. Maya disappears or
vanishes if once jnanam is drawn on Jeeva. The
fact that Subhadra has no hands and it is a small
idol in comparison to other two suggests that she
has no independent existence just like Maya. The
whole Jagat is only due to projection of Maya. In
this mundane world we meagerly see the presence
of God in the form of Dharma, truth, love and
humanity. This fact is suggested to the viewer as
he can see half view of Jagannath and Bhalabhadra
at a distance.

The Vedas say that God has created this
universe. But Upanishads which came to us latter
say that God has not created this world, but
Trigunas, viz. Satvic, Rajasic and Tamasic are
responsible for the emergence of this Jagat. The
Vasanas (impressions) in the form of pair of
opposites, such as good and bad, sweet and bitter,
love and hatred which are experienced by jeeva
in the previous births, make room in the sub-
conscious. They with the help of ‘Chit” (mind),
take the shape of birth. Thus Malina (impure)
Chaitania or in other words Chaitania, covered
by “Avidya” (ignorance) is responsible for the birth
of jeeva and entangle in the cycle of births and
rebirths, taking sorrows and pleasures as true and
indulge in bondage. If this Upanishadic
interpretation is believed to be true, the fact that
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the idols of Lord Sri Jagannath and Sri
Balabhadra, having no full hands, but blunt ones,
is very well justified. Literally God has no hand in
your karmic births, but He helps to fulfill your
desires.

Krishnavatara appears at the end of
Dwapara Yuga. Even at that time, people have
no complete faith on God. There is a story,
regarding Sakshi Gopal temple near Puri. Two
Brahmin friends, in their pilgrimage to Brindavan,
made a vow before Sri Krishna, that if they would
be blessed with a daughter and a son separately
to each, their off springs would get married. After
having blessed so, the Brahmin of the boy had
not kept his word. So the father of the girl had
gone to Sri Krishna at Brindavan with a request
to come with him to the village as a witness. Sri
Krishna had agreed to follow him but with a
condition that Brahmin should not look back. The
Brahmin, while walking, was hearing the sounds
of anklets of Sri Krishna. When the Brahmin could
not hear the sound after some time of his journey,
he got suspicious and lost faith in the words of Sri
Krishna and hence he looked back to verify
whether Sri Krishna was following him. As
Brahmin lost his faith, Sri Krishna, who was in
fact following him, had stopped to follow and
turned to black stone idol, now known as ‘Sakshi
Gopal.’

In Kali Yuga, the faith in God is further
deteriorated. Who is waiting for God until justice
is done to him ? The growth of terrorism and
Naxalism is an example. How many murderers
are taking place every moment as a result of
revenge ? Lord Sri Jagannath and his brother have
no legs as you do not believe that they would
come to your rescue, but to those devotees who
have faith in Him. He is Chaitanya Shakti or pure
conscious. lsavasa Upanishad says,

“Anejad ekam manaso javiyo
N’ ainad deva apnuvan purvam arsat

Tad dhavato’ nyam atayeti …..”

(Though He is unmoved and undivided, He is
faster than the mind and reaches before the mind
arrives. So He is beyond the grasp of mind.
Mightier Devatas, including Devendra cannot get
Him.”)

The fact that idols of Lord Sri Jagannath
and others, being devoid of legs, is irrelevant and
hence to have no legs is not impediment to come
to your rescue, provided you are having faith in
him.

The idol of Lord Sri Venkateswara of
Tirumala is prepared from black stone in
traditional human form with Bhudevi and Sridevi.
His consort in Kaliyuga Avatara, Sri Padmavati
Devi is not with him at Tirumala, but She is in
down hills at Alamelu Mangapuram, near Tirupati.

It is said that people in Bhuloka were
suffering by the bad influence of Kali, as a
consequence of which injustice and false-hood
ruling the world. Bhrugu Maharshi went to Vishnu
Loka to request Lord Sri Vishnu to incarnate in
this world to save dharma from the clutches of
Kali. Lord Vishnu at that time, had happy
moments with his consort, Lakshmi and did not
notice the presence of Bhrugu Rishi. The Rishi
got so much annoyed with Vishnu that he had
kicked Him on the chist, saying that He, being
the saviour and sustainer of the whole jagat, was
merely spending time, while people in Bhuloka
were suffering from bad influence of Kali. Lord
Vishnu, instead of getting offended and annoyed
with Rishi for having kicked him, prayed for
pardon and enquired whether his tender feet got
hurted. The Lord Vishnu promised to take
incarnation in the name of Sri R.Venkateswara at
Seven Hills Tirupati — Tirumala.
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Again coming to Puri Jagannath, there are
two unique celebrations, viz., Nabakalebara utsav
and car festival. When two Ashada months come
in a calendar year, old moola vigrahas (old idols)
are replaced by newly made wooden idols (made
from neem tree). After transferring powers
(Shakti) from old ones to new ones by rituals, the
old ones are buried in the burial ground, outside
the temple premises, thus completely identifying
the god with one among us, reiterating the fact
that any from in the Jagat is subjected to birth
and death. (Ja=birth, gat=passing away).

The annual car festival and preceding
rituals are very unique to Jagannath Temple. Every
year on “Jestha Purnima (full moon day in the
month of Jestha) the three gods are given water
bath intensely, as result the gods are declared ill.
The temple will be closed for general public until
dwitiya day of Ashada month. During these days,
the gods are offered only pepper and other chera
moolicas (roots of medicinal plants) but not regular
anna bhoga (offerings of cooked rice).

On the dwitiya day of Ashada month
newly painted original idols are taken out of the
sanctum sanctorum for car festival by a special
ritual, known as, ‘Pahundiyatra’.

No where in any Vaishnava temple,
including Sri Venkateswara Temple of Seven Hills,
original idols (Moola Vigrahas) are taken out of
sanctum sanctorum for the car festival.

First Sudarshan Chakra in the form of a
pillar is taken out and kept in the chariot of
Subhadra. Then Sri Subhadra, being in small size
and also to give respect to the female identity,
she is carried with hands and placed in her chariot,
Darpadalana. Sri Balabhadra and then Sri
Jagannath are taken out. It is very pleasant and
emotional scene when these idols are brought to
chariots amidst the sounds of conches and metallic

discs while Pandas (temple priests) dance
ecstatically. The idols are tied with thick ropes,
held by some Pandas in front while some hold at
the back. When the idols are dragged forward,
they swing forward on their bases, simultaneously
Pandas at the back, pull the ropes so that idols
slide forward without being toppled. This is known
as ‘Pahundi Yatra’. What a wonderful sight it is!
The gods move forward while swinging back and
forth as if they are nodding their heads in tune
with the mood of devotees.

The Bhakti of devotees, gathered in lakhs
in Badadanda (the name of the location of temple)
reaches crescendo. At this stage, the difference
between the god and devotees vanishes in such a
manner that they touch, embarrass and make
gestures and talk very intimately as if to their
beloveds in love, forgetting themselves totally.

At this stage the Bhakti leads to jnanam,
though these two are different paths of realizing
the ultimate.

Once Sri Rajagopalachari, the writer of
several religious books for children, while making
comment on “Bhaja Govindam” of Sri Adi
Sankaracharya, says that the paths of bhakti and
jnanam, though appear to be divergent, they
converge into the same ultimate. Bhakti is a belief
and bhavapurnam, transforming the mind with
ultimate reality, while jnanam is totally logical and
beyond it without any emotion, rather you will
realize the ultimate in absolute silence.

After the Lords take their seats in their
respective chariots in the car festival of Lord Sri
Jagannath, an unique function, called “Chhera
Pahanra” takes place. Raja of Puri (even now)
who is deemed to be the first citizen of Utkal,
considers himself as the first servant of Lord Sri
Jagannath. Therefore he sweeps three chariots
one by one with golden broomstic k while
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sanctified water is sprinkled amidst the Vedic
chants.

This act of the king signifies that he is only a means
(Nimithamatra) of serving the people in the name
of God, thus leaving his ego and submitting himself
to God in the path of Karmayoga. It is a suggestion
to all who are at the helm of affairs in legislature,
executive and judiciary wings of our governments
to execute their work properly and perfectly in
the name of God.

The chariots of Sri Balabhadra, Sri
Subhadra and lastly Sri Jagannath are drawn by
devotees to their birth place, (Gundicha Mandir)
where they stay nine days and come back to their
original temple in a return car festival.

In the temple of Lord Sri Venkateswara
at seven hills, there are no parallel rituals. The
moola vigrahas are never taken out of sanctum
sanctorum in a car festival. Only utsav vigrahas
(idols) are taken out to a single chariot which is
not built every year. Venkateswara, in the name
of Malayappa, enjoy the chariot riding. The idols
return on the same day. In Brahmotsavam, each
day Sri Malayappa rides on a specific vahanam,
like Garuda vahanam, Adisesha vahanam etc.,
there is also no Chherapanhanra by the head of
the state as in Puri. There is also no change of
moola vigrahas as in Nabakalebera Utsav in Puri
Jagannath Temple.

Further no devotee is allowed to touch
Lord Venkateswara or in any South Indian
Vaishnava temples. But the practice of allowing
any devotee to go into sanctum sanctorum and
touch the moola vigrahas at Jagannath temple in
particular timings is prevailing.

In car festival also people are allowed to
touch the original idols. This seems to be very
odd practice especially to those who are
acquainted with the orthodoxy of Ayappa temple

at Sabarimalai in Kerala State. Even women are
not allowed to enter the temple to have darshan
of Sri Ayyappa.

But everlasting reality is that there is
nothing in this universe in which the Almighty is
not present. According to lsavasya Upanishad,

“Om, Isavasyam idam servam yatkin ca jagatyam jagat”

(Whatever there is changeful in this ephemeral
world — all must be enveloped by lshwara).

There is nothing in this universe which
does not possess Almighty. The body moves
because of Him. If He is not there, this body is
dead. So who is touching whom? This is Vedantic
perception of God. But one thing, how to know
that a particular devotee, whether reached the
status of a “Seer” who is expected to be devoid
of doership. (Katrutvabhava) and enjoyership
(Bhoktrutvabhava) and enjoys the status of a
“Sakshibhuta (a mere witness). People with
pseudo concepts are many in this world. He, who
touches the idols of sanctum sanctorum must
realize that he is not doing so physically, but with
pure conscious where the mind is completely
subdued when he really feels the touch of almighty.

At the end of the day, after discussing so
much about God and practices in the temples,
what counts is only the realization of humanity and
love.

Since He is present everywhere
(Omnipresent), it is essential to realize “the whole
world is Swarupbheda of the same Almighty. So

“Service to humanity is service to God”
And

“Serve everybody and hurt nobody”

Prof. A.V.Pandu Ranga Rao, D/15, Middle Street,
Balajinagar, Chromepet, Chennai-44.
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Lord Jagannatha's Car Festival is most auspicious
ceremony and celebrated in a grand divine
ceremonial fashion in the month of July every year
at Puri since twenty century and also in all parts
of world. Throughout
India we witness the
august deity Lord
Jagannath and Car
Festivals celebrated in
a grand and unique
manner with all dignity,
decorum and austerity.
We Odishans are very
fortunate that our
almighty deities Lord
Jagannath, Subhadra
and Balabhadra have
made their august
presence in abroad
since 1967.
Honourable Shreelaa
Prabhupada the divine
Atman was
responsible for
commencement of the divine Car Festival at
Sanfrancisko of USA in a simple divine
surroundings.

Srilaa Prabhupad (Abhaya Charan De of
West Bengal) had visited Sanfrancisko of USA

in an Indian ship in September 1965 with seven
dollars only. His spiritual Guru Shreelaa
Vaktisidhant of Puri town entrusted responsibility
on Srilaa Prabhupad to popularise Indian Vedic

culture in western
countries. Shreelaa
Prabhupad while at
Sanfrancisko one lady
offered him small
statue of Lord
Jagannath as gift
collected from an
Indian shop in USA.
Then Prabhupad told
her please go and
collect another two
statues kept there. She
went and collected the
statues of Subhadra
and Balabhadra. From
that incident the
process of Car
Festival commenced.

The Car Festival is being celebrated in
important cities of western countries like
Washington D.C., Hawai, New York, Los Angels,
Mexico, Guadalajara, Texas, Byronbay of
Austrelia, Montreal and Toronto of Canada,
Durban of South Africa, London, Millan, Paris,

Lord Jagannath and Car Festivals Abroad

Barada Prasanna Das
Tr. by Dr. R.K. Roogarmilla
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Berlin of Germany. In 1966 Shreelaa Prabhupad
has made lot of followers by organising
International Shree Krishna Consciousness
(ISKCON) and then constructed 108 temples in
world.

As per Vedic culture written in Skanda
Purana construction of Sarbajana Temple and Car
Festival of Lord Jagannath was started for the
first time at Capshaw in north Albama of America
by Dr. Bhagabat Sahu, the President of Hindu
Cultural Society organised there in the year 2005.
Prior to this temple construction Lord Jagannath
was worshipped as side deities in other temples
established by Oriya and Indian citizens in various
places of USA.

Puri Gajapati Sri Sri Divyasingha Dev has
visited several times to USA as special invitee and
delivered speeches on glory of Lord Jagannath
and explained the various doubts of USA citizens
which helped them understanding the

Sarbajana Mandir at Capshaw, North Albama USA
established in 2005

Car Festival at USA

fundamentals of Jagannath culture. His speeches
explained the divine universal culture of Lord
Jagannath as the only deity for salvation and
universal brotherhood and one world.

The system of chherapanhara (scavanging
the surface of deity cars) by the divine king signifies
that the royal kings should not assume any
supermacy and claim themselves as ordinary
servants projecting themessage of simplicity,
egolessness, purity and commonness of the
common man. The royal king (Gajapati) is known

as the first servant of the universal God i.e. Lord
Jagannath since centuries by trdition.

Dr. R.K. Roogarmilla, M-118, BHB Colony,
Bhubaneswar.
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The Universal Mother (Viswajanani), Sri Achyuta
and Srikshetra are all dedicated to one objective :
service through sacrifice and compassion. They
are the eternal guides. The principle they adopt is
‘adhyatma vidya’ (spiritual knowledge or the
science of soul).

Vedamata Gayatri is Viswajanani. She is
also the almighty Mother Mahalakshmi,
Mahasaraswati and Mahakali (Durga). She is the
holy river Mandakini and the source of all Vedic
and spiritual knowledge. The Chhandogya
Upanishad says whatever exists in this world, all
those are Gayatri Mantra. (Prajna Samachar, May
1-15,2011 P.2). The Narada Purana also holds,
the wisest man is he, who while doing his daily
duties utters Gayatri Mantra with the Pranava
‘Om’: He never fears any circumstance (ibid).
Scholars hold ‘Vedas’ to be the ancient. “As in
the Gita, the Bhagabat Purana also does not talk
of God having made the ‘Vedas’. The ‘Vedas’
are said to have manifested from His heart. The
word used is ‘sputa’ which means a sudden
manifestation of something already existing. It
does not refer to a situation where something not
already in existence has been brought into being.
Brahma, the first born was the first Rishi, Who
came to know all Veda Mantras. He is made
aware of these by ‘lswara’. He (lswara) gave them
through his heart. The opening verse of Bhagavata

Universal Mother (Viswajanani),
Sri Achyuta and Srikshetra

Dr. Kanhu Charan Sarangi

Purana refers to it, as  ‘tene brahmahridaya
adikavaye”. (Chandra Sekharendra Saraswati,
The Vedas, 1988, P-7). This means that the
Veda’s existed when none but the Lord existed.
This also means that the ‘Viswa Janani’ in the form
of ‘Veda Mata Gayatree’, also existed alongwith
the Lord. The Almighty Father and the Almighty
Mother are thus one and inseparable.

Shrikshetra, as the name denotes, is the
kingdom of ‘Maa Mahalaxmi’ the almighty
Mother, and the consort of Lord Sri Jagannath.
‘Sri’ stands for the Divine Mother. The temple of
Lord Sri Jagannath (within the sacred precincts
of Meghanada Walls) is, therefore, situated in the
empire of the Universal Mother (Viswajanani) who
is the ‘Force, the Inevitable Word’. In Sabitri,
Sri Aurobindo writes.

She is the golden bridge, the wonderful fire.
The luminous heart of the unknown is She,
A power of silence in the depths of God;
She is the Force, the Inevitable Word,

(Savitri, Book-three, Canto-2, P-314)

The almighty Mother, from time
immemorial is showering Her blessings on the
humanity in particular and the entire creation in
general. She is the ‘Vedamata’ (the Divine Mother
Gayatree), She is the ‘Gomata’ (the Divine
Mother Kamadhenu in form of all cows). She is
the ‘Bhumata’, our own motherland, and She is
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also the ‘Nijamata’ (our own mother). When the
great Bhisma, prior to the battle of Mahabharata,
was in a dilemma whether he would support his
dearest grandsons the Pandavas, or the royal
throne represented through Duryodhan, he
approached with all devotion his own mother, the
most adorable Sacred Ganges (the Divine Ganga
Mata) for an advice. The Divine Mother told him,
“Son ! there is no Dukha (sorrow) which mother’s
pious hands cannot wipe out. However, if you
think that your sorrow is greater and beyond the
reach of your mother’s affection, then approach
Lord Sri Krishna, the ‘Yogeswar’. This was not
a mere advice. It was something like showing light
to the right direction. The Divine Mother
Gangamata represents the Universal Mother. In
the form of holy river also, her water is considered
to be sacred. Her shore is the best place for
‘Tapasya’ (penance). Not to speak of Indian
sages, even the Greek scholars like ‘Aristotle’
observed meditation on the banks of the holy
Ganges to conceive the concept of immortality of
the soul. In Skandha Purana ‘Vaishnava Khanda’
it is described that Yuga like ‘Sathya’, month like
Kartika, scriptures like ‘Vedas’, sacred place like
the holy banks of river Ganges’ are extremely rare
in the human civilization (Prajna Samachar, May
1-15, 2011, P.2). Srimad Bhagavatam also
describes the glories of the Mother as follows:

Dhatu kamanduijalam tadu rukramasya
padabanejanapabitrataya narendra
swardhunyabhunahnabhasi sa patati
nimarshti lokatrayam bhagavate visadeva kirti

(Srimad Bhagavatam, VIII-XXI 4)

The water poured from the pot of Brahma
(the first born) and hallowed by washing the Lotus
Feet of the Lord, turned to be heavenly
counterpart of the holy Ganges (Mandakini).
Descending on earth from the heavens, like the
spotless fame of the Lord, it continues to sanctify
the three worlds to this day. (Tattvavivecani, 472).

Needless to mention that the Divine Mother cut
as under the bonds of earthly existence and
enlightened Bhisma to follow the right way. On
being prayed, Lord Krishna advised Bhisma to
follow the same path, he had been following so
far, as that was his duty at the given hour and the
need of the hour.

The Divine Mother, thus, shows the
correct path. She develops the quality of fortitude
in the devotee ‘the strength not to yield to the
opinions of others unless you find them to be right
and the courage to bear criticism and face slander’
(Sathya Sai Speaks Vol. XIV, P-297). It is the
almighty Mother who promts the devotee to tread
the path of truth, not getting affected by the
changing process of the ever-changing world.
What exactly is truth? Lord Sai has defined the
same as the power or strength ‘which elevates’ it
holds forth ideals; it inspires the individuals and
the society. It is the light that illuminates man’s
path to God. A life inspired by ‘Truth’ will enable
man to live as man not degrade himself, to the
status of a lower species. (Ibid P.281-282).

The Divine Mother is ‘Prakriti’. Under
the guidance of the Supreme Father, She has
created this universe of animate and inanimate
beings. The creation is changeable. But the
Supreme Lord, the embodiment of the Truth is
unchangeable and eternal. The Lord has said to
Arjuna in the Gita.

mayadhyakshena prakriti suyate sacharacharam
hetuna anena kaunteya jagad viparivartate.

(Chapter IX, Verse 10)

Thus, between the Supreme and the
creation, the Divine Mother is the golden bridge.
She holds the key of ‘Brahmavidya’, knowing
which all ignorances vanish.

In the entire world, there is no comparison
to Srikshetra Puri. Among the ancient names of
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Puri the following are important, ‘Antarvedi’,
Neeladri, Neelakshetra, Uddiyan Pitha etc.
(Dukshishyam Behera, Srikshetra Jijnasa (P-6).
Whereas, ‘Sri’ stands for the almighty Mother,
Mahalakshmi, Srikshetra refers to a place, visiting
which the human beings are purged of all their
sins and cross the obstacles caused due to
‘adhyatmic, adhibhautika and adhivaidic’ (Ibid)
confusions. In chapter 13 of Srimad Bhagavad
Gita, it is described:
mahabhutani ahamkarah buddhi avyaktam eva cha
indriani dasai ekam cha pancha cha indriyagochara
iccha dvesa sukham dukham sanghata chetana dhrti
etat kshetram samasena savikaramudharitam.

(verse 6 and 7).

The Lord says that the five elements, the
ego, the intellect, the Unmanifest (Primordial
Matter), the ten organs of perception and action,
the mind and the five objects of the sense, also
desire, aversion pleasure, pain, the physical body,
consciousness firmness, thus is the kshetra with
its evolutes, (Gita, Tattvavivechani, P-551). In the
next five verses the lord enumerates the virtues
which bank upon the spiritual wisdom. Such as
absence of pride; freedom from hypocrisy; non-
violence; forbearance; straightness of body;
speech and mind; devout service of the preceptor;
internal and external purity; stead-fastness of
mind; and control of body, mind and the senses;
absence of attachment and the feeling of mineness
in respect of son, wife home etc.; constant
equipoise of mind; both in favourable and
unfavourable circumstances; unflinching devotion
for the Lord; living in secluded and holy places;
finding no attachment in company of men; fixity in
self-knowledge and seeing God as the object of
true knowledge; dispassion towards the object
of enjoyment of this world and the next; pondering
again and again on the pain and evils inherent in
birth, death, old age and disease. Thus, when
Kshetra according to the Gita is our worldly

existence (Ibid PP. 552-554) Srikshetra is a
Kshetra added with the virtues as cited above
and as explained in verse 7 to 11 of chapter 13 of
the Gita.

In simple analysis ‘kshatat trayate iti
kshetram’ that which saves from injury of all types
is ‘khsetra’. The Skanda Purana defines
‘Srikshetra’ as the body of the divine.

Etat kshetra varam chasya vapurbhutam mahatmanah
Swayam vapusman yatraste swanama kshyapitam hi tat.

(Utkalkhanda 1/10)

The Kshetra as defined above is the body
of Paramatma Vishnu. The Lord has assumed
Himself the form of this place and has given it His
name i.e. Purusottam (Srikshetra Jijnasa PP-1-
2)

Thus ‘Srikshetra’ is the symbol of both
the almighty Mother and almighty Father, created
with the nobel objective of bestowing upon their
devotees compassion and guiding them in the true
spirit of divine knowledge. G.C. Tripathy in his
book, ‘The Cult of Jagannatha and the Regional
Tradition of Orissa’ citing from Skanda Purana
has written:

All the males of the world are the forms
of Vishnu and all the females, the forms of
Lakshmi. There is nothing beyond these two,
whether in the race of Gods, human beings or
animals. (PP-55-56)

Professor Sri Sarveswar Dash has also
made reference to the same in his book Sri-
Jagannatha Rahasya. (P.62) Viewed from the
above, it may be humbly stated that there is no
difference between Lord Balabhadra and Lord
Jagannatha. Elsewhere in Puri the Lord
Balabhadra who is incarnation of Lord Shiva is
worshipped as Lord Srilokanatha. Similarly there
is no difference between the almighty Mother
Mahalakshmi and the almighty Mother Vimala.
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Rudrajamala Tantra describes ‘Odresu Vimala
Sakti Jagannathstu Bhairavah’. Thus, the
Srikshetra-dhiswari is the almighty Mother in
whatever form we may worship her, and Srikshetra
symbolizes forgiveness, tolerance, truth, sacrifice,
and compassion. Besides, ‘Srikshetra’
wonderfully establishes the unity of all cults, the
true principle of harmonious existence.

Nearly five hundred years back when
Prataprudra was the ruler of Puri, five great
erudite, Sri Jagannath Das, Sri Achyutananda
Das, Sri Balarama Das, Sri Yasovanta Das and
Sri Sisu Ananta inspired the wise and pious men
of Srikshetra in the path of devotion. Each one of
them, was wise and great in his own sphere. Sri
Achyuta among them, who is believed to have
taken birth previously as Sri Sudama in Dwapar
Yuga, Sri Nala in Tretaya Yuga and as Sri
Krupajala in Sathya Yuga, was a brilliant exponent
in all branches of knowledge including that of
astrology. Words are incomprehensible. They
cannot comprehend the incomparable talent this
great genius of the soil, Utkal Janani had. Firm,
and decisive in his opinion, Sri Achyuta was
‘humility personified’. His ‘Bhaja Achyutam’ is
comparable only with Jagadguru Shankar’s
‘Mohamudgarah’.

Sri Achyutananda worships the almighty
Mother Mahalakshmi in the following words:

adisakt yoga sambhuta, sarvada yogarata
arupa, ananta, chinmayee, tinipura vandita.

The Divine Mother is worshipped in the
heaven, in the world, and in ‘Patala’, the world
below. She is eternal, formless, embodiment of
consciousness, always engrossed in Yoga and is
also born out of Yoga. She is the ancient immortal
power. Sri Achyuta further describes, the almighty
Mother Mahalakshmi as ‘Abhaya’ i.e. giver of
fearlessness. She is also, giver of prosperity and
salvation and destroyer of all sins. (Saranapanjara,
P-58)

The concept of ‘Viswajanai’ is sometimes
equated with the concept of ‘Yogamaya’. ‘Maya’
as Swami Vivekananda writes is not a theory for
the explanation of the world. It is simply a
statement of facts as they exist — that the very
basis of our being is contradiction, that everywhere
we have to move through this tremendous
contradiction, that wherever there is good, there
must also be evil, and wherever there is some evil
there must be some good. Wherever there is life,
death must follow as its shadow. And everyone
who smiles will have to weep and vice versa.
(Vedanta. Voice of Freedom, P.137). But as
Dryden writes, “Errors like straws upon surface
flow; he who would search pearls must dive
below”, the illusion is available only in the surface.
One has to cultivate the traits of Mahatma Bhisma,
who remained unattached to these contradictions
and was guided by the ‘Omniscient’ to work with
patience and equanimity and maintain his
‘Rajadharma’. Swami Vivekananda affirms that :

… the vedantic position is neither pessimism nor
optimism. It does not say that the world is evil or
good. It says that our evil is of no less value than
our good, and our good of no more value than
our evil. They are bound together. This is the
world, and knowing this you work with patience.
(ibid, 138)

The Lord preached in the Gita, the
principles of Yoga. The Yoga is the process to
secure freedom from bondage and to attain the
status of ‘Jivan Mukta’. For a ‘Jivanmukta’ the
world is not a world of illusion. It is the world of
the Divine Mother, Whose divine benedictions
show the path of Yoga and equanimity. A.G.
Krishna Warrior writes, ‘The Jivanmukta’
perceives that both liberation and bondage are of
God’s making (God in Advaita, Preface viii).
Knowing this the liberated man ‘cuts his way, as
it were, out of nature to freedom’ (Vedanta, the
Voice of Freedom, 138).
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Faith is the ultimate victory of truth and
love. Love for the Almighty and fear for the sins
lead one to truth and while marching on the path
of truth, the devotee partakes of the divine
pleasure. In this journey, the Divine Mother is the
philosopher and guide. The Lord declares in the
Gita that He is ‘adhyatma vidya vidyanam’,
(Chapter 10, verse 32) (of Science, the Science
of Soul), ‘Adhyatwavidya’ or Brahmavidya is that
branch of knowledge “which deals with the self,
throws light on the self and enables the soul to
realize Brahma easily. All other branches of
knowledge in the world, known or unknown are
inferior to ‘Brahmavidya’, for they strengthen the
bonds of ignorance rather than break them.
Through ‘Brahmavidya’, however, the knot of
ignorance is untied for ever and the truth relating
to God is realized. Hence it is superior to all other
branches of knowledge and that is why the Lord
declares it to be His ownself (Srimad Bhagavad
Gita, Tattvavivecani, 473). The noblest way to
approach ‘Brahmavidya or adhyatmavidya’ is
service through sacrifice and compassion.  It is
no exaggeration to say that the ‘adhyatma vidya’
is achieved only by the Divine Mother’s grace
who is the embodiment of sacrifice and kindness.

In western literature we find poets like
Wordsworth and Shelly also worshipping the
World Mother. While for Wordsworth the
‘Nature’ was the symbol of Universal Mother,
for Shelly it was the ‘Intellectual Beauty’. Shelly
writes: ‘Thy light alone.., gives grace and truth to
life’s unquiet dream’ The Divine Mother, (here
the Intellectual Beauty) guides the individual soul
to realize that it is a part of the universal Soul and
with this realization, it becomes serene and calm
and loses all fear. Shelley calls the Intellectual
Beauty as ‘Spirit of Beauty that does consecrate’
with her own hues all she does shine upon. The
Intellectual Beauty is the ‘Spirit of Beauty’,
immaculate and inexpressibly blissful. In queer

contrast to this, stands this transitory world, which
is nothing but a repository of sorrows, failures
and frustrations ‘a vast vale of tears, vacant’ and
desolate’ as Shelly calls it. Everywhere there is a
gloom and man is a silent onlooker. The Gita also
describes this earth as ‘an ocean of death and
existence’ (mrutyu samsar Sagarat, XII, 7), the
Lord, being the only saviour.

Only when the Divine Mother’s blessings
are achieved through the path of devotion and
right action, the Saviour unfurls his
‘abhayamudra’. True dedication to the Intellectual
Beauty has aroused two attitudes in the poet’s
mind to fear himself and to love all human kind.
Selfishness and egotism are manifestation of
narrowness and the poet tries to keep them at
arm’s length. Thus, the Intellectual Beauty which
is another form of the Universal Mother for the
poet kindles the lamp of mind which makes this
night of earth (vale of tears) so beautiful by virtue
of love, not for any particular individual but for
the  whole humanity. (Kenneth Neil Carmeron,
Shelly, the Golden Years, 1974, P.242).

Sri Achyutananda was born in a time when
the modern medical science was not developed,
as it is today. He was moved by the sorrow
(dukha), grief (shoka) and the disease (roga)
which people of the time were suffering from. To
help the society and the human civilization from
the above misfortunes, Sri Achyutananda, the
Great Soul contemplated the Sunya Pothi. He
prayed to Lord Sri Jagannatha for the same and
as per the Lord’s directives, the Sunya Pothi was
created. Besides, Sri Achyuta was a brilliant
exponent in the field of astrology. By the God’s
grace he was able to say about the past, present
and future of the people and society,
communicating the same through the above Sunya
Pothi. The purpose was to help those needy
human beings and purge the society and people
of their evils, sins and miseries. The entire process
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is ‘adhyatma vidya’ (spiritual knowledge). The
above self-less service continues as a miracle
beyond the comprehensive reach of modern
science. No self-desire, no attachment, the only
concentration is on the Lotus Feet of the Lord,
‘padapadma vinu ana asha nahin, Achyutananda
Kahai’ (Sharana Panjara, 77).

The Universal Mother (Viswajanani) Sri
Achyuta and Srikshetra are all dedicated to one
objective, service through sacrifice and
compassion. They are the eternal guides. The
principle they adopt, is adhyatmavidya (spiritual
knowledge or the science of soul). The Lord has
held in the Gita, as earlier discussed, that He is

himself ‘adhyatmavidya vidyanam’ i.e. spiritual
knowledge or the science of soul in the realm of
knowledge. Hence all the three divine
manifestations are the eternal chariots, the
charioteer being Lord Sri Krishna, Sri Jagannath,
the Pranava ‘Om’ who is the beginning, the middle,
and the end of all creations (aham adischa
madhyam cha bhutanam anta eva cha) (The Gita,
Chapter 10, verse 20.)

Dr. Kanhu Charan Sarangi, Secretary, State Information
Commission, Toshali Plaza, Satya Nagar, Bhubaneswar.

Oh God !
Transform me such
That I would chant

The soulful songs to you
Replete with devotion.

Oh God !
Transport me unto

Such a world
Where I would feel you

Manifesting through the void
Sans form

And expression.

Dr. Bhagaban Jaysingh, Editor, ‘Sanskrutira Abhinandanika’, “Senapati Bhawan”, Grand Road, Puri - 752001

A Prayer
Shyam Prakash Senapati

Tr. by Dr. Bhagaban Jaysingh
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Lord Jagannath, the Lord of the Universe is a
god of voidism. His existence is in abysmal depth
and never ending infinite sky. You take zero,
multiply with it, the result will be zero. You
take zero, divide with zero, the result will
be zero. You take zero and add with zero,
the result will be zero. You take zero and
subtract with zero, the result will be zero.
The Vedas say ‘Neti Neti’ means no
end.

The Lord Jagannath is all
pervading and He combines in
Himself all the five Hindu deities
namely Narayana, Rudra, Ganesa,
Surya and Durga. When He is on
the Ratna Simhasana of His temple,
He is Narayana, during the
Nabakalevara ceremony he is
considered as Rudra; during the Snana
Yatra he is Gajanan (Ganesh), at the time
of Car Festival he is taken to be
Suryanarayan, while enjoying the divine
slumber, (Sayan Yatra) he becomes Durga. Thus
all the main deities of Hinduism are considered to
be merged with Him. Thus he is represented as a
Supreme God to Saivites, Saktas, Ganapatyas,
Sauras and Vaisnavas. In Orissa the five sacred
signs at Mahavinayaka, Konark, Puri, Viraja (at
Jajpur) and Lingaraj (Bhubaneswar) are centres

for Pancha Devatas, the five deities, Ganesh,
Surya, Vishnu, Durga and Siva respectively.

Just Jagannath cult is an assimilation of
the various forms of religion and modes of

worship, so also it merges within Himself
the different systems of philosophy. In

particular, in the ritual and day to day
worship are traced the impact of the

system like Abheda, Veda,
Bhedabheda and

Achintyavedaveda. For
instance, there is the feeling of

Abheda in the acceptance of
Mahaprasad by one and all. There

is also the concept of Bheda
regarding the Naivedya before it is

offered to the deities in so far it can
not be touched and seen by any one

except the chosen Supakaras.

Further, there is also the idea of
Bhedabheda in respect of the water used in

worshipping the Lords. It is brought to the
temple by Sudras but carried to the Ratnavedi

by Garabadus, who are Brahmins.

Lastly the concept of Achintya
Bhedabheda as discernible in the rituals of Naba
Kalebara which occurs once in every twelve years
or every nineteen years.

Lord Jagannath : The Secular God

Tara Kanta Mohanty
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The entire mankind are of three races,
the white, the black and Mangolian (yellow) which
represent Lord Balabhadra, Goddess Subhadra
and Lord Jagannath. In every continent except
Antartica there are temples of holy trinity where
during the month of July Car Festivals are held.
Even a sizeable population of Asian continent
frequent Puri during the time of Car Festival. Last
year three thousand tourists from Tokyo visited
the holy trinity during the time of Suna Besha
(Golden Attire Day) on the Ekadashi  Day of
Jagannath Calendar.

It is remarkable fact that there is nothing
sectarian about Jagannath. He satisfies the basic
needs of every sect right from the lowest primitive
totemism to the highest Vedantic ideal of
transcendant being of Patra Brahma. He is the
splendid synthesis of the varieties of human
aspiration. He is identified with Purushottam, the
Supreme Person of Bhagavat Gita and Great
Purusa of Rig Veda.

Saint of Orissa

Etymologically the word religion means
that binds one to the origin.

God is one and so are all humans. There
is no difference among religions and the strength
lies in their oneness. Guru Nanak preached that
“all are children of one God and humanity comes
before religion. There is no division in God’s love”.

Need for Religious Unity

Religion unites, we believe that God is
the God of all, not a specific community. Jesus
taught that love your neighbour as thyself. Inter
faith dialogues would strengthen relationship and
trust within religious groups. Religion ought not
to be reduced to mere allegiance to personalities.
The present religious systems are governed by
maxims and mandates.

Tara Kanta Mohanty, D-35, Star City, Patia,
Bhubaneswar-24.
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How aptly they call you the
Lord of the Universe
The bird finds it's bleak in your big nose
Big arms are of the warrior man.
Below your big face,
the globe like body is Mother earth
Bewildered I cast my glance
In front of Garud Pillar.

I feel fulfilled embracing it
to have your touch as per practice
I get the feel of the loving
symbol of devotion and surrender
Standing I see only one wheel like eye
Which lulls me to meditate
for some moment only
In front of Garud Pillar.

You glitter gloriously
I enjoy silently
Your eloquent presence.
When I open my eyes
You move away slowly
Inside the temple. I go
Alas ! at a distance you were so near
The vision was so clear,
that is denied here.

Rajat Kumar Kar, N-1/183, Ananya Niketan, IRC Village, Bhubaneswar.

In Front of Garud Pillar
Rajat Kumar Kar
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Oh ! Lord of round shaped eye,
Why don’t you listen my prayer ?
What for your colourful flag Patitapaban,
Is flying on Nilachakra ?
When elephant was in trouble,
Cried for your gracious help,
You heard, the crying,
Protected him by sending Sudarshan Chakra immediately.
When Draupadi was in trouble in the royal court of Kauravas,
Hearing her crying, you protected her.

But in case me, why are you silent ?
Decorating your head with peacock feathers
Wearing, shining yellow colourful dresses, on your sky blue body,
Garlanding your neck with flowers,
You appear, as if protector of all.

Still I pray to protect me .... Protect me ….
But you are not listening my prayer, why ?
You have turned yourself deaf, for what ?
You had killed the ferocious demons like
Hiranyakashyap, Ravan, Kumbhakarna,
Agha, Baka and mighty Kansa from this earth.

You destroyed evil from this world completely,
By taking incarnation of,
Lord Rama and Lord Krishna,
Established victory of just, truth, righteousness,
Upon unjust, unfairness
You had freed Ahalya from the
Curse of her husband, from stone to virtuous woman.

Oh ! Lord of Round Shaped Eye
Lokanath Suar
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To save, pride of your Gajapati, Odisha
You ate curd from the hands of Manika, and
You defeated the king of Kanchi,
Riding, black and white horses.

You give everything to all,
In the eyes of all, you are “what not”.
You gave prosperity, wealth to,
Your poor friend Sudama.

But in case me, why are you so deaf ?
In monks thought,
You are supreme soul, having
No shape of your own.
Scriptures speak you are “Purushottam”
Common man says you are “friend of poors”
I am an ignorant devotee of yours.

But is case of me, why are you so deaf ?
Oh ! Lord of round shaped eye....
Listen my, prayer and fulfill the wishes.
Bless me, protect me, extending your
Two elongated powerful hands, forever ….. forever ……

Lokanath Suar, Sevayat of Lord Jagannath and Lecturer in G.M Law College, Puri, Email-suarlokanath@yahoo.in
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Oh ! God
You have no legs
But you can reach
every where
You have no ears
But you can hear
every sound
of the world.

Oh God
You are Bhabagrahi
Antaryami
And Nayan Pathagami
to all
You come from
the Anabasar Mandap
near Ratnasimhasan
of Sri Mandir
to see your
Devotees and Lovers
to sit at the chariot of
Nandighosh.

Oh ! God
Your Car festival
is known as
Festival of brotherhood
and Manabbad (Humanism)
There is no feelings of
Caste and Religion.

Oh ! God
Your Ghosha Yatra
is Jibanyatra of
human being
to aspire
higher thinking
and living.

Oh ! God
We pray to you
Enlighten us
and sit in our
Hruda Mandir (within us)
and also guide us
to achieve
our real goal.

Oh ! God
Sadasiba Mishra

Sadasiba Mishra, Editor, Sulekha & Srikshetra Sambad, Bimanbadu Sahi, Chatiapada Lane, Puri-1
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Your separation appears an age, Oh Lord !
Would you not come back, would you not !
Deserted Nilachal, marooned all
How splendour of Srimandir, does not haunt !

Gods and Goddesses eagerly wait
To see your glamorous sight
Attendants emit long sigh of grief.
Birds and animals bleat.

Days back Sri Devi visited you
to pay prostration, oh Lord !
Pangs of separation rends all
Come back Nilachal, Paramount God !

Invokes appealed, the Lord moved
Swinging this side and that
Gopi and Gopals circumscribed
with sounds of gongs and trumpet.

The soul desires Brindaban ever.
But the duty trails ahead
Pastime of Brindaban haunts ever
Does not allow His tread.

Came to chairot Jagannath late
against His will with grief
Looked at Gopies with immense woe
which this poet can not brief.

Chariot set out for Nilachal
with sounds of gongs and tabour
Wail and cry of Gopis throng
Eyes of devotees tear.

With suffused tone consoled He
“I shall come, never brood
How can I forget your sincere love
Only duty has become overshrewed.”

Lalita and Bishakha accompanied Him
Consoled Jagannath ever
Chariot rolled on Grand Road, Puri
with long applause and glamour.

Chariot reached Charchika Temple
Dwaraka has come nigh
“we may depart now “, told Gopis
with a painful parting sigh.

Jagannath shared with pensive look
“Grievous time approaches fast
Reproof of Sri Devi will pull me down
And you are all in haste !”

Lalita replied “Oh ! Lover supreme !
to Gopis you did not care
Before wife you stoop down so
and share words of despair !

You are expert in enchanting Gopis
To Sri Devi you can please
Take some Sarees and Sweets along
All the distress will cease.

Lord of the universe sank in woe
and Gopis said” good bye”
Sri Devi approached with royal mates
to welcome Lord with joy.

Chariot reached Singhadwar great
Slogan of joy throng around
Tears stuff eyes of the poet
with celestial pleasure, no bound.

Er. Raghunath Patra, Brindaban Dham, Lokanath
Road, Patana Hat Sahi Chhak, Puri-1.

Would You not Come Back, Lord !!

Er. Raghunath Patra
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Oh! Mahabahu with enchanting tahia on your head,
Your pahandibije is conducted by the worshippers and devotees;
As if the Emperor of Emperors moves slowly and slowly step by step,
With the sounds of musical instruments and recitation of mantras.

What a heavenly scenery ! I felt,
I am amazed and emerged to see you at a glance;
That creates happiness and auspicious rituals around,
You are really and mysteriously Lord of Universe.

After your arrival to the chariot,
Gajapati, being the king of Puri performs;
The chhera panhara with golden broom,
And sprinkles the sandle wood water and perfumes.

It teaches and preaches the equality,
From king to the common man;
It is the rarest of the rare culture,
Indicates dedicated devotion that nowhere seen.

Your journey from Nilachal to Sundarachal,
With Lord Balabhadra in Taladhwaja and Goddess Subhadra in Darpadalan;
Among the lakhs of people of different religions and nations,
A unique festival in the earth that ever seen.

Car festival creates peace, devotion and purifies the state of mind,
People pull the chariots with immense faith and devotion;
The Ghosa Yatra is observed throughout with pomp and ceremony,
It seems the Creator performs journey with enormous creation.

Oh! Lord Jagannath, the ascendant of Nandighosa,
I pray you from the core of my heart in all the moments;
Save the mankind, living beings and the universes,
From the sorrowful natural calamities and destructive events.

Er. Niranjan Rath, S-2/617, Niladrivihar, PO-Sailashreevihar, Bhubaneswar-21.

Oh ! Ascendant of Nandighosa

Er. Niranjan Rath
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I took refuge  at Thy foot
Oh protector of prestige,

Please find ways and means
Oh  king of Neelagiri,  Saviour of helpless !

Jagannath of Neelachal,
Thou  art present  in the Great Temple

Near Kalpabata  on Sea - shore.

The troubled  elephant  called from far off
Thou hark  while playing dice

Monk Markand  was drowning in the water
Thou saved him by left hand.

Thou went to Kiskindha and killed Vali
Built a bridge  across the sea and

Stepped on to Lanka and killed Ravan
In honour of Sita, the daughter of Janak.

Thou visited Hastina on request of
Yudhistir  and dined in Bidura’s house.

Draupadi prayed  from Kuru - Court
Thou instantly supplied her crores of clothes

Thou  saved children  of Braja
From  great   fire during burning of the forest
Thus  spake  Upendra, the moon of  poets

And took  shelter under Thy  feet.

Dr. Ramakanta Rout, Plot No.1175/3203,  Laxmisagar, Uparasahi, Bhubaneswar- 751 006

Thou the Protector of Prestige

Upendra  Bhanja
Translated into English  from original Odia "Mana Uddharan"

by Dr. Ramakanta Rout


